
LOGIC SUMMARY - ALWAC III-E 

This Logic SUIDIDB.l'Y is addressed primarily to 

ALWAC trainees who wish to obtain a knowledge of the 

ALWAC III-E GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERo 

This Logic SUIDIDB.l'Y is not applicab1ein ita 

entirety for each individual maohine, but is intended 

to serve as a guide for the majority of ALWAC III-E 

Computers 0 

It would be appreciated if any errors, suggestions 

or additional information would be brought to the atten

tion of the TRAINING BRANCH 0 

Revised by the TRAINING BRANCH 3 September 19580 
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'TERrv1S FROM LOGIC TO CON'tR01 PANEL 

1'., Si 

Ri 

I 

Ti (i = 1 through 8) 

These terms either turn on or off the neon indicators in the S, R, and T 

registers on the control panel. The neons in the control panel are 

effectively tied in parallel to the neons on their cprresponding flip flops. 

2. ( F3, rJr, An, Bn, Dn, En, Vw, VIn, (Va Qs' P33 ) 

3. A2' 

4. A4' 

These ~,erms come from the computer to the Register Selection Rotary Switch 

(ABDEWM) dnd are selected by the switch for oscilloscope synching and 

input Vw provides scope sync for all registers except for Main r'Iemory (E). 

The term (Va Qs' P33) provides scope sync for Hain Nemory observation. 

The terms An? Bn, Dn, En, ~vn, and Hr are selected by the svJi tch to provide 

vertical input to the scope for inspection of the A~ B, D, E, Working 

Storage or £1ain Hemory lines. F3 is also added to these latter terms 

to provide a pedestal on the scope sweep for easier observation of the word. 

This term comes from the prime output of A2 flip flop. It goes to relay 

"0" in the control panel. "Then A2 flip flop is prime (indicating no 

block transfer alarm) relay "0" is de-energized, and the secondary of the 

buzzer transformer is open. 1'lhen A2 flip flop is true, relay "0" is 

energized, completing buzzer circuit and sounding alarm. 

This term comes from the prime output of A4 driver and operates in the 

manner described for A2', except that relay "P" is involved. A4 true 

means that the overlow is on and an arit~metic command is present in the 

"~fI register. Under these circumstances the overflow alarm sounds. The 

computer remains in 01 since Q3 will not come up while A4 is true. 

Q3 = Ho (01 G A2' A4' P33) 

TEHlYIS FROE CONTROL PJuIJEL TO LOGIC 

1. Pti 

Pri 

Psi (i = 1 through 8) 

By pushing the· push button corresponding to a particular S, R or T 

neon indicator the associated flip flop may be either turned on or off. 



This appears in the logic as: 

Ti = Pti 

Ti' = Pti' 
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2. Z trigger 

Z' trigger 

3. Q2' 

4. Fot 

These terIDs appear in the logic as pz and pz'. pz is triggered ·by the 

OVE~~Ovl ON punch switch and turns Z flip flop on if it is off. 

pz' is triggered by the OVEH.2LO\'i OFF punch switch and turns Z flip flop 

off if it is on. 

The RESTORE posi titnl of thE] AL.ARN swi teh #2 is tied in parallel to the 

Z' trigge·r term so that Z flip flop ·is held prime •. 

This term appears in the lo&,"ic as PQ2. (Q2 = PQ2) 

PQ2 comes up "l'lhen the NORlY"lAJJ - HOLD - SSLECT 'swi teh is in the SELECrr 

position. 

This term comes up Ii'lhen the lJORHAL - HOLD - SELBCT switch is in j:JOill\1AL 

position aDd is used in Ql driver logic. Fo' allmvs normal sequencing. 

5. Pgg 

6. G 

7. Ho 

This term is associated liJi th the ONE - STEP position of the NOR11AL - STOP -

OJ:JE STZP slvi tch. Hi th this SI'li teh set to STOP position the computer 

connot sequence out of ¢l. Pgg turns Gg flip flop true in ¢l. (Gg = Pgg). 

Gg flip fl(:p is immediately turned off as the computer sequences into 

;~. «('~. ~'l.· {))~ 

This term is associated Ivi th the NOn.I<G·'\.L setting of the NORIUiL-STOP

ONE STEP switch. As :long as G .is. up (+15v)· the computer will. s~3quence 

no.:rmally~ 

This term will allow the computer to step through orders in normal 

sequence Ii'Then the NORIv:i.AL-TEST-CLEAR switch is in TEST position. It is 

not necessary that the flexowriter be on. 
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8. Hof 

9. S 

10. Ss 

11. SKI 

12. SK2 

130 Apr 

The Hof term is a flexowriter term that comes to tho control panel as well 

as to the logic directly. 11i th the NORLlAL-TBST-CLEAR :;1rIi tcll in NOllL-IAL 

position tt.18 Hof term is substituted for the Ho term and the computer is 

under control of the flexQ1;'rri ter. 

Hof means flexowri ter ON svri tch is in COnrUTE position.' 

This term is associated vIi th the CLEAR position of the nOm·lAL-TEST-CLEAR 

81· .. i tch. This term is "an.ded" vIi th the cli)ck in tho logic cabinot and 

triggers several flip flops to call up HN chan]l.ol 01 into vIS I • 
Tho term SC't,urns,the following'flip flops t.rue. 

T8 Rl 02 yt 

The torm SC turns the following flip flops prime, 

¢o 01 03 04 05 06 07 

Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 

Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 

Uk A2 Z Hd yp 

This term is associated with the START position of the NORJ:.IAL-STAl"1T 

swi teh. Hi th a IE command in the T rogister and the NORIlAL-ST.Ai:lT svIi tch 

in NORHAL position, the computer ~vJill not sequence out of 02. 

Q3 == (T8' 'T7 '. 'T6' T5) .~T4 T3' '¢2 P33 Uk 

Uk. = (T8 ' rr7' T6' 'f5) T4 T3' T2 (¢2 P32 C) Ss 

Ss then will allow tho computer to transfor to the ljvord desif,rnated in 

the R register. 

This term is associatod vd th Jump Switch #1. 

In NOJ.~NAL position SKI = Ov 

In JUMP position SKI = +15v 

This term is identical to SKI but is associated with Jump Switch #2. 

This term is associated "i'li th the SILENCE position of Alarm Slj'li tch 1/1, 

and allows repeated block copying vvhenever an improper comparison"'is 

made. Q3 = Apr Ut Q2 07 P33 rid' A2 



• 
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14. Ap2 

This torm is associatod with the RJSTOR! position of Alarm Switch #1. 

Ap2 turns A2 flip flop prime. 

S''lITCH POSITIONS AND THEI1l LOGIC TERUS 

1. Ap2 

2. .Apr 

3. Fo' 

4. G 

5. Ho 

6. Hof 

7. Pgg 

8. PQ2 

9. S 

10. SkI 

11. Sk2 

12. Ss 

Restore position of Alarm #1 switch. 

. ':Silonce position of Alarm III switch. 

Normal position of Normal-Hold...select sl:i. tch. 

Normal position of Normal-Stop-One Step ... swi tch. 

~ position of Normal-Test-Clear switch. 

Normal position of Normal~Test-Clear switch. 

One-Step position of' Normal;;";Stop-One Step switch. 

Select position 9f Normal .... Hold-Select svJi tch. 

Clear position of Normal-Test-Clear switch. 

Jump position of Jump #1 svli tch. 

Jump posi tion of Ju.rnp #2 mvi tch. 

Start position of Normal-Star~ switch. 



#1 

#2 

NORNA1 

HOLD 

SELEGT 

NO RlYIAL 

S1~OP 

onE STEP 

NORl>1AL 

TEST 

1--0 

I 
Q2 r (PQ.2) 

\l 
+15v 'f-O' , ~ 

I 

I ~ .. 
--0 I 1 r-'\") 

I 
Ov 

.sZ-o Fo' 
6 I 
~-.o-.--

\5-0--, 
~~-... pgg 

, ~ 

~o----~-------- +15v 
_____ .. ___ .. S v 

rr""O~'----' 

L_-o 

r--o----
CLEAR 2.-o----~------.---·.·--.-.. · Ho 

Lf_ .. -c~. Ho f 

J1JT1P 
---_ ... _ ... SKI 

NORIIlAL +15v 

JUI\1P 
........ _ ..... ---_ ...... Ov 

- SK2 
NORr;iAL 

~·O 
Ov 

NORFlAL S's -V---O ~ 

STARrr 4_~ +15v 

CON;rROL PANEL 
SWITCHES 



Alarm Switches 

No. 1 
I~~"(}=~-! 
! \I 1 Silence 

t------i-J\~=r 
__ ~--.r""'~,_ ! Normal II "J' l.. i 

f\.j I --r-...... , -:-~, Restore 

-----~-

} ___ ._ Ov 

5-
J 

No. 2 

f!-> 
7S,-C) : 

• I 

Lo·

n
; 
! : r-o ! 

iSLo ' 
!6 ~ 

l.~~~-"._"i-<; -r~ 
'I 

+15v 

+7Ov 

Overflow 

z • Light 
s--~-'V\/\J'-----

+15v 

. I. +130 

E~o~----.~ 
~1 L .. ~ 

______________ -.:......--.1 Alarm Indicators '"-__ -J 

a L+15V a i ___ A4' 

Helay Relay 
"0" "P" A2t 

~------------------------------~ 

CONTHOL PANEL SWITCHES 





FUNCTIOHd AND D8FIHITIOl~S 
OF ALWAC 111-8 PLUG-INS 
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In conjunction with this write up, refer to \tlri te up of "Terms to Control Panel". 

Key: 

A2 

A4 

Ab 

Ad 

AI 

An 

DR Driver 

FF Flip Flop 

OS One Sho't 

FA Pre-Amplifier for Selection Drivers 

RA Read Amplifier 

WA Write Amplifier 

Ckt. 

FF 

.DR 

FF 

DR 

Used in conjunction with Block Transfer commands to indicate 
improper block copy. 
Used,as protection against a Block Copy into Channel 01. 
"A2" prime, used in several equations for generating the Q3 
driver term which is used for sequencing purposes. 
Refer also to "Terms To Control Panel" write up. 

Alarm driver activated in n¢l" if a previous arithmetic 
operation generated an overflow, which is indicated by "1," 
true during n¢l n time. 
Refer also to "Terms to Control Panel" write up. 

Follows itA" read amplifier in "A" recirculating line'. 
Feeds Ae. 

Follows .An during normal recirculation of "A" li!l:e. 
Controls information to "A" line depending upon command. 
Feeds Ar. 

FF Follows Ab. 

FF 

FF 

Feeds Ad 'during a right shift in "A" line. 
Feeds An during normal recirculation of ','Alt line. 
Feeds An during a left shift in "Att line ... 
Feeds Q8 during certain copy operations. 
Used to check "early" time, as cpmpared to "naw" time. 

Follows An during a left shift in ('A" line., 
Feeds Ad: during a left shift in' "Ai' line. 
Used to check "late" time as compared to "now". time. 

Follows Ae during normal recirculation or during a left 
shift of "An line. 
Feeds Al during a left shift in "An line. 
Used to indicate "now" time. 
Feeds Ad during normal recirculation of "A" line. 
Excluded during a right shift of nAn line. 
Used to output information from "A" line depending 
upon command. 
Used for oscilloscope vertical input when looking at the 
"A" line. 



Ar FF 

Ar RA 

Aw WA 

B4 FF 

B5 FF 

Note: 

Bb 

Bd DR 

Be FF 

Bl FF 

Bn FF 

Br FF 

Dr RA 
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Follows Ad. 
Fec0.s "A" write amplifier. 
Used to c~eck "1ate" time as compared to "new" time. 

Fol10~'ls output of "Au read head. 
Feeds .db. 

Fo='lo"'lS a"":' FF. 
FccG.s "At! write head to write information on the drum for "a" line. 

Used for de1.ay purposes during a "B5u order. 

Used for delay purpose during a nBS" order. 

B4 and B5 used in conjunction with each other to count 
three drum revolutionso 

Fol10111S "Bn read amplifier 'in liB" recirculating line. 
Feeds Be. 

Fol]_ows Bn during normal recirculation of "B" line. 
Controls information to "Bit line depending upon oommand. 
Feeds Br. 

Follows Bb. . 
p, ... ~.:: Pc .. ~~.~.:.""'iDg a right·shift in' nB" line. 
Feeds Bn during normal recirculation of "B" ·line. 
Feeds Bn during a left shift in "Bn line. 
Feeds Q8 during certain copy operations. 
Used to check "early" time as compared to "now" time. 

Follows Bn during a left shift in the ttB~' l~ne. 
Feeds Ed during a left shift in "B" line. 
Used to check Ulate" time as compared to unow" time. 

Follows Be during norme~ recirculation or during a 
left shift of "B" line. ' 
Feer.s Bl during a left shift in It Bn line" 
Used to indicate "now" time. 
Feeds Ed during normal recirculation of the "Bn line. 
Exclu.ded during a right' shift of the "B" line. 
Used to output information from "B" line depending 
UpO:l Co~'JI.['':c.d.. 

US8'1 for o:::cilloscope vertical input when looking at 
the 1:3!1 line. 

FoIl c, :·;s Bd. 
Feerls "B" write amplifier. 
US\Jd. to check "latert time'as compared to "now" time. 

Fnllo-:'lS output of "B" read head. 
Feeds Bb. 



Cd 

Cr 

Db 

Dd 

De 

Dn 

Dr 

Dr 

Ckt~ 

WA 

DR 

FF 

FF 

DR 

FF 

FF 

FF 

RA 
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F~'llowe :3r-FF. 
Feeds IlB~1 write head to write information on the drum for ttBn line • 

.Amplifies, shapes :md outputP cloak pulsos.. The figure nc" 
is t:':1e clock pulse from the clock: driver. 

Inter-lock during carriage return cycle. 
Timing delay in 'blc'ck transfer to allow l'Jld relay to drop out, 
pri"~ to reading back the written data for a comparison' check. 

]'oll,ws PDIi read amplifier in tlu" reoiroulating line. 
Feeds De. 

Follows Dn during normal recirculation of the "D" line, exoept 
during ::¢Oi: look-up.': 
Cont=ols information "to ,the liD" line depending upon command. 
Follows Dr during upo" look-up. 
During Il¢o" 1st mode used incorij'tlnctlonwith otherte:l"lDa 
to modify incoming address going to "Rn register. 
During Ilpo" 2nd and 3rd modes used in conjunction with 
other terms to modify the addre~lsin uRn regis'tet:while it 
............. ;.1."0ulates when'Tl -is prime. 
Dv,~j_n~ 1:00" 2nd and 3rd modes used to recirculate unmodified 
add!'esb __ ;:;~ "R" register when Tl is true. 
Used in conjun"'~ion with other terms for counting operation 
during shiftoperati')ns. 
Used in conjuncti~,n"with other terms to generate ,a, sum 
prod.uct~'or difference 'depending upon command. 

Fellows' Db ~ , 
Feed.s Dn during normal recirculation of ltD" line. 
F€3ds Q8 during certain copy operations. 
Use to c~eck,nearlyn time as comparea to I'now" time. 

FoJ.lo:rs De during normal recirculati"n of ".on line. 
Used to i:.l.dicate "nowll. time. 
Fecc.sDdcluring normal recirculation of u.o" line, except 
during ti¢o" when it feeds Dr. . 
Used to'outputinforma~ion from ttj)tI line depending upon 
CO:!!1l').RTI.d J ' 

Used for oscilloscope vertical input when looking, at the 
liD" line~ 

Fc·llovTs Dd duri.:l.g normal recirculation, except during n~on 
when it fol]~ws .on. 
Feeds liD:: w'ri te amplifier. 

Follow3 the output of :".on read head. 
Feec'J Db 0 

WA F: .. llows Dr FF. 

FF 

Feed.s "DII write head to write information on the drum for 
"Dil line. 

Fc-l:":'lS lI.d: tI read amplifier in tt,clu recirculating line. 
Feeds ~e~ 



me 

En FF 

Er FF 

RA 

Ew WA 

Fl FF 

F2 FF 

F3 FF 

F4 FF 

F5 FF 

F FF 

Fb 
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Follc-ws Bb. 
Feeds En during normal recirculation of ngti ".Li..""e. 
Feeds Q8 during certain copy operations~ 

Follows .Be during normal recirculation of "~It line. 
Feeds Er during normal reciroulation of n,cl" line. 
Used to indicate tlnowlt time. , 
Used to output information from tt~tI line depending upon 
command. 
Used for oscilloscope vertical input when looking at 
ugll line. 

Follows Bn during normal recirculation of "E" line. 
Controls information to t1~tt line depending upon command. 
Follows Ws driver during least significant half word 
time (LSH) 1st and 3rd modes of n¢otl J,.ook-up. 

Follcws the output of ".8" read head. 
Feeds Eb. 

Follows Er FF~ 
.• "T~T""~ +,..., heprl +0 write information on the drum 

for tiB" line. 

Used in "F" counter circuit to count down the "clocktlby two. 

Used in "F" counter circuit to oount down the output of 
the Fl FF by two, except at Po time and P33 time. 

Used in the "F" counter ci:rcu+ t to count down a worc1 
into quarters. 
Also used to distinguish between Po ~ P33 time. 
!IF:;" true: instruction portion of a word or Po time. 
ttF3" prime: address portion of a word o~ '" tilae. 

Used in the nF~' counter circuit to divide a whole word 
(3~ bi + s) into half vTOrdS. 

L}:'4 it pritte: p;, tbm Pl6 incl\1Sively is the least 
signjJ::',:'ant half (LSH) word. 
"F,~:I tru.;j: P"'..7 thru P33 inclusively is the most 
':.'· .. gnif~;.cant hz:..lf (:r.1SH) word. 

US3d i':"J. the "F" counter circuit. Used to indicate 
~·!O~? j 1entification portion" of words on the uFtt line • 

. ..... '.I" * .. cue: during P28 J P29, P30, P31 and P33 • 

. . :'::J!t prime: the remai.ning pulse times in a word. 

Used in the "]!'" counter circuit. 
PJllows the Pb FF. 

Follows the "Fit read amplifier. 
Feed~ the "Fit FF .. 

Follows the output of nF" rea.d head which in turn is 
f("lllowing the permanently recorded "F" line on the drum. 



Fr' FF 

Fr' DR 

Fw' FF 

Fw' DR 

Go OS 

Gl-G6 . OS 

Gg FF 

Hl FF 

H2 FF 

H3 FF 

Hb FF 

He FF 

Hr RA 

Hw WA 
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Used to tell the computer the flexowriter is or is not busy. 
"Fri' prime: indicates flex is not busy (actually a true out:{lu.t). 
"Fr" true: indicates flex is busy (actu:ally a prime output). 
Follows the Fr' DR. 

Used in conjunction with the Fr' FF to tell the computer the 
flexowriter is or is not busy. 
Receives its informati~n from the flexowriter .. 

Fw' means flexowriter is not busy. 
Follow's the Fw' DR. 

Triggers the Fw' FF. 
Recej_~1'es its information from either the flexowriter, or 
the H.S.P. Tape Unit. 

Used as an inter-lock Signal to prevent outputs during a 
programmed carriage return6 

Operate the flexowriter punch and/or translator. 

Turned on by (Pgg) when the NORMAL-STOP-ONE STEP-8WITCH is 
mr:~red from the STOP to the ONE STEP position. 
Allows computer to sequence one order at a time. 

Follows He in "Hltt recirculating line. 
Feeds H2. 

Follows Hlduring normal recirculation of "HI" line, .except 
at P32 time when it follows He. 
Feed.s H3 during normal recirculation of "HI" line. 
Used to output "one word ll of information from "HI" line 

'depene.ing upon command. . 
Use:: in conjunction with IvIr to check "block transfers" 
into or out of "HI!' line" 

Follows H2 during normal recirculation of "HI" line. 
Follows 141' during "block transfers" into "Hltt line 0 

Follows Q8 during "one wordn copies into "HI" lineo 
Feeds Hw, 

Foll"ws "Htl read amplifier in "HI" recirculating line-. 
Feeds He. 

Foll01i7sHb . 
Feeds !llo 
Fe.ec.~ Mp and Mo during a tlblock transfer" from uHI" line. (WSI) 

F0J.lows output of "Htl read head. 
ieeds Hb. 

Follows H30 
Feeds "Hn write head which writes information on th~ drum 
for':HI" recirculating line •. : . 



12 

1.313 

Ib 

Ir 

Iw 

Jl 

J2 

J3 

Jb 

Je 

Jr 

Jw 

K2 

K3 

Ckt'. 

FF 

FF 

FF 

RA 

\iA 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

RA 

WA 

FF 

FF 
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FollovlS lb. 
Feeds 13 during- normal recirculation of "HI" line. 

-Used to output "one word" of information depending 
upon command. 

Follows 12 during normal recirculation of "HI" line. 
Fr)l101rlS Q8 during "one word" copies into uHI" line. 
Feeds Iw. 

Follm'ITs Ir ,. 
Feeds 12~ 

Follows ('utput of Ill" read head. 
Feeds lb. 

F0llows 13~ 
Feeds "Itt write head which writes information on the 
drum for the "HI" recirculating line. 

Follows Je in "JK" recirculating line. 
Feeds J2" 

Follows Jl during normal recirculation of ItJKIt line, 
except at P32 time when it follows Je. 
Feeds J3 during normal recirculation of "JK" line. 
Used to output "one word t1 of information from nJK" 
iine depending upon command. 
Used in conjunction wi th l~lr to check "block transfers U 

into or out of ttJK" line. 

Follm·lS J2 during normal recirculation of "JK" line. 
Follows Nr during "block transfers" into uJK" line. 
Foll--;ws Q8 during "one word tl copies into "JK" line. 
Feeds Jw .. , 

Follows ItJt1 :read amplifier in lIJK" recirculating line .. 
Feeds Je. 

Follows Jb., 
Feeds Jln 
Feeds fJlp and No during a "block transfertt from ttJK" line. (WSII) 

Follows output of "J" read head .. 
Feeds Jb. 

Fellows J3. 
Feeds flJft write head which writes information on the drum 
for "JKIt recirculating line" 

Follows Kb~ 
Feeds K3 during normal recirculation of "JK" line. 
Used to output "one word" of information depending upon command. 

Follows K2 during normal recirculation of "JK" line. 
Follows Q8 during "one word" copies into "JK" line. 
Feeds Kw. 



Kb 

Kr 

Kw 

Ll 

12 

L3 

Lb 

Le 

Lr 

1w 

M2 

M3 

1-1b 

Md 

Ckt. 

FF 

RA 

WA 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

RA 

WA 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

Follows Kr" 
Peeds K2, 

Follows output of "KI! read head. 
Feetls Kb, 

FolluW's K3u 
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Feeds 11K" write head which writes inf orma tion (·n the 
drum for the "JKu recirculating liner 

Follows Le in ttll'1" recirculating lineo 
Feeds L2. 

Follows 11 during normal recirculation of "LlVl" line, 
except at P32 time when it follows Le. 
Feeds 13 during normal recirculation of nil-I" line. 
Used to output "one word" of information from nUL" line 
depending upon command. 
Used in conjunctic-.n with lV!r to check ttblock transfers" 
into or out of "Ll"\1" line. 

Follows L2 during' normal recircula ticln of "LM" line" 
Follows Mr during "block transfers" into "ll~I't line. 
Follows Q8 during "one word" copies into tlLIVl" line. 
Feeds Lw. 

Follows "L" read amplifier in the "LIJItt recirculating line. 
Feeds Le .. 

Follows Lb. 
Eeeds Ll~ 
Feeds I"'1p and 1"'10 during a "block transfer" from "1M" line. (WS III) 

Follows rutput of "Lit read head. 
FeedsLb, 

Follows 13c 
Feeds "L:' write head TJ'hich writes information on the drum 
for "IJYP' recirculating line. 

Follows IVlb., 
Feeds 1'13 during normal recirculation of "1M" line 0 

Used to output "one word" of information depending upon ciJmmand. 

F01lows IvI2 during normal recirculation of n1M" line. 
Follows Q8 during "one word" copies into "U\i" line. 
Feecp Mw·. 

Follows lVIr 0 

Feeds M2. 

Controls the configuration of Md relay through Pa Md, for 
reading out of, or writing into JY!ain 1Y1emory. tlBlock Transfers". 

Dr~ "'Tes memory write amplifier for "0' s II , 
Foll'i,iS He, Je] 1e or Ne depending up()n command. 



Mr 

Mr 

Mw 

Nl 

N2 

N3 

Nb 

Ne 

Nr 

Nw 

02 

03 

Ob 

Ckt. 

FF 

FF 

RA 

WA 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

RA 

, WA 

FF 

FF 

FF 
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Drives memory write amplifier for "Its". 
Follows He, Je, 1e or Ne depending upon command used. 

Used in the Ferranti system for t'block transfers" from lVlIJI to WS. 
Used to check the validity of block transfers between ~m and WS. 
Used for oscilloscope vertical input when nbserving contents of 
tI one word \I in IVlain Memory ~ 

Fcll('ws M3< 
Feeds l>'1b. 

Follows 1>'130 
Feeds "M" write head which writes information on the drum for 
"LIVl" recirculating line" 

Follows He in the "NO" recirculating line. 
Feeds N2,. 

Follows l'Jl during normal recirculation of "Non line, except 
at P32 time when it follows Ne. 
Feeds N3 during normal recirculation of "NO" line, depending 
upon command. 
Used in conjunction with IVlr to check "block transfers" into 
or out of "NO" line. 
Used to output "one word" of information depending upon command. 

Follows N2 during normal recirculation ('If ttNOJtline. 
Follows Hr during "blC'lck transfers" into "NO" line. 
Follows Q8 during trone wordtl copies into "NO" line. 

Foll"ws "N" read amplifier in IINOH reCirculating line. 
Feeds Ne. 

Follows Nb. 
Feeds Nl, 
Feeds Mp and Mo during a "bloch. tr~.ns.fer" from "NO" line. (WS IV) 

Follows output of "Nit read head. 
Feed~ Nb, 

Follows N3. 
Feeds "N" write head which writes information on the drum 
for ·.nNO" reCirculating line. 

Follows Ob. 
Feeds 03 during normal recirculation of "NO" line. 
Used to output "one word" of information depending upon 
the comma:q.d ~ 

Follows 02 during normal recirculation of "NO" line. 
Follows Q8 during "one word" copies-into "NO" line. 
Feeds Ow. 

Follows Or:~ 
Feeds· 02. 



Term Ckt. 

Or RA 

Ow WA 

Po FF 

PI FF 

P32 FF 

P33 FF 

Pal-8 SD 

PaMd DR 

PaYd DR 

QI DR 

Q2 DR 

QJ DR 
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Follows output of "0" read head. 
Feeds Ob. 

Follows 03. 
Feeds "011 write head which writes information on the 
drum for "no" recirculating line. 

Used in the "F" counter circuit. 
"Po" true during Po time of a word. 
"Po" prime dur:Lr.;.,:; the remaining 33 pulse times of a word. 
Basically a timing term, used to specifically exclude or 
work with the Po (sign) bit of a word. "First pulse of 
a word"" 

Used in the "F" counter circuit. 
"PI" true during PI time of a word. 
"Pl lt prime during the remaining 33 pulse times of a word. 
Basically a timing term. 
"First pulse of the magnitude portion of a word tf

• 

Used in the "F" counter circuit. 
"P3Z" . t::'l13 t~u:!::'i.r.-~!::; P3.2 time of a word. 
"P32" prime during the remaining 33 pulse times of a word. 
Basically a timing term. 
"Last pulse of the magnitude portion of a word." 

Used in the "F" counter circuit. 
ttp33" true during P33 time of a word. 
"P33" prime during the remaining 33 pulse times of a word. 
Basically a timing term. "Used to specifically exclude or 
work with the P33 (Overflow) bit of a word." "Thirty-fourth 
pulse of a word." 

Used to activate the MM selection drivers. 

Used to activate f.,10. rel.~.y to set either reading or 
writing conditiohs for Main Memory. 

Interlock sign2.1 batv:een Flexowri ter and the computer that 
indicates the flexowriter is asking for inputs. 
Helps choose between inputs from the HSPTR or the flexowriter. 

During "00" 1st and 3rd modes used to gate information 
to the LSI! of the "E" I ine.~ 
During "00" all modes usc>d to condition subtractor circuitry. 
During 1\ 00" 1st Ti'!.,:,rIe used to condition parallel transfer 
circuitry between th.e tiT" and u R" registers. 
During "00" all modes used to condi tion· "se-ria.l~' .... .pump ... a·cr()ss.·'-. 
circuttry in the "T" and "R" register. (1 thru & FF's). 
During "00" all modes used to gate information to the T8 
and R8 FE"s" 
During "00" all modes used to condition the Q3 driver. 

Operate selection driver pre-amplifiers which in turn 
operate selection drivers that control the relays in the matrix~ 

Advances "0 tt sequence counter, or resets it to 03 if the 
compute:" is in 07. 



Q4 

Q6 

Q7 

Q8 

Rl 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

R7 

R8 

Ckt. 

DR 

DR 

DR 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

NOTE: 

Resets "¢" sequence counter to n¢on. 
Terminates the execution of commands. 
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Used in conjunction with (Uk C) to cause a parallel transfer 
between the nRn and ItS" register .. 
Sets Va to prime configuration .. 

Conditions copying equations during the execution of 
various commands. 

Conditions copying equati~ns during the execution of 
varinus commands A 

Follows Ae, Be, De or Ee during certain copying operations 
depending upon commando 
Feeds H3] 13, J3, K3) 13, M3~ N3 or 03 during some copying 
'operations depending upon command and timing. 
Used during input commands for timing and delay purposes~ 

Compared with the P28 pulse on the "F" line during a data 
word look-up (¢2). 

Compared with the P29 pulse on the "Fit line during a data 
word look-up (¢2) 

Compared with the P30 pulse on the ":!!'" line during a data 
word look-up (¢2). 

Compared with the P31 pulse on the "Ft! line during a data 
word look-up (¢2). 

Compared with the P33 pulse on the liFt! line during a data 
word look-up (¢2). 

Used in conjunction with R7 and. Qr t.o select the particular 
WS channel a data word is stored (¢2). 

Used in conjunction with R6 and Qr to select the particular 
WS channel a data word is stored (¢2). 

Used for address purposes in conjunction with RI thru R7 FF's. 
The nRt! register determines a particular type of operation to 
be performed in conjunction with magnetic tape and input 
output commands. 

These FF's compose the address "RI! register~ 
The "R" register has various functions according to the 
command used. 
It contains the address of data to be used in conjunction with 
the execu ti r·n of various commands. 
It contains the address where data is to be stored when used 
with various commands. 
It contains the number of shifts to be executed when used with 
shift commands •. 
It contains the second command to be executed when used in 
conjunction with "packed" commands. 
It c~ntains the n~ber of characters to be taken in ~r 
outputed when used with input output commands·. 



81 FF 

S2 FF 

83 FF 

S4 FF 

S5 FF 

S6 FF 

S7 FF 

sa FF 

NOTE: 

'1'1 FF 

~2-T8 FF 

NOTE: 

Ua FF 
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It contains the ~~I channel to which or from which information 
is to be copied when uscd with "block transfer tl commands. 

Compared with the P28 pulse on the "Fit line during an 
instruction word look-up (¢o). 

Compared with the P29 pulse on the IIFu line during an 
instruction word look-up (¢o). 

Compared with the P30 pulse on the IIF" line during an 
instruction word look-up (¢o). 

Compared with the P3l pulse on the ttFtt line during an 
instruction word look-up (¢o). 

Compared with the P33 pulse on the "F" line during an 
instruction word look-up (¢o). 

Used in conjunction with 87 and Qs to select a particular 
WS channel an instruction word is stored (¢.). 

Used in conjunction with 86 and Qs to select a particular 
W8 channel an instruction word is stored (¢o). 

Conditions circuitry to deal with a particular half ~f an 
instruction word. 
uS8" prime: indicates most significant half (MSH) word to 
be pr~cessed first. 
"san true-: indicates least significant half (LSH) word to 
be processed first. 

These FF's compose the instruction address "Sit register$ 
The "s" register contains the address of the instruction word. 
"When looking at a visual display of a word located in the 
main memory the "S" register contains the words relative 
location to the "F" line. 

During "¢olt look-up 2nd and 3rd modes Tl will indicate 
whether a modified er unmodified address is to be used in 
conjunction with an order. 
"TIn prime: indicates a modified address to be used. 
"TI" true: ind~cates an unmodified address to be used. 

Contains after n¢ott time the order being executed. 
Contains during "¢o" look up 1st mode, before F4 time the 
unmodified incoming address. 

These FF's compose the operation "T" register. 

Used as a c~ry FF for Add, Binary round and Multiplication 
erders. 
Used as a borrow FF in 8ubtr~ct and Division ,r4ers. 
Used in some orde~s to condit:i,.~n "Q4tt j)J;1 for sequep,cing. 



Ub 

Uc 

Ud 

Ue 

Uk 

Um 

Ur 

Us 

Ut 

Uv 

Va 

~ 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 
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Used as a coupling device between the "Aft and nB" recirculating 
lines in Double Length Shifting, Multiply, Divide and Binary 
round orders. Helds least significant digit of intermediate 
product or dividend for Multiply or Divide orders. 

Used as carry FF during Multiply orders. 
Used for timing device in n¢oll look-up. (Turned ()n at the 
fall of P24; off at P25) 
Used as a carry FF in an AB order < 

Used to make magnitude comparisons between the dividend and 
divisor in a Divisi0n order. 

Used as the borrmv FF during n¢otl lo~k up. 
Used as an interlock for output orders~ 

Used to tell the computer to jump or not. 
"Uktl true: indicates a jump condition, 
"Uk" prime: inuicC1tdS a no jump condition .. 

Used as a sequencing control in shifting orders. 

Makes final decision in whether to shift and subtract 0r 
merely shift during a Division order. 
"Ur" true: indicates shift and ~ubtract. 
"Ur" prime: indicates shift I"'nly. 
Also Ur's configuration is inserted in the "B" line at PI 
which in turn is generating the quotient in a Division order~ 

Used as a control in an Add or Subtract .rder . according to 
the configuration of the signs. 
Used in some orders to condition "Q4" DR for sequencing. 

Used to determine whether an addition . and 'ashift will take 
place 0r merely a shift operation during the Multiply command. 
tlUt" true: indicates an add and shift condition" 
"Ut'i prime: indicates a shift only. . 
Used for timing in block transfer commands c 

Used as a borrow FF during Divide C'rders. 

Used for conditioning rtQl tt Driver durin~ U¢ott look-up. 

Turns on at the fall of P33 time in words 10 thru IF on 
the uF" line. 
(Vo P33) occurs once per drum revolution~ at the fall of 
P33 of word "00" on the "F" line. 
Used for timing purposes during block transfer commands. 

Used in comparison check between the Rl thru R4 FF's.with the 
P28 thru P31 bits on the "F" line. 
nVr" true: indicates a matching condition between all of the 
bits on the "F" line and the Rl thru R4 FF's. 
"Vr" prime: indicates a mismatch during one of the particular 
bi t times P28 thru P3l on the ·'F" line and Rl thru R4 FF' s • 
If Vr is on at P33 time Vw will be turned on. 



Vs 

Vw 

Wn 

Ws 

Xl 

YI-Y6 

Yp 

Yt 

z 

¢o 

Ckt .. 

FF 

FF 

DR 

DR 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 

FF 
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Turned true at the fall of P24 every word time. 
Compares Sl thru S4 with the P28 thru P31 bits on the "F" line. 
"Vs" true: indicates proper match between the Sl thru S4 FF's . 
and the P28 thru P3l bits on the "F" line" 

"Vsn prime: indicates a mismatch between one of the Sl thru S4 
FF's and the P28 through P3l bits on the "Ft! line .. 
If Vs is on at P33 time Va will be turned ono 

Used to condi ti0n cnpy equa tiona during and after n¢2" look-up .. 
Used for timing purposes in the Multiply and Divide orders. 
Used for oscilloscope synching. 

F·~llows information in WS specified by the uR" register during 
n¢2t1 look-up_ 
Used for 0scilloscope vertical input when observing one word 
in working storage. 

Follows information in \~t) specified by the "s" register 
during n¢ot~ Ie ok-up , 

Used as the comparison FF during block transfer commands. 
"Xl" true: indicates a proper block copy_ 
nXl" prime: indicates an improper block copy_ 

Intermediate storage between the flexowriter and the H0PTR 
and the "A" line during inpl".t/ output commands, 
Multiplied by 10 during conversion orders. 

Used in c~njunction with the punch relay in the flexowriter. 
nyp" true: indicates a punching operation. 
nyp" prime: indicates no punching operation. 

Used in conjunction with the type relay in the flexowriter •. 
nYt" true: indicates a typing operation. 
"Ytn prime: indicates no type operation. 

Used for indicating overflow conditions in arithmetic commands. 
"Z" true: indicates an overflow condition present. 
nz" prime: indicates no overflow condition present. 
Used for magnitude check "between the ItAn and tiD" lines in 
Divide double length orders~ 

U¢ott true: indicates the computer is looking up an instruction 
word. 

n¢l" true: indicates idleing condition. 
During "¢lu an alarming condition may occur if a previous 
arithmetic command has generated an overflow and another 
ari thmetic command is now trying to be executed. 
During It¢llt the "S" register counts its normal cycle. 

n¢2" true: indicates the computer may be looking up a data 
word indicated by address in the "Rn register. 
Orders that do not involve a data look-up (¢2) may be 
executed during this time 41 



¢3-¢7 FF 

Qr FF 

Qs FF 
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~s sequenttal statGs of the computer where certain 
functions are penf~ ~ccording to the order being 
executed. 

Determines from which half of a particular working storage 
line the data word is to be read from. Qr's configuration 
depends upon the configuration of R5 and the P33 bit on the 
"F" line~ 

Determines from which half of a particular WS line an 
instruction word is to be read. Its configuratiOn depends 
upon the configuration of the S5 and the P33 bit nn the 
"F" line. 
Turned prime at the fall of P32 every word time. 



FLEX01rJIUTER TEEMS 

The computer logic provides input signals to the ~'lexO\".:ri ter for certain operations. 

Gl through G6 One ~".;hots provide signals to operate the translator or punch solenoids. 

Go one shot provides a delay .siGnal to prevent type out during initial part of 
Flexmvri tel'" carriage l"'eturn. 

Y d selection clri ver providds the siGnal to operate K40l in the Flexouri tor. K401, l'rhen 
enere;ized, l)rovideo l)o11er to the common ;:,ide of f~C contacts, an(~ a ('3'I'ound path for 
the Reader cycle solenoid (L..W). K401 L".ll:.\o turns on the ilexmvri ter ready light. 

yt flip floI) provides a fJignal to the Flexo\,lri ter relay for typing. 

Yp flip flop provides a signal to the t'lexowriter relay for punching. 

The Flexollriter, in turn, furnishes signals to the logical gates in the computer. 

s - A + 15v signal to clear the computer fo' ccl,lling up H.li. Channel 01 to \J.0. I 
( start routine). " 

.yl .through y6 are signals to set the computer "yn flip flops. 'rhese sigl'lals COIlle from 
either the Re or [)C contacts and receive their voltage from the FL.8~:mi1{IT.z;R 1+ 1-1hich 
is dropped and clamped to a 15 volt level in the li1lexowri ter filter unit-.before" 
going to the logic gates. 

cr' a signal from flexowri ter to denote iI·lhether the carriage is idle or returning. or' 
goes to Crt flipflop and is used as an interlock to keep flGX from accepting outputs 
during a carriage return, tab, or back space. Go acts vlith this term to prevent 
out:}uts until cr l term COI~es up. 

frl a signal originnted in t~e Flexowriter to tell the computer it is busy reading. It 
normally rides at +15 v and drops to Ov during an RKC (read) or SC8 (poner roller) 
cycle. In either cafe, the start of the f;ignal is by raecllanical contact closure and 
is adjustable,. fr' is fed to Fr' Driver, v-rhich, in turn, triggeZ's Fr' Flip Flop. 
The term Fr' (flipflop out~JU.t) means that the FlexoVJriter is not busy reading,. 

fw' a signal originated in the .F1lexov·Jri tel'" to tell the computer it is busy typing or 
punching. It normally rides at +15 v Rld dr01)S to Ov during a TS (translator) or 
PCC (punch) cycle. In either caLe, the start of the signal is by mechanical contact 
closure and is adju:::table. fw' is fed to ]1or' Driver which., in "turn, triggers FtrJ"' 
flip flop. The term F\t,J' (flip flop output) means that the Flexowriter is not busy 
typing or punching. 

Hor this term is a logical +15 volt signal ths.t tells the computer that "the Flexouri tel" 
is on and the CGLPUTE-OFF-J5;.IEX Switch is in the Cm~PUTE position. 

1+ this is a recitified L.nfiltered +48 volts supply (as measured w·ith a meter) that 
provides plate voltage ior the one shot thyratons so that they may be extingushed. 
The 1+ is u eO. for the crt term and is dropped and clamped to +15 volts through a 
10K resis tor on the ]'lexowri ter fi'l tel" uni t. 



"Fit C.DVNTEft EQUATIONS 
, ~ . .'< : .', .. :': ' ,'" - , 

:1. Ft (FI.'C) +. F
5
(F1'C) 

'F ' -:L - FIC 

.... F2 = F '(F C) '21 + " P3.3C 

jr2' F2(F
1

C) -
:l = F3'(FC) + P33C 

F3' = F3(FS'FC) + PoC 

~ = F4IF3(FC) 

:.L= 
F :IF C 

3. 5 

~ = F S 1 (F! 4F 2F l' C ) + 

F'-:£ - F5(F 4F3F2Fl"C) + 

p = FSF3'C ....Q. 
p f = P C 
-2.. 0 

PI = P C 
0 

pl= P1C 
-L 

P32 = FS;(F 4F3F2Fl tC) 

P 1_ 
~-

P32C 

~ = F4(FSIF!C) 

"'''1= P33C 

F4(F/C FS') 

P
33

C 



itS" COUN'fER EQUAIJ.'IONS 

~ = PsI + F 0 i¢l~C 3883643531' 4- (U K Q4C) R1 

81 t = P s.l' + :E\/ ¢1 ~C 38S3S4S5S1 + (U K Q4 C) Rl' + SC 

~ = Ps2 of Fo'¢1~C SaS3S46sS162i + (U K Q4C) R2 

~2 i == PS2i + F 0 i¢l ~C S8S36435S1S2 + (U K Q4C) R2 ' + SC 

~ == Ps3 + Fe; ¢1~ C SaS3' + (U K Q4C) R3 

:i. = Ps3' + F
O

'¢1Q3C 68S3 + (U K Q4C) R3' + se 

~ = Ps4 + Fo'¢l~C S8S3S4' + (U K Q4C) R4 

S4' = Ps4' + Fo '¢1Q3C 68S
3
S4 + (U K ~4C) R4 ' + SC 

~ = Ps 5 + Fo'¢1~C saS3S435, + (U K Q4C) R5 

l = Ps5' + Fo '¢1%C 3aS
3
34S5 + (U K Q4C) RS' + SC 

~ = P s 6 + (U K Q4 C) R6 

S ' - P 6 t + (U K Q. C) R' + SC ..£.- s ~ 6 

S7 = P 7 + (U k Q4C) ~ s 

S t - P 7' + (U K Q4C) R7' + SC ..:L.. - s 

Sa = pa + F '¢ %C S ' + (u K Q4C) Ra s o 1 a 

~' = pat + Fo'¢i%C S8 + (u K Q4C) Ra' + SC 
s 



It ¢ " Counter Equations 

¢o = Q4C 

¢:. = o..,C +- SC 
..JL 

¢l = ¢oo..,C 
¢" - ¢l~C + SC ...L -

¢2 = ¢l~C + SC 

"l:' - ¢2~C + Q4C ...£.. -

~ = ¢2Q3C + ¢7Q3C 

'- ¢3~C + Q4C + SC :.L -

¢4 = ¢3~C 
1:' - ¢4~C + Q4C + SC 
~-

¢5 = ¢4~C 
~, - ¢5~C + Q4C + SC ..2.... -

¢6 = ¢5Q3C 

¢'- ¢6Q3C + Q4C + SC ..£ -

¢7 = ¢6%C 
¢ t _ 

...L - ¢7Q3C + Q4C + SC 



\. 

"A" Write Head 

/ "A" Read Head 

A Read 
Amp 

lA 

30t bits ~n drum. 

FF 

AT 

4t bits in flip flops. 

A \'lrite 
Amp 

7A 

FF 

5DT 

FF 

Ab Ae 

2AB 

DR 

Ar Ad 

2MT 

LOGIC CABINET 
___ ..... , ..... _~ ... ~_. __ -......_ .......... ~_.",H . ..:-.'_'_.,_ ...... _ .• _"' __ , ... __ ,,_._" ____ _ 

"A" REGISTER 
. Left Shift 

1.-----.. --~---.-"-----.~--. 

FF 

Information into 
A line goes into 
Ad 

FF 

Al 

;2DB 

I ---_.,"--"-------, 



__ -t'---...--_ 
.'--- 1----1 ""! " ...... -.~-·---'·-,..1 

-------- .. ... ~~." ~ 

"B" Write Head 

"B" Read Head 

, ._-----. , 

BRead 
Jmp 

30t bits ~n drum. 

FF 

2CT 

2t bits in flip fl~p. 

FF 

L. BWrite 
lun,p 

f IIBII REGISTER 
Right Shift 

Bb ' 

... --.----.-~-.-.~~-.. -----..... --•. , . 
~ ; 

i 

FF iFF 

Be L i 
.. ..P I ! 

- --, 

I Bn \ 
I ; 

1_2_C_B ___ 1 1 

, I 
t":)D1 I 
c .. -f- _.oJ 

FF 
,- ----I 
t I 
I I 
! Bl I' 
I 1 
. :;'013 I 1..2 _____ _ 

LOGIC CABINET 

I 
i 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 

... _" ................. _ ....... _ ........... _ ....... _ ... _ ............... _ ......... ___ 1...._ .. __ .... _-,--_ ... __ ._- . __ ,_._ --.. .1 



/ 

/ 
"D" Write Head 

liD" RQad Head 

FF 

D Read Am Db 

IE 2ET 

30} bits on drum. 
3t bits in -flip flop 

E 

Dvh'ite 
Amp 

I 

FF 

Dr 

6DT 

FF 

De 

I2EB 
) 

! 
/' 

.~ ........... - .~ .. -.. -... -.- -.~.--~--.---~-. ...-.~ ......... ----. --.---.-' '- --.".~----.. -- ~--'-.~--.. ------; 

DR 

Dd 

3NT 

FF 

Dn 

DT 

! , 

LOGIC CABINET 

tiD" REGISTER 
Normal Recirculation 



""---8- "E" Read Head 

~:::~ / ~ II~ ~I~ t, / ! . I~---; 
~i I~ ~1 
~l ~, . " ~:! I E Read Eb I-----;Do"! 

I~I ~,I {jl imlp 

% ~I ~f~ ~G 2GT 
~ . ..;, 

I ~ 
30t bits on drum 

~ 3t bits in flip flops 

FF 

Ee 

"E" ~'lri te Head "it-v )D f3F Pur 
I 

I ~ Informatio~into Eline 
enters Er 

I 
i--~;-=~-------r----------~-----

Er 
~.~-------------

En 

6DB 14DB 

LOGIC CABINET 

'-____ ' .. ,""" .. ,,, _________ • ___ ... ,.,,, ... _, .. ,,,,, .' '-"'" _' •• _., ___ ._. ___ ". ___ ' __ '_"'" " ..... _._"---_''''' .. ''0 •• ,, "',"---'", .. --, .. ",----,---_ .. ,""--,---_ •• ,," .. , ... ' "._. ,, ____ 1 

"Elf REGISTER 
Normal Recirculation 



H Write 
Amp 

71 

1---;-~-~- -- Jt--';F~~~~t------FF---' --------··---1 FF 

! I - i ,....;;....----
I H3 .'- H2 H1 il He 
I _ ~ j 

I 2RT 1HB lET ! ~I _____ , 2IB 

t ..... ~~,. 

"'--""-"~.. 16 vlords Less 2t Bits 
, ....... , ....... _ ;/ Long Long Line 

t----...... ----, .. -··---· .. ---·+i 

'-, -----.--.-.. ~ -......... 

/~ " -.--, ... ~~ "-,_ LOGIC CABINET 
r -~.~=~~ ......... ~ ... ~ ... ,/ -.... -. -~'" '---- ._----. --.- -..... 0--- "- -.---- .. -

{ HW I~ .. _ .- .-- ~J IR fl; -~~:~~~-l -" .. " - "--.. 
"4,-"_ -<-:1~ 

........ ~ 
I---- Short Long Line 
: 16 Words Less 4t Bits 

FF FF -

I Read Ib 12 
~ .- ~ 

.Amp 
If-, 

lK ~KT 2KB 

Info Out 

WORKING STORAGE 

* Information into working storage lines in block transfers 
enter into H3, J3, L3 ~r N3 only. 

.FF 

13 

r 2RB 

-~wo In 

! 

I 
I 
I 

FF 

2IT 

.... 

81 

lib 

I vlrite 
1\mp 

H Read 
Amp 

I 



TIMING CHART 

<1 TIME 

ONE WORD TllvIE 

t 

;---',-,'---1 ._; ---I,', I:; * 'n l~'-"-l' III 
1 if:"'! I , --' '-"-' -""-' ----------.-.-.~ ----~ '--------' 

: 1;-

'-____ fl_~' 
! 

_i~------------------~~ __________________ ~r-
_ I F4 

. . 
_'-LJ / 

! 

I 

i 
t 
• 

,''---: ____________ ---.JI6. 

LJ ,. LJ 1 I 1-1 I: I I~ 
I 
I 

1.J~U]-J~I-J-'-1-1_FtSI_l-L.IU,Iu-I_n~-l~LJ~Llln 
, ,~ ) .. ' to. '. "'\--:.r .:, "". ~ • ' _:.. ~ ~~, 

WORD IDENTIFICATION N~XT PAGE 



WORD ID&~TIFICATION 
Page 2 

,33 ! 32
1 
31 ?O I 29; 28,' 

! ' j 1 ~, 

00 Ii .-.-- '-_ .. ,_._,_._,- 10 

01 ,_r-··', ___ ,--"'l __ " 11 '----'-' __ .1-1. __ _ 
I 

02 ._,.-1 '-1_' ,_'_"_" 12 j--f. 1-,-1 
-- ---

03 '-'--' I t ___ 13 __ -, 1-
, " I I 

04 i_I-I_,'-~_I __ _ 14 
I !, I I I 

05 ,tII_I~~-l,- 15 

06 ~_I-I_J-'l_ 16 fl_-' 
. i I f I 

07 t_,-tJ '17 I_J 1 __ . 
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ORDER 

li¢OIt Look-Up Ist Hode 

"¢o" Look-Up lInd r'lode 

t',¢o.'" Look-Up IIIrd IVIode 

"¢2" Look-Up 

AU'lAC III-E LOGIC SUMr1A.RY 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Orders beginning "lith 0,2, or 3 

02 Change overflow indicator 

11 Transfer 

13 Transfer on Switch One 

15 Transfer all S"t'li tch Two 

17 Transfer on Index 

19 Transfer on Non-Zero 

IB Halt and ,Transfer 

ID Transfer on Less Than Zero 

IF Transfer on Overflow 

22 Round 

28 Clear A 

2C Set Si."gn. Plus 

2E Change Sign 

30 Exchange A and B 

32 Load A from B 

34 Load A from E 

36 Exchange A and E 

38 Load A from D 

3A Exchange A and D 

3E Complement A 

41 Load B 

49 Store A 

4D Store Address From A 

4F Store Half-vJor"d From A 

Overflow Non-Sequencing Situations from ¢l to ¢2 

51 Compare r'Iagni tude 

57 Load E 

5B Load D 

61 Add 
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63 /l.dd and Change Sig11 

65 Subtract and Change Sign 

67 Subtract 

69 Exchange .i~ and 11 

6D Place ~ddress in ~ 

6F Place Half-VJord in i~ 

71 Extract 'VJi th D I,1ask 

75 Extract 

79 Load A from VJ 

81 Copy to Horking Sto~:ag8 

83 Copy to vlorking Store,ge 

I 

II 

85 Copy to \'lorking Storago III 

87 Copy to \'Jorking :=?;torage IV 

89 Copy form \'Jorkin'g Storage I 

8B Copy from \Jorking S to~~agG II 

8D Copy from Horking Storage III 

8P Copy from "larking Storage IV 

99 Neither Type nor Punch 

9B Type 

9D Punch 

9F Both l'YPO and Punch 

L .. 1 Long Right Shift 

,t~3 lJong Left Shift 

. L.5 .i~ Right Shift 

: .. 7 .i\. Loft Shift 

AB Shift and Count 

B5 Lo(~,d L.. from III 

BD ::.dd to B 

BP Subtract from B 

C3 Store E 

C5 Storo B 

C7 Store D 

D5 Sign Out', 

DD N\mlbtir Out 

El "Multi:ply By D and Add A 

13 Mul tip;ty and Add A 
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E7 r(Lul ti ply 

B9 Divide Double Length By D 

BB Divide Double Length 

ED Divide By D 

EF Divide 

INPUT OUTPUr COliiLAHDS 

Fl Hexadecimal Input (From Flex) 

Fl Hexadecimal Input (From High Speed Paper Irape 11eader) 

F3 i:l.lpha-Num.erical Input 

F5 Hexadecimal Output (To ]'lex) 

F5 Hexadecirllal Output (To High Speed Paper 'rape I.)unch) 

F7 Alpha-Numerical Output 

CODE DDWTE 
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,,~t Look-up 

~,~ 

2. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
, .. '''' 

;. ; (n) 

"(bj 

4. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

V6" = J!'4 (F3' ie) 
I' , , 

, I 

ys':: (F5 ~'2 Fl l1'C) ~l' + (F5 F2 F1 ~'I c) S1' 

+ '(P5 ~2' Fl' 'FC)'S2' E3;' + (F5 F2' Fl' i'C) S2 P33' 

+ (b'5 b"2' .&'1 Fe) ,S;' + (F5 F2' Fl FIC) 33 

+ ,(F5 F2 ~'l' ~1C) 34'+ (F5 F2 ~'l' ~'tc) S4 

~ = S5 (F' P3; c) + S5' (~' P33 c) 

5. (a) ~ = Vo':P33 'C 

(b) ~ = ,Va' P33 C + Ilk 'Q4 c 

6. .9.!." = Vet, ~'oi ~o' 

7 (a) ~,., = , Ql t 910 ~n C 4)-1 ,~ 
,~ 

(b) + Ql ~'4' ~ 17-~ 

(c) '+ ~o. ,F4 3n C 

(d) Brl. = - Ql'¢o Bn', C 

(e) + Ql F4' ~'is~ C 

(f) + ¢~ F4 clnt C 

8\ (a) ~'= ¢o Dn C 

(b) .ur' = ¢o un' C ....-.. ' 

PAGhl I 

8BBS 

OBB5 OBB3 

0.8B15 OBB10 

l.DD15 L)D11 

9BB7 9BB3 

3.00 ;BI0 

;136 

3.15 :5-11 

4J13 4J9 

4J5 4Jl 

5J13 5J9 

SBB13 

8BBll 3BOO}' 

2R24 

7r18 

7IYl4 

mlO 

7~6 

7YY2 

7IY7 

0.310 

OB? 



10. 

11. 

-12. 

13. 

14. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

( G~.) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(a) 

17- ;;2 v. 

I 

i 

) (~~S' UC' 1.1n) "/ ) 

) (.IS' Uc i;n') t 
\ 

+ ( " 

+ ( " 

+ ( II ) (.-,'5 UC' illn') ~) 

Uc = ( -, II ) (.:S' ~n C) --'~ i 

) (ds Lill' C)-~ Ue' = ( " -, 

Y.£ 

Jl2.!.. 

.!i§ 

~ 

~ 

ill:.!. 

!§ 

)\.p 

+ (~a F4' F3 .i!'C) 
~~~ 

= ¢o fl'4 ~'3' FO 

= ¢o Uc C 

= (ca F4 r'3' .f33') 

+ Q1 Uc T8 \';5 sa' 

Fo' 

lo' C 

= (~,u. 1'''4 F3 t P33') lilO' 

+ ~U Uc '1'S' \is S8' !t'o' C 

= (Ql F3' Fot) (Lti + 1) 

+ Ql Uc Ti- Ifs S8' Fo' C 

.ud C 

Dd'C 

C 

= (Q1 14'3' Fo' ) (Hi' + 1) C 

+ Ql Ue Ti' ,~~·s S8' ~'o' C 

= (Q1 Fo' ~'4' S8' ) ~,'-S' C 

(i = 1 

(b) !§.!. = ( t1 ) hs' C 

thru 7 ~"'Fs) 

15.(u) 11 = Ql Fo' (F4' + ~8') (Ti + 1) C 

(b) ~ = Ql Fo' (F4' + ~,) (Til + 1) C 

(i = 1 thru 7 FFs.) 

16. Q3 = Ql ,P~·'i, .. t- ,~ VA f~ "2-

17 • ~ t = (8 C'-

18. 
/ = ¢OL\Q,) C, 

19. ~ = ¢l ii2' ,.i}4' 110 G F33 : ¢l Gd P33 

20. ~ =. ¢1 ('8 C 

21. ~, = ¢1 q3 C 

JJHIV&RS: I,.S, Ql, Dd and Q3. The remaining arc FFs. 
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4YY12 

4yya 

4YY4 
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2Z6 

411 
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7DDl2 
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7ilvlO 

6FF6 
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~'Fl6 

8U2 

9U4 

2R55c;.7 

lU14 

lUlO 
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"¢o tt Look-up sa' UK • ls t. t~lode 

• During ¢o S8 t UK' tho com]?uter is socking an instruction t'lord, containing an order and address, 

that is located in one of the four Horking stol'ago chrumcls. Tho \':ord's relutive location to 

the tlF" line is indicated by tho confiGuration of the ftS" register. To accomplish this ttlook-

up" a comparison is unde bct\,leen the tlsn ree;ister and tho configuration of the uFIt line. 

In this mode of operation, the least significant half (LSH) of the 34 bi t l~ford is shifted 

into the llill of the ugll line. The most significant half (i'.iSU) is oportltod on and shifted 

into tho "R" and "T" registers. ~33 is excluded because (~l goes prioo at tho full of P32. 

1. Vs is turned on at the fall of P24 every l'TOrd time. 
~----------~---------------------------- .. --------
2. (0.) The "SI" FP and ttFIt Fb\ (-(-1hich is follouing the confi6UI"ation of the "Ftfline) arc 

cOI~pared 2.t P28 time; if they nrc alike" Va remains on; if they are different, Vs 

goes prime. 

(b) ~ho "32" FF and uF" FF arc compoxed at 1-'29 tiDe; if alike Va remains on; if they 

arc different Va goes prime. 

(c) The "S3 ft F~' and n~'" F~' arc compared at i-'30 tirae; if alike Vs remains on; if 

different Va goes l'ri~ne. 

(d) The "34" FF ond "F" FF arc compFtrod at £'31 time; if alike Vs ro~ains on; if 

different Va goes priffie. 

If UF" and tts" are alike for all four bits, Vo remains on at f'33 and turns .on' Vi. 

because thero is no equation to turn Vs primo aftor P3l. 

URofer to equation 5a-". 

3. The oondition of Qs \,1ill determine from \'lhich half of the drum tho w'ord 1'Iill be, copied. 

(a) If at P33 nS5/1 and ub'" arc opposite confi{1-urations, Qs "dll be turnod on. If ttS5 tt 

lmd "b"l" are alike Qo -re4lains prime. 

(b) Qs is turned prime ut the fall of P32 overy word t~c. 
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4. rrho v::lrious conbinations of 57, 86 and Qs "lill dotermine l.;hic11 b'l~ vis dr'ivcr 'tiill follo~·J. 

5. (u) '.:hon Va is on at ?33 Va I·Till bo turned on. Va is a ti;ning li'"tt' 1111ich sib~ls that 

tho w'ord comine; up is the one to be copied. 

(b) If Va is priIlc Va ror.ulins primo nnd the COi;~lJutar knows the proper Dutch has not 

been accomplished. 

6. Q.l is a driver' turned on a.t Eo uhon Va is on and the iiJOlti·.ii1-1101U-S~L~CT switch is in 

tho hOlll·i.AL position (Fo') during ¢o. 

7. (a) This equation recirculates the nEn line nor-cully before q,l goes on by the m PF 

passing its ones to ~r F~\., 

(b) This equation feeds the ones being read out of the 'i~S driver to the ~r Fb' after 

Ql bccoI:les true during the LSH word tL::o. 

(c) (ihis equation rccircul[:.tos tho n~n line normcl1y during the I-lSH t'lOrd tiDo 

by passing the ones in the ~n FF to the 8r FF. 

(d) Tilis Harks in conjunction ',lith the (711) equation to pass the zeros. 

(0) This oquation i'."Orks in c·;;njunction 1.'lith the (b) equation to pass the zoros. 

(r) trhis equation "lOrks in conjunction l!lith the (c) equation but pussing tho zeros. 

8. (0:) This equnti0n recirculates the 1tJ.)" line durinE,; the absence of the Dd in ¢o by Dn 

FF passing its ones to the Dr ~"\b"\. 

(b) rrhis equation "lOrks in conjunction l'li th the (n.) equation but passes the zeros. 

9. These equations (a. b.c.d) are used as a subtractor net'·10rk to generate a tlodified 
, ~ 

address by subtracting the inforcation passing tlau the ~n FF frow the information 

passing thru the ~'ls driver during tho address portion (F3') of the I·iSH l'lord (F4) 

except for P33 time. The Ue Fb' is used as u borror: in those equations. 

10. (a) Turns the bOrrOl'T on. 

(b) Turns the borrm·, prime. 

(c) Turns the borrm'l prirlo bofore the subtraction starts. 

11. Uc FF is used to pin-point P25 tiue. 



(c.) Uc is turned on at the fall of }l24 time. 

(b) Uc is turned pri£le nt tho fnl1 of .e25 ti~o. 

PAGcl 2 c. 

12. (u) Q.l tolls R8 (froe). 1)17 thru ~24) if there is c.. one in the Dd take it. 

(b) Q1 tell.s HB,. c~t ?25 tiwe, if ".;0 llclS tl ono accept the one in the T8 •. 

(0) 'rhis aqua. tion ,-rorks in conjunction 1'1i til (a) but passes the zeros. 

Cd) ''chis equation 1'wrks in conjunction 1:11 th (b) but Pc.ssos thu zeros ... 

The b ano. d equations arc used if c.~n unmodified 2.ddross is desired as indicc.ted by ~~'s 

containing a ono at .P25 twe. 

13. (u.) This is used to sorieJ.ly pump across the onos in the uHn· register .•. 

(b) This is used to pc:rallel tr!IDsfer in one pulse tir:le, the OOOS in tho "Tn register 

if \'is ha.s c. one at j.)25 time. 

(c) This is used to serially pUDp across the Zeros in the "R" register. 

(d) ;;)<.lD.O as (b) except to parallel transfer tho zeros. 

NO'll!!!:. (i = 1 thru 7) 

14. (a) This tolls T8 to follOt'l~JO during F4 and fo110\1" the ones. 17 - 3 rz-

(b) Same e.o (a) except to follm'j the zeros. fJ}- ) h 

15. (a) This is used to serielly pump across the onos in the "Ttl rOGister. 

(b) Suoc as (a) except to zcrially pump across tho zeros .• 

16. Turns on Q3 if ;:ll is on at P32. 

17 • Turns off ¢o l'1hen q3 comes 011. 

18. Turns on !61 lihen Q3 comes on. 

19. Turns on Q,3 'I;\'hen in ¢l ,::md biock transfor alan} is off (112') overflm'l ularm is off 

(1\4 f ), iJOili,:.ru..-Tl!:ST-C1S.i~!{ Emi tch in the NO.i:L:·JAi.I position (Ho), 1~O.l~H;~r.rO.f-ONB S1.\I!if 

mn tch in the NClll~id.J position (G) at P33 title. rrho "or" equation takes care of 

sequencing \'1hon tho i~C1L:'iii1-S(110P-ON1!: ST.cl.P s'Vlitch.is placed in tho OB.:.; STEP position. (Gg) 

20. Turns ~l off \;Then Q3 comes on. 

21. Turns ¢2 on t'lhen Q.3 comes on in ¢l. 

NOTE: gquations 16 thru 21 sequence the couputer out of ¢o and thru ¢l into ¢~. 



"~" Look-Up S8 UK t 2nd IVlode 

1. (a) ~ = ;Po S8 Uk' Vt'l' C 

Vs' ?33 c 

2. 

) l!I'n' C 

4. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c.) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(i = 1 thru 7 FFs) 

5. 

!§.!. = ( " 
6;. ( a) 11 = Ql ~'o' (k'~.' + sa') (Ti + 1) C 

(b) Ii!. = (ll Fo' (b'4' + Sd') ('iii' + 1) C 

7. 
;;1 

/"" ~'-r 
\I.' 

/ 
/' 

(i = i thru 7 FFo) 

8. = ('i.l sa F4 ~'3' 1'33') ~. Uo ~Il Tii'l 
+ ( 11 ) ill' Ue' .~n Tl' 

( 

+ ( 

(d) + ( 

(0) + ( 

9. (u) Y£. = ( 

10. 

(b) 

(c) 

(n) 

(b) E§!. = ( tI 

) ill' Uc ~n t '111' 

" ) H.l Uc' ~n' rl~l'i 

.~ \ /7 
~ Hl, Tl U t - (\ It 

tt ) Hl ~--~nC / 

11. (a) Ai = (:.~l ~'3' FO')' (Ri + 1) c ,(i = 1 thru 7 b'Fs) 

(b) l!i!. = ( " ) (Hi' .+ 1) C 

12. 

~= Q3 c 

2H16 

8.:3Bll 

2R24 

5b'F16/' 

lFF6 

OB10 

OB7 

5lY14 

5YY10 

5IY6 

5YY2 

6YY2/ 

249 

3jl16 

411 

7J)D12 

7J.t>10 

2R5 

1U14 



14. m. = ¢o Q,3 c 

15. .9.l = ¢1 A2' .i~4' IIo G P33 + 951 Gg P33 

16. fD:! = ¢1 Q3 C 

17. ~ = ¢1 Q3 C 

PAGE 4 

OJ6 

lUlO 

4.d5 

1U3 

1U3 
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"_rl.on <.:!o UK' 2nd d 'P...x;.) , • ,.'10 0 

In this ~~\.ode of ¢o, ::38 UK- the COI.lputcr doeo not havo to locate; the I}ord in the ~;;j 

channels bocause it hus previously stored it in the iSH of tho u~" line as a re;sult 

of the 1st Dode of ¢o. 

This r;:ode of operation denls ~Ji th shifting the ino truction ~lord loco. ted in the 1SH 

of tho tt~n line, into the n!t lt and nrr" registers Cind rlodifying the o.ddres~ if tho 

instruction is modified. 

1'. (a) h goes true at Po tiLle every hOrd thtlt Vl'1 is prir.lc, ~ true and UK primo 

(indicating no'junp) 

(b) Va goes priffie at P33 if Vs is prllue. 

2.'· Q.l is a driver turned on at Po "-Then Va is on and the l~OJ.{i'l~~H01D-SclUCT 

st-Ii tch is in the NOili.'li~ position (Fo') during ~o. 

3~ (a) TrD.J.'1Sfors the onos in the c.ddrcss portion of the LSH of the "6ft line to 

tho flRtt register by tho usc of the RS and ~n ~'l~'s. 

(b) Saoe as (n), except tr~fcrs the zeros. 

4. (a) Used to serially pump across tho ones in the ·tlUn register. 

(b) Used to serially pump aCI'OSS the zeros in tho ttttUregister. 

5. (a) Transfers the ones, during ~'4' tino,from thelliH of tho rtcl" line to the 

tiT" register. 

(b) Trnn:;:;fersthe zeros, during ,11'4 t tine, frow the lliH of the "~n line to tho 

"Tit reeiGtcr .. 

6'. (a) Usod to seriall~/ puup across the onos in the ttTtlreeis tor. 

(b) Used to serially pump across the zeros in tho IlT"r€gister. 

, 7'. (a) Recirculates the It.un line during the absence of the Vd in ~o by the 

un FF passing itson?o to the vr FF. 

(b) SD.I:lC ~ (a) but passes the zeros. 

8.. (o.,b,c:,d) equations for'w a subtr~ctor, subtractinG the information passing 

thru the Bn· FF from the information po.ssing thru the Rl FF, providing the 

·Tl is prime.. Vo is used us a. borro~'1 FF. 

{c) (l'his equation is used to recirculate tho infonf.ution in the tilt" register 

by the use of tho Dd during F4 F3' P33' ifTl is truo. 

9. .(a) Turns on borrot! FF. 

-< b) Turns tho 'borro\V"FF prioe. 

{c} rfurns the borrm"l~"\F prllllo before the subtraction starts • 
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10. (a) Ql tells H8, durine b'4 ,h'3' .P33 t if ther.e is a one in Dd take it. 

(b) Same ns (.~:.), except passes the zeros. 

11. (a) This is used to serially punp ucross the oneS in the nit" register. 

(b) ~anlc ClS (0.) but passes zeros. 

Explanation for equations 12 thru 17 arc the same as explanations for oquutionD 

16 thru 21 of U¢otl 1st node. 



"!2." Look-Up S8 UK 3rd Node 

After equations 1 thru 4, page 1, are accomplished the following apply. 

1. 

2. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

e. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14 •. 

15 •. 

lQ. ; 

17. 

(a) Yi! = Vs P33 c 
I 

( b) Va' = Uk Q.4 C + V s' i)33 C If 
-" I\--t) 
.Q.! = Va b'ot ¢o ~ 

(a) ~ = (Ql sa 11'4' F3' uk ~'o') ','j'O C 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c.) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(0) . 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(n) 

(b) 

,.'\ .) \J 
~ = ( \ ~ ~\ I' r. { ) '.]0' C 

iii = ('11 F3~;) (l~ + ~C 
Hi' = ( ,,) (L~jr'\.J~ l)C 
-- It ,.tt/I .... ~L'~ 

m = (Ql Fo' ~'4 ··~.Po ' Uk) ViS C 
'f8' = ( tI ) "'Js , .•. C··"·'''··"·'" .. ··~···· 
_ t ~J'"':.l .•... .-

Xi = Q.l Fo' (It'4' + S8fftT~ + 1) C 

~ = ,~ Fo. (~4' + ~8') (Tit + 1) C 

M!: = V;o .un C 

.Q!:!. = ¢o In' C 

(i = 1 thru 7 FFs:) 

,,".,...'~' .,. 

(1 = 1 thru 7 FFs) 

.y.!! = (Ql ~8 t'4 F3' P33') .dl Uc Bn Tl' 

+ ( .. ) HI' Ue' ~n TIt 

+ ( It ) rl.l' Uo l!;n' 'f1' 

+ ( It ) lil Ue' ]n' Tl' 

+ ( 

J1i = ( 
~= ( 

n 

" 
II 

+ Ql F4' F3 Fe 

) HI TI 

) lil' C:n C 

) RI jJn' C 

~ = (Ql F4 F3' P33') Dd Fo' C 

H8 t = ( It ) lld' ~'o' c 
Ri = (Ql F3' Fo') (Hi + 1) C 
.!9:.!. = ( .t ) (Hi' + 1) C 

Q3 =r- Ql P32 

~t = CB C 

~1 = ¢o Q3 C 

(i)= 1 thru 7 FFs) 

Q3 = ¢1 .a2' .A4· Ho G 1)33 + ¢1 Gg P33 

~' = 9>1 Q3 C 

~ =¢lQ3C 
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3BBS 

OJ6 

SBBl3 

~l?B:U 

2H24 

5l?,F13 

!b'b'9 

2FF13 

OBlO 

0i37 

5IY14 
5YnO 

5IY6 
5YY2 

6YI2' 

2Z9 

3lt16 

4Il 
7j)DI2' 

7uD10: 

2n5 

1U14 

IUlO 

4lt5· 

IU3 

IU3 

NOTE: During this mode of operation equations 7b and 7e, page 1, would be valid. ' 
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• ~ n 38 UK 3rd l'1odc 

iluring' (Jon sa If,k{ tho Coc.putor is secking an instruction "lOrd cont~ininG ~J.Il order ruld address 
that is located in one of the four \':orki."'1G Dtorcge chc.nncls. (rhe ~10rd's relative locution 
to the "l!'" line is indicated by the confit"Uratiotl of tho tiS" re5-l.stor. To nccomplish 
this "look-up" no cor:parison is lliC.:dc bet't'10en the tiS" roeister end the confi~"Ul'ution of the 
nE'" I-inc. 

In this mode of operation the LSH of the 34 bit word is goiniS to be shifted into the "Rn 
ond "Tn registers and operated on \'Jhile tho hSH ~vill be disrece.rdcd. 

Norrl:!: ~quutions 1, 2, :3 und 4 in IJode cne n(Joti operation ere used before the firDt 
equation in tilis ffiode ir; used. 

/ 

1. (a) -:i'hen Vs is on at .P33 Vr:. will be turned on. Va is a tiDing ElF ";hich sitnuls thut 

2. 

the "lOrd cooing up is the one to be copied. 

(b) If Vs is prine at 1:33 Va ron:ninn prir.1o nl1d tho comput~r knOt'1G the proper match 
has not been mado. 
Uk ;+4 C has tUrned Va pril:1c after (J2 so the cor.1puter \-lill perform tho "look
up" by tho usc of oquntions 1, 2, 3 and 4 of :-'lodc one. 

Ql is D. driver turned on at Po \-;hon Va is on and the .t~Ortl·i1i1-H01D..s.c;UCT 

s~'litch is in th\;; ~-... Ol{bi:..L position (li10') during (Jo. 

3. (a) Q,l tells H8 (froL1 .PI till'll F8) if there is a one in the '1,"8 drivor tako it. 

(b) 'l'his equation l'1orks in conjunction 't·lith (u) but passes zeros. 

4. (a) This is usod to serially purl:!? across the ones in the "it" rosister. 

(b) Saoo us (n) but passes zeros. 

5. (a) Ql tells T8 (froLl Pl thru Pl6) if thore is a ono in the lois driver take it. 

(b) Sace as (a) but passes zeros. 

The explanations for equations 6 thru 17 are the same os the explanations for 6 thru 17 
inn¢ottsecond mode. 
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~t~, Look-up 

- P;2(( 

1. (a) Yr. = F4 (F3' FC) / l':H BBB5 
",f' 

2. (a) Vr' = (F5 F2 Fl FC) Rl' + (F5 F2 Fl F'C) Rl,d.//
i 

2DD16 2DD15 b:"-' (,;.<1-

(b) + (F5 F21 Fl f FC) R2' P33' + (F5 F2' Fl t F'C) R2 P33' lDD5 2DD8 
,.,.,., .•. , •••• ' "., ':l 

(c) + (F5 F2' F1 FC) R3' + (F5 F2' F1 F'~'~_ ;?;'/ 2DD13 2DDll 
~~",j'fit.'!.,"",,"I{~'.:.'If~,.,.nt"~ 

(d) + (F5 F2 Fl' FC) R4' + (F5 F2 Fl' F'C) R4 lDD9 lDD7 

3. (a) Qr = R5 (P33 FtC) + R5' (P33 FC) 3B16 2B2. 

(b) Qr' = R5 (P33 Fe) +R5' (P~d. F'C) 3B12 3B14 
G 1',"" !-} ! ~~ .t\ 

4. (a) Wn = R7' R6'·Qr-'H2+ R7 R6 1 Qrl L2 lJ13 IJ8 
D '~r .1' c. FBl f3 

(b) + R7 !R6'···Q:r;··I2 .. +. R7 R6' Qr M2 IJ3 2J14 
. J 1, 4~' Jl . /'/' JjJl'/}~ .' 

( c ) + R7 I R'~ Q~ I J2 + R~'/ R~~ Qr f N2 2J9 2J 4 
v \'",rf fZj ! ( 'TV ~~ ~,.., ,./' I I . .!..J.. f-

(d) + R7 ' li6 Qr K2 + R7 R6 Qr 02 3J15 3JI0 

5. (a) Vw = Vr P33 C 

(b) Vw' = Vr l P33 C 

SBB9 

8BB7 
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n~" Look-up 

In general, during 1I¢2" the computer is seeking a data word that is located in one of 

the four working storage channels. The word's relative location to the nFn line is 

indicated by the configuration of the "Rn register. To accomplish this "look-uptt, a 

comparison is made between the UR" register and the configuration of the "F" line. 

The initial n¢2tt "look-up" is accomplished by equations I through 5 each time it is 
/ 

employed. The whole word, 34 bits, or the amount of the whole word that is copied, is 

dependent upon the particular command employing the "look-uptt. 

1. Vr is turned on at the fall of P24 every word t:ime. 

2. (a) The "Rl" FF and the "F" ]'F (which is following the configuration of the uF" 

line), are compared at P28 time; if they are alike, Vr remains on; if they 

are different, Vr goes prime. 

(b) The nR2" FF and uFn FF are compared at P29 time; if alike Vr remains on; if 

they are different Vr goes prime. 

(c) The "R3n FF and "F" FF are compared at P30 time; if alike Vr remains on; if 

different Vr goes prime. 

(d) The "R4" FF and uFn FF are compared at P31 time; if alike Vr remains on; if 

they are different Vr goes prime. 

If "F" and "Rn are alike for all four bit times, Vr remains on at P33 and 

turns on Vw because there is no equation to turn Vr prime after P31. 

"Refer to equation 5 alt. 

3. The conditions of Qr will determine from which half of the drum the word 

will be copied. 

(a) If at P33 "R5" and ttFIt are opposite configurations, Qr will be turned on. 

Cb) If at P33 "R5" and "F" are alike, Qr will be turned prime. 

4. Equations (a, b, c, d): The various configurations of R7, R6, and Qr will 

determine which FF Wn driver will follow. 

5. (a) When Vr is on at P33, Vw will be turned on. Vw is a timing FF which signals 

that the word coming up is the one to be copied. 

(b) If Vr is prime at P33, Vw remains prime and the computer knows the proper 

match has not been accomplished so it tries again. 

NOTE: From this point on Wn driver will feed the information to the proper driver or 

FF selected by the particular order associated with this Itlook-up". 



Orders beginning with 0, 2 or 3. 

1. (a) TIl = TS' T7' T6 Fo' 9>2 P33 C 

(b) + TS' T7' T5' Fo' ¢2 P33 C 

2. (a) Ti = (TS' T7' T6 Fo' 9>2 P33 C) Ri 

(b) + (TS' T7' T5' Fo' ¢2 P33 C) Ri 

3. (a) Ti' = (TS' T7' T6 Fo' 9>2 P33 C) Ri' 

(b) + (TS' T7' T5' Fo' 9>2 P33 C) Ri' 

4. (a) 9! = T8 ' T7' T6 TI' P33 9>2 

+ TS' T7' T5' TI' P33 9>2, 

DESCRIPTION: 

(i = 2 thru S FF' s) 
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3U6 

3U4 

OPl2 

OP9 

These orders do not require an address, therefore, two can be "packed" into a half word. 

The computer recognizes this situation by the first order to be executed having been 

increased by one. In other words, the order placed in the order portion of the word 

has had a one added to it when it was programmed into the machine. 
I ' 

At the end of the first word time inl.¢2t by which time the execution of the first order 
"I"oj 

would have taken place, the Tl FF will be true due to the above conditions. The Q4 

driver could not be turned on because of equation ~~'or 'Lj.bJ 
( t, j . _c. - '. ", ,,_;_~ .. fJ"/ 

At P33 time in 9>2, there will be a parallel transfer of the information in the uRtI 

register to the "T" register (T2 thru TS FF's) by equations 2a and 2b. The Tl FF 
f 

will be turned prime by equations ',lla."or lb. 
t 

l~ter the execution of the second order in 9>2 during ~he sec~nd wo~d time, Q4~river 

will be turned on due to equations 4a or 4b and the computer will sequence back to 9>0. 

02 Change Overflow Indicator 

1. (a) ~ = (T8' T7' T6' T5' T4' T3' T2) (P32 C) 9>2 Z' 9DD6 

(b) &.. = (T8' T7' T6' T5' T4' T3' T2) (P32 C) 9>2 z 4Y9 

2. (aJ .Qi = (TS' T7' T5') (¢2 P33) TIt OP9 

(b) ~= Q4 C lU16 

(c) 9>0 = Q4 C lU16 
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02 Change Overflow Indicator (Cont'd) 

DESCRIPTION: 

NOTE: "Z" is the overflow FF. 

1. (a) 

(b) 

At P32 with 02 in the liT" register, if the Z FF is off, turn it on in .912 .• 

At P32 " .It II tt It It on, turn if off in¢2 _ , .. 

2. (a) At P33, turn Q4 on in ¢2. 

11 

(b) 
) Sequence out of ¢2 to ¢o. 

(c) 

Transfer I 0 til 
1. (a) Uk = (TS' T7' T6' T5) (T4' T3 t) T2 t (¢2 P33 C) 

(b) ID. = (T8' T7' T6 t . T5) T4' ¢2 P33 

(c) ~= ¢2 Q3 C 

(d) ¢3 = ¢2 Q3 C 

(e) .Q4. = (TS' T7' T6') T5 ¢3 

2. (a) Si (Uk Q4 C) Ri (i = 1 thru 8 FF's) 

(b) Si' = (Uk Q4 C) Ri' 

(c) Va' = Uk Q4 C 

3. (a) ~' = Q4 C 

(b) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION .: 

4Zl5 

9EE16 

2U14 

2U14 

OP3 

3BBB 

lU16 

lU16 

NOTE: "Uk" is the jump FFand alw'ays turns prime at the fall of the clock in ¢l "UK' 
=¢l C". 

1. (a) At P33 with 11 in the ttTn regis ter, Uk is turned on in ¢2. 

(b) Q3 driver is turned on at P33 in ¢2 .. 

(c) 
) Sequences out of ¢2 to ¢3. 

(d) 

( e ) Q4 driver turned on in ¢3.· 
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11 Transfer (Cont'd) 

2. (a) Parallel transfer of the ones in the "R" register to the "sft register. 

(b) Same as (a) but zeros trrulsferred. 

3. 

13 

1. 

2. 

3. 

(c) Va is turned prime to start new ¢o look-up. 

(a) 

(b) 

Sequencing equation out of ¢3 to ¢o. 

11 It 11 II 11 

Transfer on Switch One 
/1 --f !.3> 

(a) Uk == (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4' T3' T2 (¢2 P33 C) 

(b) 9c2. == (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4' (¢2 P33) 

(c) ~= ¢2 Q3 C 

(d) fb. == ¢2 Q3 C 

(e) M == (T8' T7' T6') T5 ¢3 

Sk 1 

(a) Si == (Uk Q4 C) Ri (i == 1 thru 8 FF's) 

(b) Si' == (Uk. Q4 C) Ri' 

(c) Va' == Uk. Q4 C 

(a) ~== Q4 C 

(b) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION: 

4Z11 

9EE16 

2U14 

2U14 

OD3 

-3BB8 

lUI 6 

lUI 6 

1. (a) At P33 with 13 in the itT" register and jump switch #1 in the jump position, 

(Skl) Uk. is turned on in ¢2. 

(b) Q3 driver is turned on at P33 in ¢2. 

(c) 
) Sequences out of ¢2 to ¢3. 

(d) 

(e) Q4 driver turned on in ¢3. 

2. (a) Parallel transfer of ones in thE:: URI! register to the "S" register. 

(b) Same as (a) but zeros transferred. 

(c) Va ~s turned prime to. start new ¢o look-up. 
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13 Transfer on Switch One (Cont'd) 

3. (a) Sequencing equations out of ¢3 to ¢o. 

(b) It It It II II 

..... -
15 Transfer on Switch Two Ii +. )S 

1. (a) Uk = (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4' (T3 T2') (¢2 P33 C) Sk2 4Z5 

(b) .Q2. ;::: (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4' (¢2 P33) 9EE16 

(c) ~= ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

(d) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

(e) M = (T8' T7' T6') T5 ¢3 OP3 

') (a) g = (Uk Q4 C) R:t (i = 1 thru 8 FF's) .:;.. 
, \ \. \' 

(b) Si';::: (Uk Q4 C) Ri ',,-
, "\ "'-

(c) Va' = Uk Q4 C 3BBB -
- v 

3. (a) .~.;::: Q4 C lU16 

(b) ii9. = Q4 C lU16 

DESCRIPTION: 

Identical to the 12 order, except jump switch #2 in the jump position (Sk2). 



11. Transfer on Index "Count-Down" ! \.0 -t l "7 
1. (a) Er, = (T8' T7' T6' T5 T4' T3 T2 ¢2) (EIl: " C) u~ 

(b) + ( " It " n ) (En C) Ua' 

(c) Er' = (T8' T7' T6 1 T5 T4' T3 T2 ¢2) (En C) Ua 
(d) + ( It It It It ) (En' C) Ua' 

".-- ~-r,,')... flV \~) -"1 / . 
2. (a) Ua = (T8' T7' T6' T5 T4' T3 T2) ¢2 F4' F3 FC \\ \ : 

(b) Ua' = ( " II " ) ¢2 (Ein C) F4,t' 

(c) + P33 C 
~. 

~, \ \p ,1> 
o TO 

3~ (a) Uc = T8 ' T7' F4' F3 Fe ¢o' 
(b) , Uc' = T8 t T7' Uc C~ .. 11'/ 

Q." 
(c) + P33 C '" , 4. (a) Uk = (T8' T7' T6' T5 T4' T3 T2) E~l' ¢2 Uc,C 
(b) 

( 

+ ( II n It ) En (F4 P33') (¢2 C) Uc t 

(c) Uk' = ¢l e 

\~ 
--\ "\ 

5. (a) ~ = (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4' (¢2 P33) 
(b) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 
(c) ~ ¢2 Q3 C 

\~ 
= ,0 

/ 

(d) .Q& = (T8' T7 ' T6') T5 03 

6. (a) Si = (Uk Q4 C) Ri (i = 1 thru 8 FF's) 
(h) , Si' ,- (Uk Q4 C) Ri' 

(c) Va' = Uk Q4 e 

7. (a) ~ = Q4 e 
(b) li9. = Q4C 

( L '2 '5, .. 
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OC6 

OC3 

2B12 

2B9 

6W4 

9W14 
2C2 

6FF16 

2FF3 

2C3 
5Z13 

5Z8 

9B7 

9EE16 

2U14 

2U14 

OP3 

3BB8 

lU16 

lU16 

"Y 
/E> 2.." 

{:; 0 z.,_~;-
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11 Transfer on Index "Count-Down" 

There are three functions taking place in this order: 

1. The LSH of the "En line is being recirculated normally. 

2. The MSH (P17 thru' P32) of the "E" line is being counted down by one. 

3. The MSH of the "E" line is being checked to see if it is a one. 

If after the subtraction of one, the MSH of the tiE" line is a number equal to, or greater 

than!, one, the address that is associated with the order and contained in the "R" register 

during ¢2, is parallel transferred to the "s" register. The computer then sequences back 

to ¢o and uses the address in the "s" register to locate the next instr.lction word. 

If after the subtraction of one, the MSH of the nEtt line equals zero, the computer sequences 

back to ¢o but uses the address in the "sn register that has appeared due to the normal 

counting operation. (No parallel transfer from the URn to "S") 

The MSH of "E" line can have a value which will fit into one of the following categories: 

I Zero 

II Even, but greater than zero 

III Odd, but greater than one 

IV One 

I" If the value of the MSH of "E" line is zero, then the following operations take place 

during the lVf.3H word time. 

(a) At the fall of P16 time, Ua FF is turned on by equation 2a and will remain on 

until the fall of P33 time. Equation 2b carmot turn Ua FF off as En is prime 

P17 tliru P33 time. 

(b) At the fall of P16 time, Uc FF is turned on by equation 3a. 

(c) At the fall of Pi7·time, Uk FF is turned on by equation 4a. Uk FF will stay 

on for remaining pulse times. 

(d) At the fall of P17 time, Uc FF is turned off by equation 3b. Uc FF pin-pointed 

P17 time. 

( e) Due to Ua FF being on from P17 thru P33 time and the MSH of the nE" line having 

all zeros, equation la writes all ones in the MSH of the "En line. Then the MSH 

nEtt line has IFFFF in it. 

(f) The computer will perform the,"jump"because Uk was turned on at the fall of P17 

and will remain in this loop until the MSH of "E" line is reduced to one. 
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11 Transfer on Index "Count-Down" (Cont'd) 

II If the value of the MSH of "E" line is EVEN (and greater than zero), the following 

operations will take place during the MSH vmrd time. 

(a) At the fall of Pl6 time, Ua FF is turned on by equation 2a. 

(b) 

(c) 

At the fall of Pl6 time, Uc FF is turned on by equation 3a. 

At the fall of Pl7 time, Uk FF is turned on by equation 4a. Uk FF will stay 

on for remaining pulse times. 

(d) At the fall of Pl7 time, Uc FF is turned off by equation 3b. 

(e) The value of the MSH of the nEtt line will be reduced by one by equations la, 

lb, lc and ld o Ua will be turned off by a bit between Pl7 thruP32 time by 
'? equation 2b; the~c_s.aJ1!LQ_i:t....:w:hiGh .... -turned .... Uk:,.Qn. \ 

(f) ,,-'J.'he computer will execute the It jump " and remain in this. loop until the MSH of 

the "Et! line is reduced to one. 

'III If the value of the MSH of the "E" line is ODD (and greater than one), the following 

operations will take place during the MSH 'VTord time. 

(a) At the fall of Pl6 time, Ua FF is turned on by equation 2a. 

(b) At the fall of Pl6 time, Uc FF is turned on by equation 3a. (' 

(0) At the fall of PI? time, Uk is not turned on by equation 4a. \E", -:.. I \ ? 

(d) From PIS thru P32 time, Uk will be turned on by .e bit by equa tion 415~ , 

(8) The value of the MSH of the liE" line is reduced by one by equations la, Ib, lc 

and ld.. Ue, will be turned ?ff by the same bit which turned Uk tn. 
The computer will execute a I1jump" and remain in this loop until the MSH of the (f) 

n~1I line is reduced to one. 

IV If the value of the MSH cif the nEn line is ONE, the following operations take place. 

(a) A.t the fall of Pl6 time, Ua FF is tu.rned on by equation.2a. 

(b) At the fall of Pl6 time, Uc FF is turned on by equation 3a. 

(c) At the fall of Pl7 time, Uk FF is not turned on by equation 4a. 

(d) For the remaining pulse time, Uk is not turned on by equation 4b. 

(e) The value of the MSH of the "Elf line is reduced from one to zero at the fall 

of Pl7 time s .. 

(f) The Uk FF was not turned on hence, the computer will not "jump" and will sequence 

out of the loop to the next addresso 
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17 Transfer on Index nCount-Down." (Cont'd) 

1" (a) Used to count down the IJ[SH of "E" by putting out ones when Ua is true and .En 

is prime. 

2 .. 

(b) Recirculates the ones in the LSH of "E" and also the remaining ones in the 

MSH of liE" during the subtraction process .. 

(c) Used to count down the f1SH of "E" by putting out zeros when Ua is true and En 

is true. 

(d) Recirculates the zeros in the LSH of liE" and also the remaining zeros in the 

MSH of "E" during the subtraction process. 

(a) Ua is turned true at the fall of P16 time every word time in ¢2. 

(b) Ua is turned prime any time there is a one in En during F4 ¢2 time. 

(c) Ua is turned prime every P33 time. 

3~ (a) Uc is a timing FF that is turned on at the fall of P16 every word time and 

remains on for one pulsea 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

Uc is turned prime at the fall of P17 every word time~ 
53 

Uc is turned prime at the fall of PI?: every word time. 
Uk is the jump FF and is turned on at the fall of P17 time during ¢2 if En 

contains a zero" 

(b) Uk is turned on any time from (P1S thru P32) in ¢2 if En contains a one. 

(c) Uk is turned prime every ¢l time. 

5 • (a) Q.3 driver is turned on during P33 and ¢2 time with the 17 order in the "Ttl 

register" 

(b) ¢2 is turned prim.e by ¢2 Q3 and clock. "Sequencing" 

( c) ¢3 is turned on by ¢2 Q3 and clock ~ "Sequencing" 

(d) Q4 driver is turned on in ¢3 with the 17 order in the "T" regis ter ;. . 

6. (a) If Uk Q4 are on, the ones in the "Ru register are parallel transferred to the 

US" register., 

(b) Same as (a) but transfers the zeros. 

(c) Va is turned prime if Uk Q4 are on to start new ¢o nlook-up". 

7~ (a) ¢3 turned prime when Q4 is onQ ItS~quencing" 

(b) ¢o turned on when Q4 is on.-· nSequencinglt. 

Computer then starts ¢o "look-uptt. 



,d . 
\ ~I q qrl.,'V 

~~\ ... \ 0 -' ' 
\ J \\ 

~ Transfer on Non-Zero 

1. (a) Uk = (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4 T2' An (P33' Po') (¢2 C) 
(b) .Q2. = (T8' 'r7' T6' T5) T4 T2' ¢2 P33 

(c) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 

(d) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 

(e) M = (T8' T7' T6') T5 ¢3 

2. (a) Si = (Uk Q4 C) Ri (i = l' thru 8 FFs) 

(b) Sir = (Uk Q4 C) Ri' 

(c) Va' = Uk Q4 C 

3. (a) ~ = Q4 C 

(b) Yi9. = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION: 

Pl~GE 12 

3Z4 

9EE13 

2Ul4 

2U14 

OP3 

3BB8 

lU16 

lU16 

1.. (a) Uk will be turned on any time there is a one in 1m from PI -thfu P32 with a 19 

order in the "Tit during ¢2. 

Explanation for equations (It thru 3b) are identical to the ones in an 11 order. 

lB Halt and Transfar \ 0--" 
\ \0 

1. (a) u~ == (T8' T7' T6' T5) (T4 T3') T2 Ss (¢2 P32 C) 4Yl 

- . t.l 

(b) SU = (T8' T7' T6' T5) T4 T3' ¢2 P33 Uk 9EE7 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 11 order (lc thru 3b) 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Uk will be turned on when there is a IB order in the "T" register, the NORMAL

STliliT switch is in the START position, (So), ut .232 time_,during· .¢2. 
(b) Q3 driver will be turned on at P33 time during ¢2 with a IB order in the ItTtt 

register. 
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ID Transfer on Less ~an Zero 

t~ / OJ 
Ie) (0. 

L/ / 
1. (a) Uk = (T8' T7' T6' TS) T4 T2' An (P33'Po') (¢2 C) 3Z4 

(b) Uk' = (T8' T7' T6' TS) T4 (T3 -T2') (¢2 P33) (Ae C) SZ4 

(c) .Q2. = (T8' T7' T6' TS) T4 T2' ¢2 P33 9EE13 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 11 order (Ie thru 3b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

If there is a number greater than zero in the "A" line and it is negative, parallel 

transfer the "Rn to the "S" register. If not, sequence normally. 

1. (a) Uk FF will be turned on if An is true any time between PI and P32 time, with 

a lD order in the "T" register during ¢2. 

lF 

1. 

(b) UK FF will be turned off at P33 time if Ae (the sign bit position) is true, 

(indicating a plus sign) with a ID in the "T" register during ¢2. 

(c) Q3 driver will be turned on at P33 time during ¢2 with a lD order in the "T" 

register. 

Transfer on Overflow 

(a) Uk = (T8' T7' T6" TS) (T4 T2) (¢2 P33 C) Z T3 5Z15 

(b) Z' = (T8' T7' T6') (TS T4) T2 Z (¢2 P33 C) 5Y8 

(c) Sll = (T8 t T7 1 T6 1 T5) (T4 T3) (¢2 P33) 9EElO 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 11 order (lc thru 3b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

NOTE: "Z" is the·overflow FF. 

1. (a) Uk FF \'V"ill be turned on at P33 time if the Z FF is on with a IF order in the II Tn 

register during ¢2. 

(b) ZFF .will be turned prime at P33 time if the Z FF is on with a IF order in the 

"T" register during ¢2. 

(c) Q3 driver will be turned on at P33 time with a IF in the "T" register during 

¢2. 
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22 Round 

If the computer sequences from ¢l to ¢2, check page 21, the following is performed: 

1. (a) Ub = Bd (p32 C) 6Y15 

(b) Ub' = Bd' (P32 C) 8Yl5'. 

2. (a) Ua = (T8' T7' T6 T5' T4') ¢2 Ub (Po C) 7W15 

(b) Ua' _. ( It It ) ¢2 (An' C) 9\-111 

(c) + P33 C 2C2 

3. (a) Ad = (T8' T7' T6 T5' T4' 02) (An' Ua) T2 112 

(b) + ( It 11 ) (An Ua') T2 114 

4. ~ = (T8' T7' T6) (02 P33) Tl' OE12 

5. (a) ~, = Q4 C lUI 6 

(b) ~ = Q4 C lUI 6 

DESCRIPTION: 

If the P32 bit in the "B" line is a one, it will be added to the "A" line; if not, "A" 

is recirculated normally. 

1. (a) Uh FF is turned on at P32 time if Bd has a one in it. 

(b) U.b, FF is turned off at P32time if Bd has a zero in it. 

2. (a) Ua FF is turned on at Po time if Ub is' on. 

(b) Ua FF is turned prime the first time An is prime during 02. Ua stays prime 

then. 

Ce) Ua is turned prime at P33 every word time. 

3. (a) Ad is turned on with a 22 order in the "T" register in 02 when An is prime and 

Ua is true. "Adds the one to "A",. 
(b) Ad is turned on with a 22 order in the itT" register in ¢2 when .b.n is true and 

Ua is prime. Recirculates the "A" line normally. ".t1d follows An". 

4. Q4 driver i~ turned on at P3:5 time in ¢2 with a'22 in the "T" register. 

5. (a)) 
) Sequences the computer out of ¢2 to ¢o. 

(b) ) 

28 Clear:!J:. 

1. ,Ad = (T8' T7' T6 T5' T4 ¢2) T2' Po 317 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Ad will go true at Po time with a 28 order in the 1111111 regist(;r during 02. (Since 

there is no equation to recirculate "i!.." the duration of time ,.fFOin PI thru P33, the "AI! 

: line· -wiJl be· fi.11ed with zerbs including P33). 
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2C Set Sign Plus 

1. (a) M (T8' T7' T6 T5' T4 ¢2) T2' Po 317 

( b) + ( It ) Jill T3 Po' 3116 . 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to tho 22 order (4 thru 5b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad will go true at Po time with a 2C order in the tiT" register during ¢2. 

(b) ll.d will go true from PI thru P33 time every time Jill is true with a 2C order 

in the ttT" register during ¢2. ttNormal Recirculationtt "Ad follows .An". 

2E Change Sign 

1. (a) .i1.d = (T8' T7' T6 T5' T4 ¢2) An' 'T3 T2 Po 3112 

( b) + ( n ) Jill T3 Po' 3116 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad will go true at Po time if jill is prime with a 2E order in the "Til register 

during ¢2. (Changes either a plus sign to minus or a minus sign to a plus) 

( b) il.d will go true from PI thru P33 time every time b.n is true with a 2E order 

in the "T" register during ¢2. "Normal Recirculation" "Ad follows Antt 

2Q Exchange A and B 

1. (a) ~d = (T8' T7 t T6 T5 ¢2)(T4' T3' Bn P33' 2L14 

(b) Bd = ( T8 ' T7' T6 T5 ¢2) ( T4' T3') T2' iill. P33' 7 J7 
Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b)~ 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad will go true every time Bn is true from Po thru P32 time, excluding P33, 

with a 30 order in the "T" register during ¢2. "Ad follows Bntt 

(b) Bd will go true every time lin is true from Po thru P32 time, excluding P33, 

with a 30 order in the "Ttt register during ¢2. "Bd follows lill" 

2.f. Load 11. from B 

1. (a) Ad = (T8' T7' T6 T5 ¢2) T4' T3' Bn P33' 

(b) Bd = T8' T2 Bn 

2114 

7J15 
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~Load A from B (Cont'd.) 

Equations and explanatJ.ons from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad will go true every time Bn is true from Po thru P32 time, excluding P33, 

with a 32 order in the itT" register during ¢2. It.b.d follows Bn". 

(b) Ed will follow Bn (PQ, thru P33) with a 32 order in the "T" register. 

"Normal recirculation It 

21 Load A from E I _ /,- 757Q'T3.)' .L z. Po ?». Ad ~ (Ie )7 )t" .. f-' 

1. ~eV ;- + (T8' T7' T6 T5 T4' T3) ¢2 1m F4' 

(~ + ( It tI n) ¢2 En P33' F4 

2. (a) Er == T2' (En C) ¢o' 

2.All 

OK4 
9C5 

(b) Er' == T2' (En' C) ¢o' lB6 

Equations and explanations from this PQint are identiQal to the 22 order (4 thru 5b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad follows Jill for the LSH word time with a 34 order in the "T" register during 

¢2. "Normal Recirculation" 

(b) Ad follows En for th9 IJISH word time excluding P33 with a 34 order in the "T" 
. t d . r/..2 fir d' 'f E " regJ.s er t<rJ.ng Y-'. .J.Joa J.ng ,.1.1. rom . 

2. (a) Recirculate.s the "E" line normally by En passing the ones to Er. 

(b) Same as (a) but passes the zeros. 

Both equations will work as long as T2 is prime and ¢o is prime, which means any other 

¢ but ¢o. 

22. Exchange A and E 

1. (a) Ad == (T8' T7' T6 T5 T4' T3) ¢2 Po 2119 

(b) + ( It It It ) ¢2 1m F4' 2.All 

(c) + ( It " " ) ¢2 En P33' F4 OK4 
2. (a) g == ¢o' F4' (En C) 7YY15 

(b) + (T8' T7' T6 T5 T4' )." :(T3 T2) (An 9) ¢2 ~4 9C3 

(c) Er' == ¢o' F4' (En' C) 7YY4 

(d) + (T8' T7' T6 T5 T4') (T3 T2) (lUl'C) ¢2 F4 lB4 

Equations and explanations from this point 'arc identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b),. 
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1.. (a) Ad turns true at Po time with a 36 order in the "Tit register during ¢2. 

(b) . Ad follows .An for the LSH word time with a 36 order in the "T" register during 

¢2. "Norma.l Recirculation ll
, 

(c) Ad fOl101rJS En for the MSH word time excluding P33, with a 36 order in the "T" 

register during ¢2o 

2. (a) Er follows En (passing the ones) for the LSH word time in any ¢ but ¢o. 

(Recirculation of E during LSH word time) 

(b) Er follows An (passing the ones) for the MSH word time with a 36 order in the 

"T" register during ¢2. (A to E) 

(c) Same as (a) but passing the zeros. 

(d) Same as (b) but passing the zeros. 

2§ Load A from D 

Ie (a) Ad = (Td' T7' T6 T5 02) T4 T3' Dn P33' 2LIO 

(b) Dd = T2' Dn 00 t 5P2 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b) 

DESCRIPTION: 

1.. (a.) Ad follo"tvs Dn from Po thru P32 excluding P33 with a 38 order in the "T" 

register during ¢2e 

(b) Dd follows Dn .(Po thru P33) with a 38 order in the tiT" register and in 

any ¢ except ¢o,. 

3A Exchange.Ii. and D 

l~ (a) Ad = (T8 1 T7' T6 T5 ¢2) T4 T3' Dn P33' 2110 

(b) Dd = ( T8 I 'r7 t T6 T5 ¢2) (T4 T2) T3 t 1m 6P9 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b) 

DESCRIPTION: 

l~ (a) Ad follows Dn from Po thru P32 excluding P33 with a 3A order in the "Tit 

register during ¢2. At P33 time, Ad is prime. 

(b) Dd follows 1ill from Po thru P33 with a 311. order in the "T" regiS ter during 

¢2. 

NOTE: The P33 bit can be transferred from .b. t.o D but not from D to .A. 
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2@ Complement A 

1. Ad = (T8' T7' T6 T5 ¢2) T4 T3 An' P33' 216 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 22 order (4 thru 5b). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Ad will go true every time An is prime from Po thru P32 excluding, P33 with a 3E 

order in the "Tit register during ¢2. Ad will go prime every time An is true from 

Po thru P32. At P33 time, Ad will go prime regardless of the content of An. 

41 Load B 

After a "¢2" look-up is accomplished, equations 1 thru 5b page 6, the following equations 

apply. 

1. Bd = (T8' T6' T4 ,) T7 T5' 9>2 Vw Wn 7IIO 

2. (a) 9.4,' = (T8' T7) (Vw P33 ¢2) Ua' gOlO 

(b) + ( " ) ( " ) Us' 907 

(c) ~t = Q4 C lU16 

(d) ~ = Q4 C lU16 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Bd driver follows Wn driver (Po thru P33) with a 41 order in the "T" register 

during ¢2. "The Vw true in this equation indicates ¢2 look-up has been accomplished 

and Wn is ready with the information." 

2. (a) Q4 turns on during P33 time after the copying operation has taken place (Vw) 

with the "T" register in the proper configuration for this order during ¢2 

and with Ua prime. 

(b) Same as 2a but if Us is prime. 

(c~ Sequencing equations out of ¢2 to ¢o. 
(d) 
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After a n¢2" look-up is accomplished, equations 1 thru 5b page " the following equations 
apply. 

1. (a) 9§. = T8' T7 T5' Ae C IG14 

(b) 9§.' = TS' T7 T5' Ae' C IG4 
2. 91. = (T8' T7 T5' T4 T3') (¢2 Vw) . . ~o \Ie It ) 5T16 

3. (a) ID. = (R7 1 R6' Qr') (Q7 ¢2 C) QS + (RT + R6
1
, ~".Qr) (Q7 P.2 (H2 C) 5G13 6G6 

(b) H2.' = ( n ) ( " ) QS'+ ( " ) ( It ) (H2'C) 7G14 SG15 

(c) .ll = (R7' R6' Qr ) ( II ) QS + (R7 + R6 + Qr')( " ) (I2 C) 8G13 9GI2 

(d) l2.' = ( " ) ( " ) QS'+ ( tI ) ( " ) (I2'C) 9G5 OGS 

(e) !l2. = (R7' R6 gr' ) ( If ) Q8 + (R7 + R6' + Qr)( " ) (J2 C) " 1E6 2E3 

(f) .:rd.' = ( " )( " ) Q8'+ ( " ) ( " ) (J2'C) 3E1l 3E2 
(g) n = (R7' R6 Qr)) ( If ) Q8 + (R7 + R6' + Qr')( " ) (K2 C) 4ES 5E9 

(h) 1Q.' = ( It """ ) ( If ) QS'+ ( It ) ( It ) (K2'C) 5E4 6£14 

(i) 12. = (R7 R6' gr' ) ( It ) QS + (R7' + R6 + Qr)( It ) (12 C) 7EIO SE5 

(j) hl' = ( " ) ( " ) Q8'+ ( " ) ( " ) (L2'C) 9E2 OBS 

(k) ~ = (R7 R6' Qr ) ( " ) QS + (R7' + 11.6 + Qrt)( It ) (M2 C) 1C12 2C14 

(1) !i2,' = ( It ) ( II ) QS'+ ( " ) ( It ) (M2'C) 5A6 611.11 

(m) l!2. = (R7 R6 gr' ) ( " ) Q8 + (R7' + R6' + Qr)( " ) (N2 C) SA2 OAl4 

(n) .tl2. ' ::;: ( u ) ( " ) :t3 I + ( " ) ( II ) (J.;J2' C) Oi~9 1YY16 

(0) .Q2" = (It? R6 Qr ) ( " ) ~~8 + (R7' + ii.6 1 + Qrt)(" ) (02 C) lYY13 2YY14 

" (p) .22.' ::;: ( " ) ( " ) '.~8·+ ( It ) ( It ) (02'C) 2YY9 an3 
4. (a) ga ;: (T8' T7) (Vw P33 ¢2) Uat 9010 

(b) + ( It ) ( " ) Us' 907 

(c) ~, ::;: ~4 C lU16 

(d) ~ = '~4 C lU16 

50 (a) g,z = ('rs' T7 T6' T5') 1'4 Q,4 5012 

(b) ~ = Q7 (~4 Va Vow C Iua 

6. M. ::;: T6' An lLl2 

NOTE: There are also equations to recirculate the "WS" that is being copied into 
before Q7 turns true. 
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DESCRIPTIONS: 

NOTE: "Q8n is a FF .. 

1.. (a) Q8 FF turns true every time lie is true and with the proper setting in the nTII 

register. "Passes the ones ll 

(b) This equation passes the zeros. 

2. Q7 driver turns true when the proper word is selected (Vw) with the proper order 

in the "T" register during 02. uQ7 remains on for one word time" 

3. (a thru p) equations select the proper FF in the proper WS line that follows 

the Q8 FF. 

NOTE: The "or" equations keep the non-selected working storages recirculating 

normally while information is being copied into the ·selected.wOrking"storage. 

4. (a) Q4 turns on during P33 time after the operation has taken place (Vw), with 

the "T" register in the proper configuration for this order during ¢2 and with 

Ua prime. 

(b) Same as (4a) but if Us is prime. 

(c) 
(d~ Sequencing equations out of ¢2 to ¢o. 

5.. (a) Q7 driver turns on with the proper configuration in the "T" register and Q4. 

6. 

NOTE: 

(b) Uk FF turns on when Q7 and Q4 are on and there is coincidence between the 

configuration of the "S" register and the uR" register as indicated by Va 

and Vw respectively. 

Normal recirculation of "A" register. 

When there is a coincidence between the "s" and uR" registers, a situation 

arises whereby the command in MSH word (P17 thru P32) is to operate on (or 

modify) the LSH word which is stored in the "Ell line. However, contents of 

"Ett line cannot be changed directly. 1J.'herefore, the corresponding address 

(or location) in appropriate working storage is operated on or modified. 

Hence, the contents of the "Ett line will differ from contents of its 

corresponding address in the appropriate _'lorking storage. This situation 

requires that the computer It jump" or transfer out of norm.&l sequence and 

perform. a mode III S8 Uk ¢o look-up (page 5) in order to o·otain the correct 

instruction word. 

The coincidence bet1rJeen the "S" and "R" resisters is only checked by the right 

hand character, therefore, there may not .~~. fullcoinci~ence and no jump is 

needed, but the computer ahlays prepa-res for it. 
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4D Store Addref-js JfrOFl it 

After "¢2" look-up i.s accomplished, equations 1 thru 5b page 6, the following equations 

apply 0 

., (a) Q§ = (TSl T7 115 1 )Ae C lG14 .L" 

(b) ~! = ( " ) .b..e' C lG4 

2c (a) !1L = (TS' T7 T6' T5' T3 T2' ¢2 Vw) F4 F3' RS' 5T3 

(b) + ( II It It 1t ) F4' F3' RS 6T12 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 49 order (3 thru 6). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1" (a) QS]F turns true every time 11.e is true and with the proper setting in the 

"T" register~ 1!Passes the ones" 

(b) This equation passes the zeros. 

2" (a) Q7 turns on during the address position of the MSH word time with the tlTlt 

register in the proper configuration after the word has been selected (Vw) 

during ¢2.. This happens if the "R" register contains a lVISH word address 

as indicated by R8 prime. Q7allows the copying operations to take place. 

(b) Same as (n) but Q7 turns on during the address portion of the LSH word time 

as indicated by the "R" register with RB true. 

4F Store Half-Word From A 

After a i1¢211 look-"up is accomplished 1 equations 1 thru 5b page 6, the following equa-

tions apply" 

1" (a) 9,S = (TS' T7 TS'~ Ae ·C IG14 ~ / 

(b) 9S 1 = ( " ) Ae' C IG4 

2., (a) 91 "V (TS' T7 T6' T5' T4 T2 02 Vw) F4 RB' 5T12 

(b) + ( n It II II ) Fti-' POl RS 5T9 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 49 order (3 thru 6). 

DESCRIPTION: 

10 (a) Q8 FF turns true every time .Lie is true Dlld with the proper settint§·: in the "Ttl 

registero "Passes tho onos H 

(b) This equations passes the zeros. 

2", (n) Q] turns on during the MSH word tim3 with the liT" register in the proper con

figuration after the word has been selected (Vii!) during ¢2. This happens if 

the IIRn register contairis a MSH word ciddress indicated by RS being prime. Q7 

allows copying operation to take placeo "::-

(b) Q7 turns on during the LSH word time excluding Po as indicated by (Po') with 

the itT" register' in the proper configuration if the word has been selected 

(Vw) during 02 I.. lJ.lhis happens if the "R II register conteins a LSH word address 

as indicated by RS true~ 
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Overflow Non-sequencing Situations from ¢l to ¢2,,-

1. (a) A4 = (T8 T7 T6 T5') (¢l Z) (Mult. & Divide) lR15 

(b) + (T8' T7 T6' T5 T4' T3') (¢l Z) (Compare Magnitude) lRlO 

(c) + (T8 t T7 T6 T5' T4t) (¢l Z) (Add & Sub.) lR8 

(d) + (T8 T7 t T6 T5 T4) (¢l Z) (Long Add & Sub.) lR5 

(e) + (T8 t T7 1 T6 T5' T4t) (¢l Z) (Round) 2Y14 

(f) + (T8 T7' T6' T5 T4' T3'T21)(¢1 Z)(RS' R7 R6' R5')(Magnetic Tape) 9N13 

(g) + (Rl * R2 * R3 * R4 *)R8 (R7 AS' +"R7' AS) ¢l ( n ) 9N12 

2. (a) ID. = ¢l A2' A4t Ho G P33 (Automatic Control) OJ6 

(b) + ¢l Gg P33 (Manual Control) 4R5 

DESCRIPTION: 

Before any arithmetic command is performed, the overflow flip-flop (Z) must be off. If 

Z FF is on, an overflow condition is present from the preceding arithmetic command. The 

sequencing driver, Q3, does not turn on because A4 driver is true. A4 driver is true 

because Z is true. (See equations la to 19 and equation 2a). 'Q3 cannot be true when Z 

is true except in manual operation. The computer does not sequence from ¢l to ¢2 during 

the present arithmetic command. 

The following commands are affected by the above described conditions: 22, 51, 61, 63, 65, 

67, BD, BF, El, E3, E5, E7, E9, EB, ED, EF, and some magnetic tape commands. 

51 Compare Magnitude 

If the computer sequences from ¢l to ¢2, check page '21. !3- "¢2 lt look-up, page 6, is per-

formed and the following equations apply. 

l~ (a) Z = (T8 t T7 T6' T5 T4t T2' ¢2 Vvt) ( Pot P33') (An' C) Wn 3Y16 

(b) Z' = ( n It It " ) ( " ) (An C) Wn' 5Y15 

Equations andexplanations from this point are identical to the 41 order (2a thru2'd ). 

DESCRIPTION: 

10 (a) The Z FF turns on from PI thru P32 time when An has a zero and Wn has a one 

with the tiT" register in the proper configuration and the proper word selected 

(Vw) during ¢2. 

(b) The Z FF turns off from Pl thru P32 time when An has a one and Wn has a zero 

with the "Til register in the proper configuration and the proper word selected 

(Vw) during ¢2Q 

NOTE: The magnitude of the word in the nAn line and the selected word in WS are compared. 

If "AU is eq"u.al to, or greater than, "Wit, Z turns off and if ltW" is larger, Z 

turns on. ~ 'Each time "Alf and '_U\~J" arG alike; 'Z rcma:l.ns ~o/lchanged.",... 
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After a n¢2" 

1. (a) Er 

(b) 

(c) Er' 

(d) 
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look-up is accomplished, page 6, the following equations apply. 

= (T8' T7 T6' T5 T4' T3) (¢2 Vw) Wn C F4 

+ ¢Q' F4t (En C) 

= (T8 t T7 T6 t T5 T4' T3) (¢2 Vw) Wnw C F4 

+ ¢o' F4' (En' C) 

OC15 

7YYlO 

2B16 

7YY4 

Equations and explanations from tr~s point are identical to the 41 order (2a thru 2d). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Er goes true every time Wn is true from P17 thru P33 with a 57 order in the "T" 

register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

(b) Recirculates the ones in the LSH of "E" line in any ¢ but ';0. 
( c) Er goes prime ever:ytime Wn' is prime from P17 thru P33 with a 57 order in the 

"Til register after~he proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

(d) Recirculates the zeros in the LSH of "E" line in any ¢ but ¢o. 

NOTE: Since there are no normal recirculation terms for the MSH of "Elt line during ¢2 

of this operation, the "E" line is cleared while the computer is trying to get 

Vw to turn on. 

~_ ~oad D ''. 

After a n¢2" li'ok-up is accomplished, page 6, the following equations apply. 

1" ODd = (T8' T7 T6' T5 T4) (02 Vw) Wn 6P13 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 41 order (2a thru 2d)., 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Dd follows Wn from Po thru P33 with a 5B order in the "Til register after the proper 

word is se@cted (Vw) during ¢2. 
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61 Add 

1. Us' = ¢1 P33 Q IBB14 

If the computer sequences from ¢l to ¢2, check page 2t'l:. a "¢2" look-up, page 6, is 

performed and the following equations apply. 

2. (a) Ad = (T8' T7) (¢2 Vw') An 

(b) + (T8' T7 T6 T5' T4' T2' ¢2 Vw) Wn Po 

3. (a) Us = (T8' T7 T6 T5' T4' T3' Po Vw) Wn' (An C) t--

( b ) + ( n n II n) Wn (.An t C) 

40 (a) Ad = (T8' T7 T6 T5' T4' ¢2 Vw P33') Po' Ua An Wn 

(b) + ( II " " n ) Po' Ua An' wri' 
(c) + ( " II " It ) Po' Ua' An Wn' .; 

(d) + ( II " " n ) Po' Ua' An' ~ln v 

5. (a) ~ = (T8' T7 T6 T5' T41) (p~ P3)' Us~ ¢2 Vw) Wn (An C) 

6. 

7. 

(b) + (' n n ) ( n ~Us II) W!l'(Ai?- C)~ 

(c) Ua I = ( n " ) ( n Us I 1t ) Wn I (An' C) 

( d) + ( " n ) ( " Us d') w:~ (Ju:L' C ) 

(e) + P33'C~ 

= (T8' T1 T6 T5 1 T41 ¢2 Vw) Ua Us ' .. P33 

8. (a) M 
= (T8' T7 T6 T5' T4'¢2 Vw) (Ua Wi -P33 C) 

= (T8' T7) (Vw P33 ¢2) Ua' 

(b) + ( It ) ( It ) Us' 

Q4 C (c) ~, = 

(d) yfu = Q4 C 

9. (a) .Q2. = (T8' T7) 

¢2'Q3'.,C 

~ •.. 

(¢2 Vw) P33 Ua Us 

10. 

11. 

....... ~~.-..... "~'''' 

(b) ~I -

(c) ~ 

(a) Ad 

(b) 

(c) Ua 

(d) 

(a) 9.1 
(b) 

(c) 

= ¢2 Q3 C 

= (T8' T6 ¢3) U~'Aq' P33' ~ 

+ ( II) Ua An 
" j 

= ¢2' (Po C) 

= ¢3 Po' Us (An C) 

= T8 1 T7 ¢3 P33 

= Q4 C 

= Q4 C 

4L6'~ 

4L12 

9Z3 

OZ13 

4L2 

5114 

519 

513 

7W6 

7W2 

9W7 
9\'13 

2C2 

lFF16 

3Y7 

9010 

907 

lUI 6 

IUI6 

3RlO 

2UI4 

2U14 
6LlO -----7 
6Ll~~ 
~ 
[~~J. 

904 
IU16 

lUI 6 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. Us FF turns prime at the fall ef P33 during ¢l. 

2. (a)' Ad driver follows 1m with the "T" register in the order configuration before the 

proper word from WS is selected (VWI) during ¢2. "Normal Recirculation" 

(b) i~d driver follmrls Wn at Po time (setting the sign) with a 61 order in the "T" 

register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

3. (a) Us turns true if at Po time 'Vln is prime (-) and .An is true (+) with a 61 order 

in the "T" register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

(b) Us turns true if at Po time Wn is true (+) and iul is prime (-) with a 61 order in 

the "T" register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

NOTE: The status of Us FF indicates whether an addition or subtraction is,to be performed. 

Us': Add 

Us'= Subtract 

4. (a thru d) equations are the logic for a "half-adder" which generates the "sum" or 

difference during magriit1:lde portion of a word. 
5'! (a thru d) equations are the logic for another·thalf~a,dderil whiqh gene:I:'at~s a "carry" 

or "borrow" during addition or subtraction, respectively and ,is applicable during 

magnitude portion of a word. 

(e) Resets the Ua flip flop to prime at the fall of every P33 time. 

6, Ad writes a one at P33 time and thus preserves the ca:rry which may be generated 

during the P32 operation when performing an addition (Us').' 

7. The Z FF is turned on at P33 time if a carry is generated at P32 time when 

8. 

9. 

10. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
) 

(d) 

(a) 

(b) 
) 

(c) 

(a) 

performing an addition (Us'). 

During a subtraction (Us true) the Ua FF must be prime at P33 time or else the 

Itdifference" in the "A" register is erroneous. 

Generates Q4 signal during normal addition. 

Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o if an addition or a valid, subtraction hAoS 

taken place. 

If the ,subtraction· which has just been _completed 'dw:j..ng k-time -i-8 e:r.r .. one.ous,' 

indicated by Ua tru.e, generate a 9,3 signal. 

Sequences computer from ¢2 to 03. 

Ua is prime at all Po times (equation 5a) hence the sign is changed from plus to 

minus or vice versa. From P2 thru P32 time the Ua FF status will vary according 

to the contents of the "A" register. 

(b) "At PI time the Ua FF is true (Equation IOc) Ad will then follow An. 
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10. (c) At any ¢ but ¢2 at fall of Po time, turn Ua FF true. 

(d) Permits Ua to be turned prime by the first "one" in the "A" register except at 

Po time. 

NOTE: Equation lOa thru d rectify the erroneous @ubtractiorr whicp took.place during ¢2 

by changing the sign, and performing a true complemen~ on the magnitude portion 

of the ".A.n register. 

True compliment means changing all zeros to ones, all ones to zeros, and then 

adding 0l'l:e. 
11. (a) Q4 is needed to sequence out of ¢3. 

(b) 
) Sequence the computer from ¢3 to ¢o. 

(c) 
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.22. i1.dd and Change Sign 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 61 order except for the substitution 

of the following! 

2. (b) Ad = ( T8 I T7 T6 T5 I T4 I 'r2 ¢2. Vw) \~nj Po 4116 

DESCRIPTION: 

2. (b) Ad turns on if at Po time Wn is prime, setting the sign positive. If at Po 

time Wn is true Ad writes a zero setting the sign minus, provided in both cases 

there is a 63 order in the uT" register after the proper word is selected (Vw) 

during ¢2. 

22. Subtract and Change Sign 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 61 order except for the substitution of 

the following: 

2. (b) Ad 

(a) Us -(b) 

DESCRI.PTION: 

= (T8' T7 T6 T5' T4' T2' ¢2 Vw) Wn Po 

= -.t~~ t T71l'~~.5,.' T4' T3 ¢2:',Y,!.{. __ Wn .An . 

+ ( It It 11 It ) \in I AJ.1' 
~.; 

4L12 

OZlO 

OZ7 

2. (b) Ad. goes true if \vn is true at Po time, sets sign to positive, Ad l'rrites a zero 

at Po time if Wn is prime, sets sign to minus. 

3. ( a) Us turns true if §. t . Po, time ~ln and iill are true. 

(b) Us turns true if at Po time Wn and Jill are prime. 

NOTE: A subtraction will take place if the above 3a or 3b takes place. 

67 Subtract 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 65 order except for the substitution of 

the following: 

20 (b) Ad = (T8' T7 T6 T5' T4' T2 ¢2 Vw) Wn~~:) 4116 

DESCRIPTION: 

2. (b) Ad turns on if at Po time Wn is prime, setting the sign positive. If at Po time 

Wn is true ~d writes a zero, setting the Si~l min~s, provided in both caseS there 

is a 67 order in the "T" register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during 

¢2. 

69 Exchange J.1. and W 

This order is identical to the 49 order page 19, excluding equations 5a and 6, and includi~g 

the equations that follow: 

1.. ~ 

2" (a) Ad 

(b) 

= T8' T7 1J:G T4 T3' ¢2 Vw 

= T8' P33' Q6 Wn 

+ (T8' T7 T6 T4 ¢2) Q6' 1m 

5T10 

6L7 

7115 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. Q6 driver turns true after the proper word is selected (Vw) with the liT" 

register in the configuration for this order during ¢2. Q6 remains true for one 

word time. 

2. (a) Ad will follow Wn from Po thru P32, a zero is placed at P33 time, with the 't:r" 
register in ,the configuration for this order and withQ'6 true. 

(b) Ad follows i~ while ~i.6 is prime with the "T" register in the proper configuration. 

"Recirculates the "ii" line normally before Vw turns true". 

6D Place Address in .L'-!.. 

After ¢2 look-up is accomplished, page.6, the fellcwing equations apply: 

1. (a) ~ = (T8' T7 T6 T4 ¢2 Vw) (T3T2') RB' F4 F3' P33' 

( b ) + ( " " ) ( n.) R8 F4 I F3' 

2. (a) Ad = (T8 t T7 T6 T4 ¢2) Q6' lUl 

(b) + T8 t Q6 Wn P33' 

lT7 

lT2 

7115 

617 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 41 order equations 

(2a thru 2d). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Q6 turns on during the address portion of the MSH word time with the "T" 

register in the proper configuration after the word has been selected (Vw) 

dUring ¢2. This happens if the URn register contains a MSH word address 

as indicated by RB prime. 

(b) Same as (a) but Q6 turns on during the address portion of the 1SH word time 

as indicated by the "R"'register with R8 true. 

2. (a) Ad follows lU1 during the time Q6 is prime which recirculates the portion 

of nA" not being copied into from Ws. This happens if there is the proper 

erder in the "Tn register during ¢2. 

. (b) Ad follows Wn during the time Q6 is true which copies in the information 

from WS. This happens if there is the proper order in the "T" regis tel". 

6F Place Half-word in i~ 

lifter n¢2" look-up is acco~plished page 6, the following aquations apply: 

1. (a) ~ = (T8' T7 T6 T4 ¢2 Vw) (T3 T2) R8 t F4 P33' 2T12 

(b) + ( " It ) ( II ) R8 F4' Po t 2T8 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 6D order. 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Q6 turns on during the MSH word time, excluding P33, with the "T" register in the 
proper configuration after the word has been selected (Vw) during ¢2. This 
happens if the "Rn register contains a MSH word address as indicated by R8 prime. 

(b) Same as (a) except during the LSH word time, excluding Po, as indicated by the 
"R" register with R8 true. 

11 Extract with D Mask 

~ter'¢2 look-up is accompliShed page 6, the following equations apply: 

1. (a) Ad 

(b) 
= (T8 t T7 T6 T5 T4' T3' ¢2 Vw) Wn Dn P33' 

+ ( II .. II ) An Dn' P33' 

715 
8L15 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 41 order 2a thru 2d • 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad goes true when Wn and Dn are true from Po thru P32 time with a 71 order in 

the "T" register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. IIAd follows 

Wn when Dn is true". 

(b) Ad goes true when An is true and Dn is prime from Po thru P32 time with a 71 

order in the "T" register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

"Ad follOl"S An when Dn is prime". 

75 Extract 

After n¢2" look-up is accomplished page 6, the following equations apply: 

1. (a) Ad = (T8 t T7 ~6 T5 T4' ¢2 Vw) T3 An Wn P33' 

Equations and explana~":" s from this point are identical to the 41 order 

DESCRIPTION: 

7L9 

(2a thru 2d). 

1. (a) Ad goes true if .An and \vn are true from Po thru P32 time with a 75 order in 

the "Til register after the proper word is selected (Vw) during ¢2. 

"Ad follows .An when Wn is trueu • 

~ Load A from W 

After a n¢2" look-up is accomplished page 6, the following equations apply: 

1. (a) ~ = T8' T7 T6 T4 T3' ¢2 Vw ITlO 

2. (a) Ad = (T8 t T7 T6 T4 ¢2) Q6' An 7115 

(b) + T8' Q6 Wn P33' 6L7 
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Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 41 order (2a thru 2d). 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Q6 driver turns true after the proper word 'is selected (Vw) with a 79 order in 

the "T" register during ¢2. "Q6 is true for one word time". 

2. (a) Ad follows An while Q6 is prime with a 79 order in the "T" register during 02. 

"Recirculates the itA" line normally". 

(b) Ad follows Wn from Po thru P32 time when Q6 is true and there is a 79 order in 

the "T" regis ter. nCopies "vi"· to "Au. 

81 Copy to Working Storage I 
o /j I- I v\!\ ~ \ \I, \J'A,. C \"', .. 1, 

1. Md' = ¢l C 1':...-4?_a/~ f:~' &-( , 

2. (a) Qg = (TB T7' T6' T5') 00' ¢l' 

(b) + PQ2 

3. PAi 

4. (a) Vo 

(b) VOl 

5. ((a) Ut 
\>(b) UtI 

(c) 

6. (a) ill 
(b) ~' 

(c) ~ 

(d) ~f 

(e) ~ 
(f) ~, 

(g) ~ 

7. 9J.. 
B. (a) H'3 

(b) lUI 

9. (a) ~ 

(b) ~, 

(c) ~ 

(d) .Q2 

(e) ~, 

(f) rfl 
10. (a) Xl 

(b) Xl' 
( c) 

= (Q2' + Ri') 

= P33 F C 

= (F5 F C) P33' 

= T7' Vo (P33 C) 

= T7' Vo' (P33 C) 

+ T7' ¢6 (Q3 C) 

(i = 1 thru B pre-amps) 

= (A2'Ut Q2 F5 F2' Fl) 07' ¢6' ¢l' 

= ¢2 Q3 C 

= 02 Q3 C 

= ¢3 Q3 C 

= 03 Q3 C 

= 04 Q3 C 

= 04 Q3 C 

= Q2 T4' (05 + 06) 

= (Q7 ¢2') (T3' T2' C) Mr 

= ( " ) ( " ) Mr' 

= (A2' Ut Q2 F5 F2' Fl) 07' 06' ¢l' 

= 05 Q3 C 

= ¢5 Q3 C 

= (A2' Ut Q2 F5 F2' Fl) 06 T4' 

= ¢6' Q3 C 

= ¢6 Q3 C 

= P33 C 

= H2 (T3' T2' C) (p33' Mr') 

+ H2' ( " ) (P33' Mr ) 

9B8 

7TIO 

JI05-KK 

2B4 

C'Y12 

7DD6 

7DD3 

OY14 

6Q8 

2U14 

2U14 

2U12 

2U12 

2U8 

2UB 

6T8 

5G15 
6G3 
6Q8 ' 

2U6 

2U6· 

OP5 

2U4 

2U4 

2C3 

3C15 

4C15 
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~l Copy to Working Storage I (Contld) 

lIn (a) A2 = T8 T7' T6' T5 t ¢7 Xlt C 5C4 

(b) .A2t = Apr Ut Q2 ¢7 P33 Md l A2 C 4E12 

(c) + Ap2 C 6Cll 

(d) + sc 6C9 

12. (a) ID. = Apr Ut Q2 ¢7 P33 Mdt A2 4E13 
(b) tJ..' = ¢7 Q3 C 2U9 

(c) ~ = ¢7 Q3 C 2UIO 

13. (a) .Q4. = Ut Q2 ¢7 P33 Mdt A2' 9112 

(b) rfn.' = Q4 C lU16 

(c) ~ = Q4 C lU16 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Md turns prime every ¢l time. 

2. (a) Q2 driver turns true in any ¢ except ¢o and ¢l, with the "T" register in the 

proper configuration 0 

(b) Q2 turns true when the NORMAL-HOLD-SELECT Switch is in the SELECT position 

(PQ2) 0 

3.. \Vhen Q2 or Ri is prime PAi turns true. "i" indicates the 1 thru 8 FFs· in the "R" 

register corresponding to the selection drivers used for controlling the relays in 

the matrix .. 

NOTE: Because of phase inversion in the circuitry when the PA is true the driver 

is false and the relay coil in the plate circuit of the driver is de-energized. 

If Q2 and Ri are both true, PA turns prime therefore the relay associated with 

the particular driver circuit will be energized. 

4. (a) Vo turns on at the fall of P33 every time there is a P33 bit in the "F" line 

(F) " nWord 10 thru IF" .. 

(b) Vo turns prime from P28 to P3l (F5) anytime there is a bit in the "F" line 

(F) excluding P33.. "Turns prime during word 10 thr1x IF". 

NOTE: . Vo remains true from the fall of P33 time in word 1F until the fall of P28 time 

in word 01 in the "F" line. 

5. (a) Ut turns true if Vo is true at the fall of P33 time with the "T" register in 

the order configuration. 

(b) Ut turns prime if Vo is prime at the fall of P33 time with the "Til register 

in the order configuration. 

(c) Ut turns prime when Q3 is true and the "T" register is in the order configuration 

during ¢6. 
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§1 Copy to Working Storage (Cont'd) 

6. (a) Q3 driver turns true if the block transfer alarm is prime (A2'), Ut is true, Q2 

is true at P30 time (F5 F2' Fl) in any ¢ except ¢l, ¢6 or ¢7. nQ3 driver is true 

for one pulse time P30 during word 01." 

(b thru g) equation sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢5. This takes one drum revolution 

per ¢ time because of the action of the Q3 driver and its terms. 

7. Q7 turns true when Q2 is true 't\"i th the "T" register in the proper order configuration 

during ¢5 and ¢6. 

B. (a) H3 turns true every time Mr is true with Q7 true and the "T" register in the 

order configuration during ¢5 and ¢6. "H3 follows the ones from Mr". 

(b) Same as Ba except H3 turns prime when Mr is prime. ItH3 follows the zeros from Mrtl. 

NOTE: Above 2 equations are the copying equations which take place for two drum 

revolutions ¢5 and ¢6. 

9. (a) Q3 driver turns true for one pulse time at the fall of P30 time in word 01 if 

the other condition in the equations are met. "Sequences the computer from ¢5 

to ¢6 while the copying operation is taking place". 

(b) 
) 

(c) 

(d) 

(el 
(f) 

10. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

NOTE: 

11. (a) 

Sequencing equation from ¢5 to ¢6 

Q3 turns true for one pulse time at the fall of P30 time in word 01 during 

¢6 if the other conditions in the equation are met. 

Sequencing equations from ¢6 to ¢7 

Xl FF turns true at every P33 time. 

Xl turns prime every time H2 is true and Nr is prime from Po thru P32 and with 

the "Tn register in the order configuration. 

Same as lOb except when H2 is prime and Mr is true. 

Comparing Equations. 

.A2 turns true if Xl isprime and the "T" register in the order configuration during 

¢7. 

"This indicates in conjunction with equations leb and 10e that an :l.mproper block 

copy has been made tt • 

(b) A2 turns 'prime if the ALARM SWITCH #1 is in the SILENCE position (Apr), Q2 is 

true, Ut is true, rJld is prime, A2 is true during P33 time in ¢7. 

"Wi th SW #1 in the SILEN~CE pos.i tion and the remainder of the equation ful~illed 

the computer will try repeatedly to recopy the information correctly". 
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81 Copy to Working Storage I (Cont'd) 

(c) A2 tu.rns prime if the AL.ARM SWITCH #1 is in the RESTORE position (Ap2). 

"Computer will sequence to ¢o". 

(d) A2 turns prime if the NORMAL-TEST-CLEAR SWITCH is in the CLEAR position (SC) 

12. (a) Q3 turns true during P33 time if ALAffi~ SWITCH #1 is in the SILENCE position, Ut 

is true, Q2 is true, Md is prime, i12 is true during ¢7. 

"Q3 will reset the computer to ¢3 and the copying operation will be done re

peatedly. When copying is accomplished correctly the computer goes to ¢o.tf 

(b) 
) Sequences the computer to ¢3. 

(c) 

13. (a) Q4 driver turns true if a successful copy has been made as indicated by A2'. 

(b) 
) Sequences the computer back to ¢o. 

(c) 

83 Copy to working Storage II 

Equations and explanations identical to the 81 order except for the following 

substitutions: 

8. (a) J3 = (Q7 ¢2') (T3' T2 C)Mr 

(b) Q2.' = ( " ) ( It ) Mr' 

10. (b) Xl' = J2 (T3' T2 C) (P33' Mr') 

(c) + J2' ( It ) (P33' Mr) 

85 Copy to Working Storage III 

Equations and explanations identical to the 81 order except for the following 

substitutions: 

8. (a) lQ. = (Q7 ¢2' ) (T3 T2' C) Mr 

(b) lQ.' = ( " ) ( " ) Mr' 

10. (b) Xl' = 12 (T3 T2' C) (p33' Mr') 

(c) + L2' ( II ) (P33 , Mr) 

87 Copy to Working Storage IV 

Equations and explanations identical to the 81 order except for the following 

substitutions: 

8. = (Q7 ¢2') (T3 T2 C) Mr 

( II ) ( II) Mr' 

lElO 

3El6 

3C12 

4C14 

7E12 

9E4 

3C9 

4ClI 

8M 

OAlI 



87 Copy to Working .Storage .IV (Cont"d) 

10:.. (b) !!.' 
(0) 

= N2 (T3 T2 C) (p33" Mr') 
+ N2 ' ( ·n ) (1)33 'Mr) 
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306 

408 
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§.9. Copy from Working Storage I 

1. Md' = ¢1 C 9B8 

2. (a) 9l = ( T8 T7' T6' T5' ¢o' ¢1') 7TI0 

(b) + PQ2 JI05-KK 

3. PAi = ,(Q2' + Ri') (i = 1 thru 8 pre-amps) 

4. (a) Y.2. = P33 F C 2B4 

(b) VOl = (F5 F C) P33' 3Y12 

5. (a) Ut = T7' Vo (P33 C) 7DD6 

(b) UtI = T7' VOl (P33 C) 7DD3 

(c) + T7' ¢6 (Q3 C) OY14 

6. (a) Q2. = (A2' Ut Q2 F5 F2' Fl) ¢7' ¢6' ¢1' 6Q8 

(b) ~, = ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

(c) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

7. M£. = (T8 T7' T6' T5' T4) ¢3 C 9B12 

8. (a) f!i2. ' = ¢3 Q3 C 2U12 

(b) ~ = ¢3 Q.3 C 2U12 

(c) 9J!' = ¢4 Q3 C 2UB 

(d) ~ = ¢4 Q3 C 2UB 

9. Cr' = (A2' Ut Q2 F5 F2' Fl) ¢5 C 3Z13 

10. (a) ¥£e. = (T3' T2') (¢5 Md) o.s He BF13 

(b) + Mp' Os' ( " ) OEI0 

(c) ~' = (T3' T2') ( It ) Os He' BF16 

(d) + Mp Os' OE12 

(e) Mo = (T3' T2') (¢5 Md) Os He' 8F16 

(f) + Mo' Os' ( n ) OE7 

(g) Mo' = (T3' T2') ( " ) Os He BF13 

(h) + Mo Os' OE14 

11. (a) ~, = ¢5 Q3 C 2U6 

(b) ~ = ¢5 Q3 C 2U6 

12. Md' = (T8 T7' T6' T5' T4) ¢6 C 9B10 

13. (a) Q!: = T4 ¢6 (A2' Ut Q2 F5 F2' F1) Crt C 3Z16 

(b) Crt = T4 ¢6 ( .tt ) Cr C 3Z13 

14. (a) 9.2. = T4 ¢6 ( It ) Cr 1015 

(b) ~, = ¢6 Q3 C 2U4 

(c) m = ¢6 Q3 C 2U4 
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15. (a) g = P33 C 2C3 

(b) Xl' = H2 (T3' T2' C) (P33' Mr') 3C15 

(c) + H2'( n ) ( P33' Mr) 4C15 

16. (a) A2 = T8 T7' T6' T5' ¢7 Xl' C 5C4 
(b) A2' = Apr Ut ~2 ¢7 P33 Md' A2 C. 4E12 

(c) + Ap2 C 6C11 

(d) + SC 6C9 

17. (a) ~ = Apr Ut Q2 ¢7 P33 Md' 1'2 4E13 
(b) tL, = ¢7 Q3 C 2U9 

(c) ~ = ¢7 Q3 C 2U9 

18. (a) ,g& = Ut Q2 ¢7 P33 Md' 1~' 9I12 

(b) tI, = Q4 C IU16 

(c) ¢o = Q4 C lUI 6 
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DESCRIPRION: 

~xplanationsfor equations 1 thru 6c are identical to 81 order equations 1 thru 6c. 

7 • Md FF turns true in ¢3 with proper setting in "T" register. Changes the "head It 

wires to the write amplifier by use of Md relay., 

8. (a thru d) equations sequence computer from ¢3 to ¢5 in conjunction with equation 

6a. 

9. Cr FF turns prime in ¢5 at P30 time if other tems are present. "Cr is used for 

delay purposes in later equations". 

10. (a thru h) refer to Ferranti system write up_ 

11. ~~~ Se~uencing from ¢5 to ¢6 in conjunction with e~uation 6a, 

12. Md FF turns prime during ¢6 with proper setting in "Tn register. 

13. (a) During ¢6 at P30 time, other conditions being true" Cr turns true, "One drtUt. 

revolution". 

(b) During ¢6at P30 time, other condition being true, Cr turns prime. "Second drum 

revolution". 

NOTE: Equations 13a andb hold computer in ¢6 for two drwn revolutions to allow Md 

relay to drop out. 

14. (a) Q3 turns true at P30 time during the second drum revolution in'¢6, other 

conditions being true. 

(b) 
) Sequences computer from ¢6 to ¢7. 

(c) 

15~ Explanations from this point are identical to 81 order lOa thru 13c. 
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8B Copy from Working Storage II 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 89 order except for the following sub
stitutions: 

10. (a) MI? = (T3' T2) (¢5 Md) Os Je- 8F2 

(b) + Mp' Os' ( It ) OEIO 

(c) !1Q.' = (T3' T2) ( . n ) Os Je' 9FIO 

(d) + Mp Os' OE12 

(e) MQ = (T3' T2) ( It" ) Os Je' 7F4 

(f) + Mo' Os' ( It ) OE7 

(g) Mo' = (T3' T2) ( II ) Os Je 7F4 ' 

(h) + Mo Os' OE14 

15. (b) Xl' = J2 (T3' T2 C) (P33 , Mr') 3C12 

(c) + J2' ( It ) (P33' Mr ) 4C14 

8D Copy from Working Storage III 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 89 order except for the following sub-

stitutions: 

10. (a) ~ = (T3 T2') (¢5 Md) Os 1e 8F7 

(b) + !VIp' Os' ( It ) OEIO 

(c) ~' = (T3 T2') ( It ) Os Le' 8FIO 

(d) + Mp Os' OEIO 

(e) Mo = (T3 T2') ( It ) Os Le' 8FIO 

(f) + Mo' Os' ( II ) OE7 

(g) Mo' = (T3 T2') ( It ) Os Le 
(h) + Mo Os' ( It ) OE14 

15. (b) Xl' = 12 (T3 T2' 0) (p33' 11r') 309 

(c) + L2'( tI ) (P33 I Mr ) 4Cl1 

8F Copy from Working Storage IV 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 89 order except for the following sub

stitutions: 

10. (a) ~ = (T3 T2) (¢5 Md) Os Ne 9F16 

{b) + Mp' Os' ( tt ) OEIO 

(c) !1Q.' = (T3 T2) ( u ) Os Ne' 9F13 

(d) + Mp Os' OEl2 

(e) Mo = (T3 T2) t It ) Os Ne' 9F13 

(f) + Mo' Os' ( " ) OE7 
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8F Copy from Working Storage IV (Cont'd) 

(g) Mo' = (T3 T2) (¢5 Md) Os Ne 9F16 

(h) + Mo Os' OE14 

15. (b) Xl' = N2 (T3 T2 C) (P33' Mi") 3C6 

(c) + N2'( II ) (P33 I Mr ) 4C8 

~ Neither Type Nor Punch 

1. (a) 1.JJ.' = T8 T7' T6' T5 T4 T3' ¢2 C lllO 

(b) + SC 6C9 

2. Yt' = T8 T7' T6' T5 T4 T2' ¢2 C lA6 

(a) .Q2. = T8 T7' T6' T5 T4 ¢2 Vo P33 6012 

(b) ~, = ¢2 Q3 C 2014 

(c) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

4. (a) ~ = T8 T7' T6' T5 T4 ¢3 Vo P33 8T8 

(b) ~, = Q4 C lUl6 

(c) ~ = Q4 C lUI 6 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Yp FF turns prime with the proper setting in the "T" regis ter during ¢2. "The 

punch relay in the flex de-energizes" 

(b) Pressing the NORIVIAL-TEST-CLEJJ\ switch to the CLElJi position (SC) de-energizes 

the punch relay~ 

2. yt FF turns prime with the proper setting in the liT" register during ¢2. tiThe 

type relay in the flex de-energizes:· 

3. (a) Q3 turns on during P33 in ¢2 when Vo is true with the proper setting in the "Til 

register. 

(b) 
) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢3. 

(c) 

4. (a) Q4 turns true during P33 in ¢3 when Vo is true with the proper setting. in the "Til 

register. 

(b) 
) Sequences the computer from ¢3 to ¢o. 

(c) 

NOTE: This command allow's one drum revolution (.r longer) for the relays to drop out~ 



~ Type 

1. (a) ill' 
(b) 

2. (a) yt 

(b) 

= (T8 T7' 

+ sc 

= (T8 T7' 

+ sc 

T6 1 T5 T4 ¢2 C) T3' 

T6' T5 T4 ¢2 C) T2 
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lAIO 

6C9 

lAB 

6C9 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 99 order 3a thru'4c. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Yp turns prime with the proper setting in the itT" register during ¢2. 

(b) Pressing the NORMU~-TEST-CLEiili switch to the CL&~ili position (SC) turns Yp prime. 

2. (a) yt turns :erue with the proper setting in the "T" register during ¢2. 

(b) Pressing the NORMUiL-TEST-CLEAR switch to the CLEAR position (SC) turns Yt true • 

.9Q Punch 

1. 

2. 

1E = (T8 T7' T6' T5 T4 ¢2 C) T3 

Y t ' = ( 1t It It) T2' 

lAl2 

l.A6 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the 99 order 3a thru 4c. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Yp turns true with the proper setting in the "T" register during ¢2. 

2. Yt turns prime with the proper setting in the "Ttl register during ¢2. 

2. Both 'Dype and Punch 

1. 1E. = (T8 T7' T6' T5 T4 ¢2 C) T3 

2. (a) Yt = ( tI " It ) T2 

(b) + SC 

l1u.2 

lAB 

6C9 

Equations and explana:bions from this point are identical to the 99 order 3a thru 4c. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Yp turns true with the proper setting in the "Ttl register during ¢2. 

2. (a) Yt turns true with the proper setting in the "Tn register during ¢2. 

(b) Pressing the NOill4AL-TEST-CLEAR switch to the CLEAR position turns yt true. 
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Al Long Hight Shift 

1. (a) Ad == (T8 T7 t T6 T5' T4' ¢2 ) T2' Ae Po' P33' OL15 

(b) + :(.. . 
II ),; An Po ·1K13 

2. (a) Bd = :. (T8 T7' T6 ~5t. T4' ¢2) ( T3' T2') (Po' P32') Be 1I13 

(b) + ( . ,ft _"., ,) ( It ) P32 Ub lI9 

(c) + T8 ¢4' ¢5' Po Bn 9J14 

3. (a) Ub = T7' An PIC 6Y13 

(b) Ub' = T7' An t ;FIC BY13 

4. (e.) Urn = (T8 T7 t T6 T5') T4' ( R6 + R5 + R4 + R3 + R2 + R1) P33C 8EE9 

(b) Um' - (r ft' ) T4' ( R6' E5' 114' R3' R2' R11) P33C 8EE5 

5. (a) R1 = (T8 T7' T6 T5' ¢2 P32 C) R1' 3DD12 

(b) R1f == ( " ... ) RI 3DD10 

(c) R2 == (: " ) RI' R2' 4·DDIO 

(d) R2' = " . ) Rl' R2 4DD8 

(e) R3 = ( ... ft ) RI' R2' R3' 5DD14 

(f) R3' ( tt .'.c) RI t R2' R3 5DDB = 
(g) R4 = ( " ",,) RI' R2' R3 f R4t 5DD2 

(h) R4' == ( ., I ,) lil' R2' R3' R4 6DD16 

(i) R5 = (I n ,) Rl f R2' R3' R4' R5' 6DD14 

(j) R5' == (' ·n· ) Rl' R2' R3' R4' R5 6DD11 

(k) R6' = ( It ) RI' R2f R3' R4' R5' 6DD13 

6. (a) Q4 = (TB T7' T6 T5') T4' ¢2 Po Um' 002 

(b) ¢2' == Q4C 1u16 

(c) ¢o = Q4C 11116 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad follows.::Ae from Pl ·shru P32 time. "Shifting the P2 thru the P33 bits." 

(t) Ad follmvs An at Po ti'ne. "Recirculo'tcs the signo" 

2. (a.) Bd folloH Be from PI thru P33 time excluding P32 time. "Shifts the P2 thru 

the P32 bits also puts the Po bit in the P33 position." 

(b) Bd follmvs Db at P32 time. "Transfers the Pl bit from "A" to the P32 

position of "B"." 
(c) Bd follows Bn. "Recirculates the sign of "B"." 

3. (a) ......: .. ;: . 
) Ub follovlS the configuration of An at Pl time.' 

(b) 

NOTE:: As the riGht shift opeTation takes place the P33 position of the "A" line 

is filled with zeroes. 

4. C~-) Urn turns true v;henever there is a true Rl thru R6 l?F. "Indicates more 

shifting is to be performed." 

(0) Urn turns prime when Rl thru R6 are prime. "Indicates shifting operations 

completed. 

5. (a thru. k) Equstions used to count dovJn the "R" register as each "irford time" 

shift is completed. 

6. {a) Q4 turns true Ivhen Um is prime and vIi th other conditions fulfilled. "Dm 

prime indicates the required n~mber of shifts have been completed. 

(b) 
) Sequence the computer from 02 to ¢o. 

(c) 

A3 Long Left Shift 

1. (a) Ad (T8 T7 f T6 T5' T4f 02) T2 Al 

(b) + (T8 T7' T6 T5' T4' 02) An Po 

(c) + (T8 T7' T6 T5' T4' 02) T3' rr2 

2. (a) Bd = (T8 T7' r.r6 T5' T4' 02) rr3' T2 

(b) + T8 04' ¢5' Po Bn 

3. (a) Ub = Ed J?32C 

(b) U'o' = Ed' P32C 

Po' Pl' P33 t 

Db Pl 

Bl Po' 1)1' P33' 

Equations and explantions from this point are identical to the Ai order 5 thru 

018 

lK13 

lK15 

115 

9J14 

6Y15 

SY15 

6c. 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad follows Al from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting bits PI thru P31 left.'! 

(b) Ad follows An at Po time. "Recirculates the sign of ,"A" line." 

(c) Ad follows Ub at PI time. "Transfers the configuration of the P32 bit 

the liB" line to the ~AIt line." 

2. (a) Bd fol10FS Bl from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting bits PI thru P31 left.1t 

(b) Bd fo110\,1s Bn at Po time. "Recirculates the sign of "Btt line." 

NOTE: As the left shift operation takes place the PI position of the nBn line 

is filled 'tvi th zeroes. 

3. (a) 
) Db follows the configuration of Ed at P32 time. 

(t) 

A5 A Hight Shift 

1. (a) Ad = (T8 T7' T6 T5' T4' ¢2) T2' Ae Po' P33' 

(b) + (TB T7' T6 T5' T4t ¢2) An Po 

in 

0115 

1K13 

Equations f.1hd explanations from this point are identical to the Al order equations 

4 thru 6c. 

·DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad follo'V1s Ae from PI thru P32 time. "Shifting the P2 thru P33 bitS." 

(b) Ad follows An at Po time. "Recirculates the sign in the "A" line." 

Al A Left Shift 

1. (a) Ad = (TB T7' T6 T5' T4' ¢2) T2 Al Po' PI' P33' 

(b) + (TB T7' T6 T5' T4' ¢2) An Po 

018 

lK13 

Equations and explantions from this point are indentical to the Al order ;equations 

4 thru 6c. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ad follow's Al from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting the PI thru P31 bi tsi" 

(b) Ad follows An at Po time. "Recirculates the sign in the "A" line." 



AB Shift and COUll t 

1. (a) Ad = (TB T7' T6 T4) ¢2 Bn Po 

(b) + (TB T7' T6 T4 T3') ¢2 .~ Po' 

2. Bd = ( It ) T2 ¢2 ~, 

3. (a) Ub = Bd P32 C 

(b) Ubi = Bd' P32 C 

4.. (a) Um 

(b) 

(c) 

= (TB T7' T6 T4 T3' T2 Po' P33' ¢2) Ad C 

+ ( " It ) Bd C 

= ¢2' ¢3' P32 C 

5. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

~ = (TB T7' T6 T4 T3') ¢2 P32 

6. (a) Ad 

(b) 

(c) 

70 (a) Bd 

(b) 

B. (a) Hc 

(b) Uc' 

9. (a) ill 
(b) 

(c) 

10. (a) .Q! 
(b) 

= ¢2 Q3 C 

¢2 Q3 c 
= (TB T7' T6 T4 T3') T2 t2' Jill ;0 

+ ( II ) ¢3 Ub ~l 

+ ( " ) ¢3 Al Po t PI' P33' 

= TB ¢4' ¢5' Bn Po 

+ (TB T7' T6 T4 T3') T2 ¢3 Bl Po' PI' P33' 

= (T8 T7' 00') Po C 

= ( II ) Dn' Po' C 

= (TB T7' T6 T5' T4 ¢o' ¢If ¢2') Po 

+ ( " It ) Dn' Uc 

+ ( " It ) Dn Uc' 

= (TB T7' T6 T4 T3' T2 ¢3 P33) Urn' 

+ ( " It )Ar 

(c) fit = Q4 C 

(d) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION: 
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9L15 

BK13 

2115 

6Y15 

BY15 

7Z13 

7Z16 

7Z10 

4R9 
2U14 

2U14 

9K16 

2K14 

BK9 

9J14 

213 

8Y6 

9Y16 

BP14 

7P4 

BP15 

BT2 

lU5 

lU16 

lU16 

1. (a) Ad follows Bn at Po time in ¢2. "Sets sign of "A" to same configuration 

of sign in "Bit." 

(b) Ad follows An from PI thru P33 time during ¢2. "Recirculates "A" line 

normally." 

2. Bd follows Bn from Po thru P33 time during ¢2. "Recirulates ttB" line 

normally." 

3. (a) 
) Ub follows the configuration of Bd at P32 time. 

(b) 



4. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

NOTE: 

5. (a) 

Um 

Um 

Um 

Urn 

Q3 

turns truo 

turns true 

turns prime 

true causes 

turl1s true 

Page ~9a 

if Ad is true from PI thru P32 time .• 

if Bd is true from PI thru P32 time. 

at P32 time in every ¢ except 02 and 03. 

the computer to perform or repeat shifting operation. 

during P32 in ¢2. 

(b) . Sequences the computer from 02 to ¢3·. 
(c) 

6. (a) Ad follows .An at Po in an 0 except 02."Recirculatos· the' s'ienof~1;AIt 

normally." 

(b) Ad follmlfs Ub at PI time. "Transfers the configuration of the P32 bit 

in the liB" line to the "A" line.'II 

(c) Ad follovTS Al from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting bits PI thru P31 left·. 

7. (a) Bd follows Bn at Po time in any ¢ except during 04 and ¢5. "Recirculates 

the sign." 

(b) 

8. (a) 

(b) 

NOTE: 

9. (a) 

(b) 

) 

(c) 

NOTE: 

Bd follows Bl from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting bits PI thru P31 left." 

Uc turns true at Po time in any ¢ except ¢b. 
Uc turns prime from PI thru P33 time Hhenever Dn is prime i!l lli"1.y ¢ but¢o 

Uc is used in conjunction with Dd to "count" the number of left shifts. 

Dd turns true at Po time during 03. "Sets sign plus." 

Used to add one to the, liD" line each time 0. shift takes place. 

Also recirculates th~ reminder of the "D" line. 

Since there are no r~circulation equations for the ltD" line during ¢2 

1.ii th this order configuration \. in the tiT" register, the "D" line- is cleared and 

the sign set to minus. 

10. (a) Q4 turns true during P33 time 

(b) Q4 turns true during p$3 time 

the shifting action by checking! tO,see 

Ar contains the P32 bit at P33 :\; time.' 

(c) \ 
) Sequences the computer\ from 03 

(d) 

in 03 if Um is prime. 

in 03 if Ar is true. "This equation stops 

if there is a It one" bit in the Ar FF. 

to 00. 



4., (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

NOTE: 

5. (a) 

Urn 

Urn 
Um 

Um 

Q3 

turns true 

turns true 

turns prime 

true causes 

turns true 
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if Ad is true from PI thru P32 time. 

if Bd is true from PI thru P32 time. 

at P32 time in every 0 except 02 and 03. 

the computer to perform or repeat shifting operation. 

during P32 in 02. 

(b) Sequences the computer from 02 to 03, 
(0) 

6. (a) Ad follows An at Po in an 0 except 02. "'Recirculates' the' s'ieno:f:.HAtt 

normally. If 

(b) Ad follm,rs Ub at PI time. "Transfers the configuration of the P32 bit 

in the "B" line to the "A" line." 

(c) Ad fol101.'ls Al from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting ,bits PI thru P3l left" 

7. (a) Bd follows En at Po time in any 0 except during 04 and 05. URecirculates 

the sign." 

(b) 

8~ (a) 

(b) 

Bd follov-JS Bl from P2 thru P32 time. "Shifting bits PI thru P31 left." 

Uc turns true at Po time in any ¢ except 00. 

NOTE: 

Uc turns prime from PI thru P33 time vfhenever Dn is prime in any ¢ but ¢o 

Uc is used in conjunction with Dd to "count" the number of left shifts. 

9. (a) Dd turns true at Po time during 03. "Sets sign plus~" 

(b) 

) 

(c) 

Used to add one to the "D" line each time Q shift takes place. 

Also recirculates th~ reminder of the liD" line. 

J 

NOTE: Since there are no r¥circulation equations for the "Dt! line during ¢2 

vfith this order configuration\in the "T" register, the "D" line is cleared and 

the sign set to minus. 

10. (a) Q4 turns true during P33 time 

(b) Q4 turns tru.e during p$3 time 

the shifting action by checking; to see 

AI' contains the P32 bit at P33 ~;' time .. 
i 

(c) \ 

) Sequences the 
~ 

computer\from 03 

(d) 

in 03 if Urn is prime. 

in ¢3 if Ar is true. "This equation stops 

if there is a "one" bit in the Ar FF. 

to 0o~ 
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]2 Load A from M 

After a 1t¢21t look-up is accomplished, page 6, the following equations 

apply. 

¢,2 Vw) Qr' (LI e 2-- c.~ Let c5' C tJ 1. .9.§. = (T8 T7' T6 T5 T4t T2t 2T3 

2. M = T8 Q6 P33 t Mr J; 6L4 

3. (a) ~ = T8 T7' Q6 P33 712 

(b) ~, = Q4 C lU16 

(c) ~ = Q4 C lU16 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Q6 turno true after the proper word is selected (Vw) in ¢2 when Or is prime. 

2. Ad follows Mr from Po thru P32 time when Q6 is trl,le. 

3. (a) Q4 turns true during P33 vvhen Q6 is true. 

(bj Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 
(c 



]3:Q. Add To B Page ¢l 

1. ~' = ¢1 P33 C IBB14 
If the computer sequences from ¢1 to ¢2, check page 21, a n¢2" look up, 

page 6, 

2. (a) 

(b) 

is performed and the following equations apply. 

!d = (T8 T7' T6 T4) ¢2 Po Bn 
+ (Ta T7' T6 T4 T3) ¢2 Po' An 

3. (a) M 
(b) 

= T8 ¢4' ¢5' Po Bn 

+ (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3 ¢2 Vw') En 

4. (a) 

(b) 

5. (a) 
(b) 

(0) 

(d) 

6. (a) 

(b) 

(0) 

(d) 

(e) 

7. (a) 

(b) 

(0) 

B. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

~ = (TB T7' T6 T4 T3 T2' Po Vw) Wn Bn' 0 

+ ( " ) 'vn I Bn 0 

.M = (TB T7' T6 rf4 T3 ¢2 Vw Po t) Ua Bn Wn 

+ ( tt ) Ua Bn' \lIn' 

+ ( It ) Ua' Bn vIn' 

+ ( 1t ) Ua I Bn t Wn 

Ua = (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3) (Po' P33' Us' ¢2 Vw) Wn Bn 0 
+ ( " ) (It " Us " tt) 'Vln En' 0 

lJA' = ( It ) ( " It Us'" II) Wn t Bn' C 

+ ( II ) (It " Us " ,,) Wn' Bn 0 

+ P33 C 

Ql - (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3) (¢2 Vw P33) Ua 

~, = ¢2 Q3 0 

!2. = ¢2 Q3 C 

~ = (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3) (¢2 Vw P33) Ua' 

~'= Q4 C 

!i!l = Q4 C 

9. (a) AS. 
(b) 

= (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3 ¢3) Ua Ant P33' 

+ ( " ) Ua' An P33 r 
(0) 

10. 

11. (a) 

(b) 

(0) 

12. 

13. (a) 

(b) 

(0) 

+ ( tt ) Ua Us' P33 

~ = ( ~ " ) Ua Us' P33 c 
1JA .- ¢2 t (Po C) 
~'= ¢3 Us Po' (~C) 

+ ¢3 Us' Po' ,(An' 0) 

~ = (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3 ¢3) Bn 
.Q2. == ( tI . ) Ua Us P33 

!2.' = ¢3 Q3 ·0 
M. = ¢3 Q3 C 

9L15 
8L14 

9J14 

9J15 

1EB7 

1BB2 

8J15 

8J13 

8J9 

8J5 

8W2 

8Wg 

OW10 

OW15 

2C2 

3R2 

2U14 

2U14 

902 

lU16 

1U16 

8L10 

8L6 

1K2 

4Y6 

8W5 
OW6 

OW2 

OJ14 

4R13 

2U12 

2U12 
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14, (a) .2i = (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3 ¢3 P33) Us'· 0013 
.(b) + ( " ) Ua' 0010 
(0) !21 = Q4 C lU16 
(d) !2. = Q4 C lU16 

15. M = (T8 T7'" T6 T4 T3 ¢4) An' P33" 8L2 

16. (a) ]sl. = C n· .. J Ua' En' 9J5 
(b) + ( n ) Ua Bn 9J9 

17 t· (a) .Yf! :;: ¢2 ai
. (Po C) 8W5 

(b) ~' = 9>4 Po'· En C 9DD14 

18. (a) £i = (T8 ':1'7' T6 T4 T3) ¢4 P33 007 
(b) .Q.11' = Q4" ..c 1U16 

(0). !let. = Q4 C lU16 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. Us FF turns prime at P33 time during ¢l~ 

2. (a) Ad follows Bn at Po during ¢2. "Sets the sign of "A" the same as the sign. 

of "B", 

(b) Ad follows An from PI thru P33 time during ¢2. "Recirculates the nAn line 

normally during ¢2". 

3. (a) Bd follows Bn at Po time in any ¢ but ¢4, and ¢5. 
(b) Bd follows Bn during ¢2 before the selected word (Vw' )'. 

4. (a) Us turns true if Wn is true'(+) and Bn is prime (-) at Po time during ¢2. 

(b) Us turns true if 'vln is prime (-) and Bn is true (+) at Po time during ¢2. 

NOTE: The status of Us FF indicates whether an addition or subtraction is to be 

performed. 

Us' = Add 

Us = Subtract 

5. (a thru d) ,equations are the logic for a "half-adder" which generates the 

"sum" or "difference" during the magnitude portion of the words. (B register) 

6, (a thru d) equations are the logic for another "half-adder" which generates a 

,"carrytt or "borrow" during addition or subtraction, respectively and is applicable, 

during the magnitude portion of the words. (B register) 

(e) Ua turns prime at every P33 time. 

7. (a) Q3 turns true during P33 time if one of the three conditions that follow: 

prevails. "Indication given by Ua true", 

1. A complete addition has not taken place and the computer must 

sequence into ¢3 to continue operationo 

26 A complete subtraction has not taken place and the computer must 

sequence into ¢3 to continue operation. 

3. An erroneous subtraction has taken place and the computer must 

sequenc~ in to ~tho ~O~l~g:$t.s to ~rGctify this situation. 

(b & c) Sequences 'the' oomputer' from ¢2 to ¢3. 
8, (a) Q4 turns true during P33 time of ¢2 if a complete addition or complete 

and valid subtraction has taken place. 

(b & c) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 

9. (a thru c) "Half-adder" used to generate a sum or difference in the "A" 

line, "Also recirculates the sign of "A" normallyll, 

10. Equation will be discussed by instructor. 
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II.· (a tbrU c) "Half-adderu used in conjunction 1tdth equations 9 to 

recirculate the sign of "Au' and generate a carry or borrow during rJ3., 
12. Recirculates tho "Btt line normally during ¢3. 
13.'· (a) Q3 turns true during P33 of ¢'3 to sequence the computer into 

¢4 if an erroneous subtraction has taken place. "Indicated by Un truo 

Us true"., 

(b & c) Sequences the computer from ¢; to' ¢4 ... 
14. (a & b) Q4 turns true during :P33 time of ¢3 if an addition has taken 

place (Us")' or 'a valid subtraction (Ua')., 

(c & d) Sequences the computer from ¢3 to ~o. 

15.- Complements the contents of !tAn during ¢4 excluding P33.-

16., These equations are used to change the sign and perform a true 

complement (refer to hI order for definition) on the erroneous subtraction.,~ 

17., (a) Same as 11 a 
(b) Used in: conjunction with 16 a& b.. 

,18. (a thru c) Q4 turns true during P33 time and the computer sequoncos 

from ¢4 to ¢o., 
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~ Subtract From B 

Equations and explanations are identical to the BD order except for the following 

substitution: 

4. (a) Q~. 
(b) 

DESCRIPTION: 

= (T8 T7' T6 T4 T3 T2 Po Vw) Vln Bn C 

+ ( " ) vin' En' C 

4. (a) Us turns true if at Po time Wn and Bn are true. "Both signs plus". 

( b) Us turns true if at Po time vln and Bn are prime. tI Bo th signs minus" • 

.Q2. Store E 

1. (a) .9.§. = (T8 T7 T6 1 T5' T4' T3 1 T2) Ee C 

(b) .9.§' = ( " ) Ee' C 

2. 9:J.. = (T8 T7 T6' T5' T4' T3' ¢2) F4 Vw 

5G6 

9G6 

5Gll 

Equations and explanations at this point are identical to the 49 order (3a thru 3p) 

page 19. 

4. (a) .Q! = (T8 T7 T6' T5 ,) ¢2 Ytv P33 

(b) ~, - Q4 C 

(c) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION: 

(a~ 
(b) 

1. 
Q8 follows Ee when the "Tit register is in a C3 configuration. 

2. Q7 turns true during the ~~H word time (F4) of the selected word {Vw) 

during ¢2 with the "T" register in a C3 configuration. 

4. (a) Q4 turns true during P33 of the selected word (Vw) during ¢2. 

(b) 
) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 

(c) 

Q2. Store B 

1. (a) .Q§. = (T8T7 T6' T5 1 T4' T3 T2') Be C 

(b) .Q.§,' = ( It ) Be' C 

2. m. = T8 T7 T6 1 T5' T4' T3 ¢2 Vw 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the C3 order • 
.., (, '" 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (n) 
(b~ Q6 follows Be with the "T" regist~r in a CS configuration. 

2. Q7 turns true from Po thru P33 during the selected word (Vw) in ¢2. 

OJ4 

lU16 

lU16 

IGll 

8Gll. 

6Tll 



C7 store D 

Equations and explanations are identical to the C5 order, except for the 

following substitution. 

1. (a) .9§. = (T8 T7 'r6' T5' T4' T3 T2) Dc C 

(b) .2§' = ( " ) De' C 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) 
) Q8 follows De \vi th a C7 order in the "T" register. 

(b) 
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IG7 

8G7 
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J22. Sign Out 

Equations and explanations are identical to the F5 order (To Flex or EJPTP) except 

fOl~ the fo11oHing addi tions c~1d substitutions. 

11. (a) .M = TG' 1m 1L12 

(b) ... - .. - ... .... ... -
12. (a) - - ... .. - - - -

(b) 11' = (T8 T7 T6 t T5 T4' T3 ¢6 P33 C) 5U14 

(c) 11. = ( II ) Ae' 5vJ8 

(d) g' = ( " ) Ae 5tillO 

(e) 1..2. = ( " ) I .. e t 5V8 

(f) .D,' = ( " ) Ae 5VJlO 

(g) li = ( II ) Ae' 5\1J8 

(h) li' = ( " ) 1).e S-vJIO 

(i) 1.2 = ( " ) Ae' 5\-18 

(j) .!!if = ( " ) Ae 5TIl10 

(k) ...... - - - -
(1) lit = ( II ) 5Ul4 

D~0CRIPTION: 

11. (a) Recirculates the "A" line in all ¢'s. 

(b) - - - - - - - -
12. (a) - - - - - - - -

(b & e) Yl and Y6 are a1Hays set prime durinG ¢6 at P33 times. Insures no 1 

or 6 punch. 

12. (c thru j) At P33 the Y2 thru Y5 FF's are fo110~Ting the outputs of the He FF. 

At P33 tiDe the sign bit is in Ae. If the sign is negative the Y2 

thru 5 FF's are set true ane. uhen they fire the "one-shots" a 2 and 

4 punch are made. (negative sign) If the cign is IloE'itive the Y2 

thru 15 ]:t'F's are set prime and irThen the "one-shots" are fired a 3 

and 5 punch are made. (space) 
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1m. Number Output 

EquE'ccions and explan2.tions are identical to the F5 order (Flex or HbFTP) except 

for the follO't'Jing substitutions and additions f 

11. (a) 119. = T6' An 

13. (a) ~ = (T8 T7 T5 T4 T3) ¢6 F2 Fl 

DESCRIPTION: 

11. (a) Recirculates the "A" line in all ¢'s. 

1L12 

505 

13. (a) In ¢6 Q3 comes up during P4 time and sequences tha computer into ¢7 at the 

fall of P4. 

In ¢7 Q3 cannot COLle up since T4 is true in a DD command. Therefore Q,4 "-Till 

come up in ¢7 to return the computer to ¢o for look-up of the next command. 

Any information that may appear in in through R4 VIill l)e of no significance 

in the DD command. 
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~ Multiply By D And Add A 

If the computer sequences from ¢l to ¢2, check page 21, the computer 

performs the following,: 

1. M = (T8 T7 T5 t ¢2) T3' An 2K2 

2 ~ Bd = ( " ) Bn 4I14 

3. (a) ]9. = ( n ) Vw' Dn 6P6 

(b) + ( " ) Vw T2' Dn 7P15 

4. (a) .22. = (T8 T7 T6 T5') ¢2 Vw P33 (Z' + T4') 4R2 

(b) ~I = ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

(c) ~ = ¢2 Q3 C 2U14 

5. (a) ~ = T7 Po Be C 2BB12 

(b) Jli' = T7 P32 C 2BB9 

6 e (a) Ad = (T8 T7 T5' T4' Ut ¢o' ¢l' ¢2')(Po' P32') Ae De Uc 3K6 

(b) + ( tI ) ( " ) Ae De' Uc' 3K2 

(c) + ( " ) ( " ) Ae' De Uc I 4KI4 

( d) + ( " ) ( " ) Ae I De t U c 4KIO 

( e ) + ( n ) P32 Ue 4K6 

(f) + (T8 T7 T5 f T4 ' Ut' ¢o' ¢l' ¢2 1 )(po' P32') Ae 5KIO 

7. (a) .!!£t =- (T7 ¢o' P33') Ae De C 8Y9 

(b) Uc ~ = T7 ¢o' Ae t De' C 8Y4 

(c) + P33 C 2C3 

8. (a) Jl.12. = (T7 T4' PI) .An Bn Dn t C 6Y9 

(b) + ( It ) An I Bn Dn C 6Y4 

( c ) + ( " ) An Bn t C 7Y13 

. : 

(d) 

(e) 

{f) 

Ub t = (T7 T4' PI) An Bn Dn C 

9" (a) Bd 

(b) 

(c) 

+ ( ,,) An' Bn Dn' C 

+ ( II) An' Bn' C 

= T8 T7 ¢5' Po Bn 

+ (T8 T7 T5' T4' ¢o'¢l t ¢2') (Pot P32t) Be 

+. ( tI ) P32 Ub 

6Y15 

?YI0 

7Y6 

7Y2 

SY15 

5I16 

3I13 

3Ill 

10. Dd = (T8 T7 T5') ¢olt ¢2' Dn P33' 7Pl1 

110 (a) .Q2. = ( It ) ¢o' ¢l' ¢2' Vw P33 + tb j T B T7 T e 7 S / £8 6Q15 

(b) ~'== ¢3 Q3 C 2U12 

(c) !4. = ¢3 Q3 C 2U12 
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12e (a) .Q2. = (T8 T7 T5 1) 00' 011 02' Vw P33 6Q15 
(b) ~I = 04 Q3 c 2U8 
(c) ~ = 04 Q3 c 2U8 

13~ (a) Ad = (T8 T7 T5' T4' 05) Bn Dn ·4K2 

(b) + ( " ) Bn' Bn' 5!{14 

140 (a) .M = (T8 T7 T5' 05) Bn Dn 3I6 
(b) + ( " ) Bn' Dn l 3I3 

15. (a) SM. = ( " ) Po 8T7 
(b) 1.2.1 = Q4 c 1U16 
(c) !h.. = Q4 c 1U16 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. Recirculates the "A" line during 02. 

2. Recirculates the "B" line during 02. 

3. (a & b) Recurculates the "D" line during ¢2. 

4. (a thru c) Q3 turns true during P33 time of ¢2 and sequences the 

computer from ¢2 to 03 

5. (a) 'lTt true indicates the LSB (Be at Pc) = PI bit) in the multiplier 

is a "one", therefore, tl1e operation will be shifting and adding. 

(b) Ut turns prime every P32\ime with T7 true. 

NOTE: If the ,';B" linedoesn t t cJntain a "one" at PI time Ut remains 

prime and the operation l'lill be of shifting only. 

6. (a thru d) "Half-adder" that generates a sum (actually the product. 

at the end, of the entire operation). The addition takes place by using 

the early bits 1'lhile a right shift is taking place in the "A" line. 

(e) Used to record the carry (Uc) of one., if any, generate by thE) 

addition of the P32 bits. 

(f) If no addition is to take place (Ut') this equation shifts the 

"A" line right only. 

7.. (a &.~ "Half-adder" used to generate tho carry during the add 

operation. 

8. (a thru h) These equations are used to set the configuration of the 

Ub FF. during this operation. 

NOTE:; Since the contents of "A" and "B" are shifted right, steps 

must be taken to preserve the sum of the PI bits of "A" and "D"o The 

Ub FF is used to store tho sum of tho PI bits of "A" and "D" until 

P32 time. At P32 time, the content. of Ub FF is transferred into the 

P32 position of the B line. The Ub FF stores the above sum from the 

fall of PI time to the fall of ·P32 time. At the fall of P32 time, the 

Ub FF is set to conform \'lith the content of the P32 position of the 

B line. I~Phe Ub FF contairS this information until the fall of PI time. 

However, this information is not used and consequently lost l'lhen the 

Ub FF is set once more ·wi.th the sum of the PI bits of "A" and "DtI of 

the successive word time.-

The PI bit vlhich is shifted out of the "B" line is lost but is 

of no futher value and can be disreGarded. 
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9. (a) Sign bit is recirculated normally. 

(b) r1agni tude portion of "B" is shifted right one place per 1·mrd time. 

(c) Contents of Ub :b'P transferred into P32 position of liB" from PI 

of "A". 

10. Recirculates the multiplicand in "D" normally, no shifting. 

11. (a thru c) Sequencing from ¢3 to ¢4. 

12. (a thru c) Sequencing from ¢4 to ¢5. 
13. (a & b) Sign of A is made posi ti ve \v-hen Bn and Dn are alike. 

14. (a & b) Sign of B is made positive \'lhen Bn and Dn are. ali~e. 

l r.J. (a thru c) Sequence from ¢5 to ¢o. 
NOTE: . ¢5 is one pulse time in duration. 
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~ Multiply And Add 

If the computer sequences from ¢l to ¢2, check page 21, a n¢2" look-up, 

page 6, is performed and the following equations apply. 

1. Ad = (Ta T7 T5' ¢2) T3' An 

2. Ed == ( " ) Bn 

3. (a) J2s! = ( " ) Vw' Dn 

(b) + (T8 T7 T6 T5' T2) ¢2 Vw \vn 

2K2 

4114 
6P6 

6P3 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the El order. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Ad follow's An. "Normal recirculation of "A" line". 

2. Bd follows Bn. II " " " "B" line". 

3. (a) Dd followft Dn with Vw prime. "Normal recirculation of riD" line before 

selected \vord". 

(b) Dd follows \In with Vw true. "Copies the multiplicand to the "D" line". 

~ Multiply By D 

1. ----_ .. _----
2. Bd == (T8 T7 T5' ¢2) Bn 4114 

3. (a) Dd == ( " ) VV1' Dn 6P6 

(b) + ( " ) Vw T2' Dn 7P15 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the El order. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. No equation in this order to recirculate "A", therefore, it is 

cleared during ¢2. 
2. Ed follows Bn. "Normal recirculation of the "Bit line". 

3. (a) Dd foll01l1 Dn with Vw prime. "Normal recirculation of "D" line before 

selected word". 

(b) Dd follows Dn v.ri th Vl~ true. "Normal recirculation of "D" line during 

selected ''ford'' • 

.m. Multiply 

1. - ...... - - .. - - -- -
2. M == (T8 T7 T5' ¢2) Bn 4114 

3. (a) 12s!. = ( " ) Vw' Dn 6P6 

(b) + (T8 T7 T6 T5' T2) ¢2 Vw vln . 6P3 

Equations and explanations from this point are identical to the El order. 
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DESCRIPrr'ION: 

1. No equation in this order to recirculate "A", therefore, it is 

cleared during ¢2. 

2. Bd follows Bn. "Normal recirculation of the "Btl line". 

3. (a) Dd follows Dn with Vw prime. "Normal recirculation of liD" line before 

selected word'!. 

(b) Ddfollows li/n with VVl true. "Copies the multiplicand to the "D" linen, 
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m Divide Double Length By D 

If the computer seqt1.2ncec from ¢1 to ¢2, check page 21, the fol1mdng 

is perfoI'rled. 

1. (a) ~ 

(b) 

= (T8 T7 T5' T4 ¢2 Vw)(Po C) 

+ ( " )(Po' F33') Ad Dd' C 

(c) ~ = ( It ) ( It ) Ad t Dd C 

2. ~ = (TB T7 T5' ¢2) T3' An 

3. 12.[ = ( 
= ( 
+ ( 

It ) En 

4. (a) l?S. 
(b) 

" 
" 

5. (a) ~ = (¢2 PI) Ub C 

(b) + ( " ) Dd' C 

) Vw' Dn 
) T2' VT;T Dn 

(c) + (¢2 Po' PI' P32' P33 t ) Ar Dd' C 

~rd)"""" +' .. ",Br'P32" C 

(e) ~ = (¢2 PI) Ub' Dd C 

(f) + (¢2 Po' PI' P32 t P33') AI" Dd C 

('g}--,"> + "Br.L-P,32~ C 

6. (a) QI. = (¢2 P32) Ddt Ud C 

(b) + ( " ) fir Ud C 

(c) + ( " ) Ar Dd' C 

(d) + Ad Pj2 C 

( e ) JlI.' = (¢2 r32) L.d' iO\.r' Dd C 

(f) + ( 11 ) Ad' Dd Ud' C 

(g) + ( II ) Ld' Ar' Ud t C 

7. (a) .l!h = Bd P32 C 

(b) Ub' = Bd' ?32 C 

B. (a) ~ = (T8 '1:7 T5' T4) ¢2 Vu ?33 ~ 

(b) ~,= Q4 C 

(c) ~ = Q4 C 

9. ( a) .Q2. = (T8 T7 T6 T5 t) ¢2 Vvl P33 (Z' + T4') 

(b) !h.' = ¢2 Q3 C 

( c) ID. = ¢2 Q3 C 

10. (a) M = (T8 T7 T5' ':1:4 ¢o' ¢1,~o¢2'~ Po' PI','Vi') AIDn Uv 

( b ) + ( n ) Al t Dn· Uv 

( c ) + ( " ) AI' Dn Uy t 

( d) + ( tI ) Al Dn' Uv' 

(e) + (T8 i'f7 T5' T4 ¢o' ¢1' ¢2') (20 t :21 t) Ur' Al 

4Y15 

4Y13 

5Yll 

2K2 

4114 

6P6 

7:i:)15 

1Z16 

2Z4 

1Z7 

1~1 

1~13 

1Z4 

2~15 

8Z14 

8Z12 

8Z15 

7Z7 

9Z15 

8Z2 

9212 

6Y15 

BY15 

6C12 

1U16 

1U16 

"4R2 

2U14 

2U14 

6K10 

6K6 

6K2 

7K14 

6K16 
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10. (f) + (T8 T7 T5' T4 ¢o' ¢1' ¢2 I) PI Ur' Ub 
, 

?K8 
(g) + ( " ) PI Ur Ub Dn' 7K4 
(h) + ( " ) PI Ur Ub' :on SK15 

11. (a) .Y!. = Ubi Dn PI C 2EB7 
(b) + AI' Dn (Po' Pll) C 2:BB4 
(c) .Y.!.' = Po C 2BB26 
(d) + Al Dn' Pl' C 3BB16 

12. (a) 13.9- = T8 T7 ¢5' Po Bn 5116 
(b) + (T8 T7 T5' T4 ¢o' ¢1' ¢2 1

) PI Ur 5I7 
(c) + ( " )(?o' PIt) Bl S19 

13. l?S = (T8 T7 T5' ¢o' ¢2 1
) Dn P33' 7P11 

14. (a) .Y.9. = De' ¢2' Po C lZ9 
(b) + Ad Del ¢2 1 Pot P32' P33 1 C 9YS 
(0) + Br P32 C lZl 
(d) ]S1 = Ad' De ¢2' PO' P32' P33' C 9Y2 

(e) + Br' P32 C 2Z15 

IS. (a) .Y.!: = Ad P32 C 727 
(b) + Ud ¢2' P32 C 8Z8 

(c) .Y.£' = Ad' Ud t ¢2' P32 C 8Z4 

16. (a) .2.l = (T8 T7 irs t ¢o i ¢l t ¢2') V"1 P33 6Q15 
(b) ~, = ¢3 C~3 C 2U12 

(0) ~ = ¢3 Q3 C 2U12 

17. (a) ill. = (T8 T7 TS* ¢o' ¢11 ¢2') Vw P33 6q,15 

(b) !it = ¢4 Q3 C 2U8 

(c) l'i = ¢4 Q3 C 2U8 

1811 AS. = (T8 T7 T5' T4 ¢S) Bn 5K6 

19. (a) lh! = (T8 T7 TS' ¢S) Bn Dn 316 

(b) + ( " ) Bn' Dn' -313 

20. l?9. = (T8 T7 T5' ¢o' ¢2t) Dn P33' 6Q15 

21. (a) 0.4 = (T8 T7 T5'¢S) Po 8T? 

(b) . ~t = Q4 C 1U16 

(c) ~ = Q4 C lU16 
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D:;JSCRIPrIOlf: 

To enable the student to grasp more easily the oper~~tion of the computer 

during the divide commands a eho.:. t discussion of the philospllY employed during 

the execution follo\'fS: 

1. As in e.11 a:i."'i thmetic cOmBands in the AL::AC III-.c, if the "z" FF is 

on dUT ng ¢l, due to an overflml G'enerated by a pr.;;vious arithmetic 

operation, the computer uill stop. If the liZ" ~"'F is not on during 

¢l, the computer sequences into ¢2 to llerforn part of the divide 

operation. 

2. Before the actual 0.i vision cperation is perfo:i."IIled.; by the use of 

- the "Z" FF a check is j,",lade to determine I'Thether the divisor, V-Thich 

is in the ltD" line, is larger than the I\iJ~H of the dividend, vJ'hich 

.;~:, is in the itA" line. If the divisor lllarger the computer 't'1ill 

execute the cOmD~nd, if the divisor is eoual to or smaller tllan the 

~ffiH of the dividend the command is not executed. The reason for 

the above is as follo't'ls: If the llSH of the dividend is equal to or 

larger than tha divisor, the quotient that lIould be generated will 

be too large to be accomocl8.ted by the "Btl line which is vlhere it is 

to be placed. 

Example: "Using the supposition of a ~ character recirculating 

line rather than an eight character recirculGting line the principle 

is the same". 

17 

2J.89 
..2-

39 
...li 

4 
--

5 Divisor contained in the "D" lina. 

8 IJiSH of the dividend con'~ained in the "A" line • 

9 LSH of the dividend contained in the liB" line. 

17 - Quotient generated and cannot be contained 

by the uB" line. "Remember the "B" line can 

accomodate only ~ character whereas the 

quotient generated contains tHO characters. 

4 - ~1.email'lder genera ted and contained by the "An 

line. 

It can be seen readily that the computer is not able to cope lJi th 

this si tUc.'1. tion therefore the division is not performed. 
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3. During the divide commands the computer 11C.8 tvJ'o al terna ti ves , 

4. 

subtract and shift left, or nerely shift left. \1 ~sub-

traction takes place ~-Bt. d"~ef~~ fans; d~~.R!; . • the next 

'tvord time, idll t~le divisor be smaller than the shifted dividend. 

If the divisor ~ be subtracted a "one" is placed in the quotient 

end the subtraction and shift"'~i~:f"'?l take place simul tanenously • 
Jt:..;~ 

If the divisor can~ be subtracted from the present dividend a 
.y 

"zero" is placed in the quotient anr~-%J{h~"" takes place. 

During ¢2 (''1hile the "z" check, explained in 1:~2, is taking place), 

the computer iH also prepr.l'ing to perform the divide operation if 

the divi~30r, in "i;he case of the "Z" check proves to be larger than 

" 

the fiJI of the dividend. Irhis checking operation bet"t·teen the divisor 

and the future dividend (shift anticipated) is accomplished by the 

US0 of the Ud and Ur EiP' s • 

5. During ¢3 Dnd ~4 i'r11ile the divide operation is taking place Ud and 

1. 

NOTE: 

2. 

Ur are checking the divinor against the anSller being p.:enerated to 

determine Hhether during the .nm. ilOrd time there can be a subtraction 

and shift left or merely a shift left. "The checking is done during 

the Pl"esent '\lo:rd time (di vidend compared to riGht shifted divisor 

in anticipation of shift) to determine the op~ration du:cing the next 

Hord time". 

(a) Z turns true at the fall of Po. 

(b) Z turns true uhen "A" is lnrger than uDIt 

(c) Z turnr. :,rime l:11en :'DIt is larger t}lan "A". 

1111en "A" and liD" are the. sarJ.e the nz" FF is not effected. 

E8circulates "Alt line during ¢2. 

Recirculates "B" li:q.e dur.ng ¢2. 

4, (a & b) Recirculates the uD" line dur;.ing ¢2. 

5. (a thru g) Comparil1€ the r:lagni tude of the PI thru P3I bi ts of the 

dividend and divisor (shift antiCipated). 

6 • (a thru g) Comparing the nagni tude of the P32 hit of thedi vidend 

and ciivisor (shift anticipated) and considering Ud' s state at this 

time. 
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7. 
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; 

~ = Subtract and shift left. 

Qt' = Shift left only. 

(a) 

Ur vTill contain the "one" or "zero" tho.t is placed in the 

quotient at Po time. 

Ub is set according to Bd at P32 time. tlUsed later to shift 

the P32 bit of "B" to "A". 

8~ (a thru c) If "Z" is true during P33 time, indicating the dividend 

is larger than the divisor, the divide is not performed, as 

explained in ~~?2, and the computer sequences to ¢o. 

9. (a thru c) If "Z" is prime during P33 tirae, indicating the dividend 

is smaller than the divisor, the computer sequences from ¢2 
to ¢3 to begin the actu&l divide operation. 

10, (c thru d) "Half-adder" used to generLte a difference ~1hen a 

subtraction takes place. Also shifts the "A" line left 

during the subtraction, 

(e) Used to shift the "A" line left vThen no subtraction takes 

place. 

(r) Shifts the P32 bit of "B" to the Pl position in the !IAn line. 

"Shift left onlyn. 

(g & h) Subtract logic for the PI bits of "A" and liD" line. 

"Subtract and shiit left". 

11. (a thru d) "Half-adder" used to generate the borro1;i during the 

subtract and shift left operation. 

12. (a) Recirculates the sign of the "Bu line, 

(b) Ur inserts a "one" or "zero" into the LSB position of the 

"B" line every PI timett , Quotient. 

(0) Shifts the "B" line left. 

13. Recirculates the liD" line. 

14. (a thru c) Used for same purpose as equations #5 only these 

operate during ¢3 and ¢4. 

15. (a thru c) Used for sane purpose as equations ll6 only these 

oper2te during ¢3 and ¢4. 
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16. (a thru c) Sequences the computer from ¢3 to ¢4 during the 

division operation. "Occurs after the first 16 vlord times 

in ¢3. 

17. (a thl~ c) Sequences the computer from ¢4 to ¢5 during the 

division operation. "Occurs after the first 16 Hord times 

in ¢4. 

18. Sets the sign of the "A" line to the sign of the "B" line. 

19. (a & b) Sets the sign of the "B" line. 

20. Recirculates the liD" line. 

21. (a thru c) Sequences the computer from ¢5 to ¢o. "In ¢5 for one 

pulse time. 
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EB Divide Double Length 

Equations and 8xplantions are identical to the E9 order except for the 

f.ollmving substitution: 

(a) Dd = 

(b) + 

DESCRIPTION: 

4. (a) 

(T8 T7 T5' 02) VVJ' Dn 

( " ) T6T2 Vw Vln 

) Recirculates the "D" line and copies the divisor from the "vI" to liD". 

(b) 

ED Divide By D 

Equations and explanations are identical to the E9 order except for the 

following substitution: 

2. 

DESCRIPTION: 

2. No equntion to recirculate "A" in "02", therefore, i.t is cleared. 

EF Divide 

Equations and explanations are identical to the E9 order~xcept for the 

"follovling substitution. 

2. 

4. (a) Dd = (T8T7T5' 02) Vw i Dn 

(b) + ( " ) T6T2Vw Wn 

DESCRIPTION: 

2. No equation to recirculate "A" i.n 'I¢2", therefore, it is cleared. 

4. (a) 
) Recirculates the liD" line and copies the divisor form "WI to "D" 

(b) 

6P6 

6P3 

6P6 

6P3 
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INPUT OUTPUT Cm'IT>L'iNDS 

In conjunction \vi th the Input-Output pommal1d displayed by the If'llll register, 

the configuration of the "R" register must be considered. 

1. vIi th .R8 ..i2.7 ,setting in th':~ "R" regis ter: 

(a1. Information . comes from the ]11ex •.. , (RS) • 

(b) Decimal conversion takes place (R7). 

2. vii th R8 R7' setting in the "R" register: 

(a) Information comes from t\..e Flex. (RS). 

(b) Straight hexadecimal input (R7 f
). 

30 With R8 t R7 setting in the "R" register: 

(a) Information comes from the High Speed Paper Tape Reader if attachod 

and on; other\vise the Flex (R8 ' ). 

(b) Decimal conversion takes place (R7). 

4. Wi th R8' R7' cietting in the "R" register: 

(a) Information comes from the High Speed Paper Tare Reader if attached .,' 

and on; otheruise the Flex. (R8'). 

(b) Straight hexadeciaml input (R7 ' ). 
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Fl Hexadecimal Input (From Flex) 

1. (a) ~ :::: TB T7 T5 02 c 6Q2 

(b) i1£' = Q3 ¢2 c 2U14 

(c) ~ - Q3 ¢2 C 2U14 

2. g§' = ¢3 C 9DD2 

3. (a) .92. ::':: (TS T7 T6 T5 T3') ¢3 Frl P33 4N16 
~ (t) il' :::: Q3 ¢3 C 2U12 

(c) M = Q3 03 C 2U12 

T 4. (a) Y1 i = 04 C 2\-116 

l (b) ,Xg' = ¢4 c 21t116 

~ (c) 'Y3 = 04 C T3' 3Q11 

( d) Y4' = 04 C 2\i16 
1'\ 

(e) ¢4 C T3' 

" 
Y5 = 3Q11 

(f) Y6' = 04 C 2\i16 

5. Payd = TS' + T7' + T6' + T5' + T4 + T3 +(¢3' 04') + Cr + Fr + Go + (RB' 
, 

SrJ 

VyJ 
I 

7-- ":. 1'0 -r-~ ,iP T5 )~ ¢3 QJC OEE20 

6. -~- Fr 04 C (y 1 +y2 + y3 + y4 + y5 + y6) , 4N9 ' -

7. (a) .Q2. = TS T7 T6 T5 T3' QS F!' Hof Crt P33 8QIO 

(b) f2±' = Q3 04 C 2U8 

(c) ~ = Q3 04 C 2U8 

B. (a) Yl = (T6 T3' 05 c) y1 a'Jl2 

(b) Y2 :::: ( " ) y2 ai10 

(c) Y3' = ( " ) y3 3v.116 

(d) Y4 = ( " ) y4 4vl10 

(e) Y5' ::':: ( \I ) y5 5\;[12 

(f) Y6 = ( II ) y6 5Vl2 

It::> ~. (a) R1 = (TB T7 T5 T4' 05 Q3 P32' c) Rl' 3DD2 

(b) 1:Q..' ;:::: ( " ) R1 4DD16 

(c) H.2 = ( " ) H2' R1' 4DD6 

(d) R2' = ( II ) R2 Rl' 4DD4 

(e) R3 :::: ( " ) R3' R2' R1' 5DD10 

(r) lU' = ( \I ) R3 R2' Rl' 5DDS 

q 1~. (a) m. - (T8 T7 T6 T5 T3') 05 Fr' P33 (Yl"+ Y2' + Y3 + Y4' + Y5 + Y6 1
) 

8Q6 

(b) ~' :::: Q3 ¢5 C 2U6 

(c) ~ -- Q3 05 C 2U6 
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11. (a) Ad = (T8 T7 T~)) 06' An 9K12 

(b) + ( " ) ¢6 Po T4' An 9E16 

(c) + (T8 T7 T6 T5 T4') (¢6 Po' P33 t ) Yl 9K9 

12. (a) Yl = (T8 T7 T5 Po' P33') (T2' + T2 P1') (R7' 06 c) Y2 n/s 
(b) Yl' = ( " ) ( " ) ( " ) Y2' 1,,16 

(c) Y2 = ( " ) ( " ) ( " ) Y3 21:/S 

(d) Y2' = ( " ) ( " ) ( " ) Y3' 2W6 

(e) n = ( " ) ( " ) ( " ) Y4 31:114 

(f) TI' = ( " ) ( " ) ( " ) Y4' 31:112 

(g) Y4 - (T8 T7 T5 Po' P33' ¢6 C) T2' R7' (T2' + T2 PI') An 3\'16 

(h) Y4' = ( " ) T2' R7' ( " ) An' 4WS 

13. (a) SU (T8 T7 T6 T5 T3') ¢6.P32 " 5NS = 

(b) ~, = Q3 ¢6 c 2U4 

(c) !iI = ( " ) 2U4 

14. (a) 92 = T8 T7 T6 T5 T4' ¢7 (Rl + R2 + R3) F2Fl' OQll 

(b) 07.' = ¢7 Q3 C 2U9 
(c) .~3._ = t7 Q3 C 2U9 

15. (a) .Q.1 = T8 T7 T5 Q3' F2Flt 9116 

(b) !tJ.., = Q4 C lU16 

(c) ~ = Q4 C lU16 
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DESCRIFrION: 

1. (a thru c) Sequences the computer from 02 to 03. "In 02 for one pulse time". 

2. Q8 Turms prime 03. 

3. (a thru c) Sequences the computer from ¢3 to 04. "Ct3 vJaits for Fr' (Flex 

Idle) and P33 time before sequenceing to 04". 

4. (a thru f) "Y" ]1F are set to their relaxed configurations 0 

5. NOTE: Payd is a selection driver that operates a relay to turn on the 

Flexowri ter "Ready" light. Sil'lce the selection driver inverts the signal it is 

required tha.t the information to Payd be a "not" term. This says, "In 03 or 04, 

if the flex is not busy and not performing a carriage return, and Go One Shot is 

not being fired, then tur:;'~l on the tlReady" light". 

At this point the computer Ivai ts in 04 for an input. 1rJhen a Flex Key is struck 

or the reader y contacts are energized, Fr turns true 

6. Q8 flip flop is turned true vJhen any y contact is energized. 

7. (a thru c) Q3 has been vJaiting for Q8, and nOvJ comes up at P33 time. 

Computer sequences out of 04 into 05 at the fail of P33. 

8. (a thru f) The Y flip flops are set in para11el fashion from the y contacts 

on the Flexowriter at Po time. 

9. (a thru f) The R register counts dOvIn one at Po time. 

10. (a thru c) Computer \lmi ts until :b'lex has become idle (FI"), and at the 

next P33 bit sequences into' 06. 

11. (a) Ad follows An in all ¢'s except 06. 

(b) In 06 Ad follows An during Po time. "Recirculates the sign". 

(c) Ad follo1'JS Yl from PI to P32 times. "The magnitude portion of the 

''lord'' • 

12. (a thru h) I 
Prom PI through P32,; Yl follows' 12, T2 follows Y3, Y3·· follo·ws Y4, 

Y4 follmis' .. .An. The four Y flip flops a;re noV! inserted in the A line, lengtllening 

the line by four bits. The neli inform~tion in the "Y" f1ip flops.is i!lser.t~d": in 

the four least significant bits of the' A line . At P32 time the· four most 
i 

significant bits of A are now in the "Y" f1ip flops. 

13. (a thru c) At P32 time Q3 comes; up and the computer sequences to 07 at 

the fall of P32. The neVI information is in the least significant four bits of 

A, and the four most significant bits 'of A have been left in the Y flip flops. 

A line is now recirculating~ 
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14. (a thru c) If the :1. register has not been completely dmm, Q3 

comes up at P3 time (F2Fl') and the computer s~quences back to ¢3 for 

next input at the fall of P3. 

15. (a thru c) If the R register has been completely counted d01'm, Q3 

cannot come up, and Q4 comes up at P3 time, and computer sequences back 

to rjo. 
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11 Hexadecimal Input (From High Speed Paper Tape Reader) 

Equations and explanations are identical to the Fl (from Flex) except 

for the following substitution. 

7 • (a) .Q.i = (T8 T7 T6 T5 T3') ¢4 C (y 1 + y2 + y3 + y4 -+ 15 + 16)' P33 i, 4N6 

DESCRIPTION: 

7. (a) Q3 tlrns on during P33 time in ¢4 if X3 is true indicating 

HSPT is connected'and on.-

NOTE: In the Flex logic the Q3 equation." (7a) would not apply because Q8 

could not be turned on due to no Fr term from Flex in equation 6. 

n Alpha .~' Nurner~cal Input 

Equations and explanations are identical to Fl order (Flex or HSPTR) 

except for the follm'ling substitutions and additions. 

12. (g) Y4 = (T8 T7 T5 Po' P331~f¢6,. C) (T2' .; r:P2 'Pl' ).('1?2 R.7~) ,Y5 

(h) Y4' -,- = ( tt )( " )( " ) Y5' 

(i) 12. = (T8 T7 T5 T3' Po' P33' ¢6 C) (T2' + T2 PIt) R7' 

(j) 12.' = ( It ) ( It ) R7' 
(k) I§. == (T8 T7 T5 Pal P33' ¢6 C) (T2' + T2 PI') T2 An 

(1)' .Y6' ( " ) ( II ) T2 An' -

DESCRIPTION::l 

12. (g & h) 14 now follows Y5 (not .An as in the Fl order). 

(i & j) Y5 follows Y6. 

(k & 1) Y6 follows An. 

16 

Y6' 

NOTE: This inserts six "Y" FFs in the "A" line instead of 4 as in the Fl 

order. 

Ad follows Yl at PI time because of equation Ll(e) i~ the Fl order. This 

is of no significance since the PI bit is not used with alpha-numerical 

in~ormation~ The status of Yl flip flop is not affected because of this, and 

Ad' starts following Yl at P2 time (because of T2Pl'.in the Y equations). 

yimilarly, information goes into Ad at P32 time from Yl flip flop, but the P32 

Qit has no significance in alpha-numerical information since only bits P2 

~hrough P3l inclusive (total 30 bits) are used. 

3\{; 

4v15 

5W4 
5W6 

6W16 

6\-114 
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F5 Hexadecimal Output (to Fl(3x) 

l~ (a) .Q2. = T8 T7 ~~5 ¢2 6Q2 

(b) ~' = Q3 02 C 2U14 

(c) ~ = Q3 02 C 2U14 

2. (a) ill. = (T8 T7 T5 T3) 03 5N3 

(b) .@i' = Q3 03 C 2U12 

(c) .M = Q3 03 C 2U12 

3. (a) Yl' = (¢4 C) 2\116 

(b) Y2' = ( " ) 2v1l6 

( c)' I2.' = ( " ) T3 3Q5 

( d) Y4' '= ( tI ) 2W16 

(e) Y5' = ( " ) T3 3Q5 

(r) Y6' = ( " ) 2W16 

4. Cr' = (T3) Go' (cr' C) T7 8DDlO 

5. Ue = Gl' G2' : G3' G4' G5' G6' Vo P32 T8 04 C 511 

6. FWl(DRI = fVl i' R8 Ue Hof Crt (Vo P33) 
7. Fw.~';FF~ = Fvl i C Po OK16 

8. (a) .Q2. = (T8 T7 T5 rr3) ¢4 lTw' .OQ7 

(b) M' = Q3 04 C 2U8 

(c) ~ Q3 ¢4 c 2U8 

10 ~. (a) 111 = (T8 T7 T5 T4' ¢5 Q3 P32' c) Rl' 3DD2 

(b) Rl' = ( " ) Rl 4DD16 

(c) R2 = ( II ) H2' Itl' 4DD6 

(d) R2' = ( " ) R2 Rli 4DD4 

(e) .E.2 = ( " ) 13.3' R2' Rli 5DDlO 

(f) R3' -- ( 11 ) R3 R2' Rl' 5DD8 

9 ~. (a) .92. = T8 T7 T5 T3 ¢5 Po 501 

(b) !2.' - Q3 05 c 2U6 

(c) 2& = Q3 05 C 2U6 

11. (a) Ad = (rrs T7 T5) 06' An 9K12 

(b) + ( " ) 06 1'0.' P33' Yl 9E16 

9K9 

12. (a) Yl - ('Lie T'/ r.t:) T'o' P33 '¢6 .. ~·C ) R7' Y2 (T2' + T2 Pl') 1\:J8 

(b) Y1' = ( : ',t ) Ef' Y;?' ( " ) lIiv6 

(c) Y2 ( u ) R7' Y3 .( " ) 2\-18 

(d) Y2' =. ( " ) R7' Y3' ( \I ) 2vJ6 

(e) I2. = ( 11 ) R7' Y4 " ( " ) 3\1;[14 

(f) Y3' :=; ( " ) R7' Y4' ( II ) 3W12 
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(g) Y4 = (T8 T7 T5 Po' P33' 06 c) R7' An T2' (T2' + T2 PI') 3v16 

(h) Y4' = " ) R7' An' T2'( " ) 41:T8 

13. (a) Q2 = (T8 T7 T5 T4' T3) 06 P32 T6 T2' 9Ql 

(b) ~6'" = ¢6 Q3 c 
~e~) 

2U4 

(c) tJ.. 06 Q3 c 2U4 - I 

14. (a) Gl = (T8 T7 T5 T3 07 C F2 Fl') Yl ,/1 " 2A3 , 
(b) G2 = ( " ) Y2 "12, 3AS 

J 

(c) G3 = ( 11 ) Y3' 'J 5 3A4 
I 

(d) G4 ( n ) Y4 ,/4 1 3A2 

(e) GC- ( " ) Y5' ,/5 4A16 .2 -
(f) G6 = ( 11 ) Y6 yb 4All 

15. Cl) Q3 = (T8 T7 T5 T4') ¢7 ( R1 + R2 + R3) F2F1' T6 -~~~~ 
(t) !h..' = 07 Q3 C 2U9 

(c) ~3 = 07 Q3 C 2U9 

16. (a) ,9.4 -- (T8 T7 T6) 07 F2Fl' Q3' 9I16 

(b) !tL, = Q4 C 1U16 

(c) ~ = Q4 C lU16 
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DESCRIPTION: 

1. 

2. 

(a thru c) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢3. 

(a thru c) Sequences the computer from ¢3 to ¢4. 

"In ¢2 for one pulse time" .. 

"In ¢3 for one pulse time". 

3. (a thru f) "Y" FF's are set prime. 

4. Cr' indicates the flex is not in a carriage return cycle. "Go prime is an 

interlock signal to tell the computer the flex is ready to receive information 

and is not in a carriage return cycle". 

5. Ue turns true 1"1hen the "one-shots" have all been fired, indicated by Gil. 

This happens at the fall of P32 of ;.rord tloott on the ifF" line. "rrhis term is 

used in a gate to sequence the computer". 

6. Fv;.' DR tutns~true during P))"of 'Hord 'uOOH'ion the "F" !line if Ue is true, 

orie-shots fired; 

~~WUTE position. 

Cr' carriage not in return cycle and Hof FLEX switch in 
• ~ t 

", " 

7. The' Fwt ··FF is foll:ouing the ]\1' DR~ 

8. (a thru c) Q3 turns true to sequence the computer from ¢4 to ¢5. 

9. (a thru c) "R" register counts dmID by "one" at the fall of Po during ¢5. 

"Counting number of characters outputed. 

10. (a thru c) Q3 turns true during Po of ¢S to sequence the computer from ¢5 to ¢6. 

11. (a) Recirculates the "A" line normally in all ¢ts except ¢6. 

(b) Ad follo\;ls "YIn from Pl thru P32 time during ¢6. "Y" FF's are being 

loaded 'vith the information from the "A" line. 

12. (a thru h) Yl fol101,lS Y2, Y2 folIous Y3, Y3 follows Y4, and Y4 follows An 

from PI thru P32 time during ¢6. 

13. (a thru c) Q3 turns true during P32 time in ¢6 to sequence the computer from 

¢6 to ¢7. 
14. (a thru f) During ¢7 the "one-shotstl are fired according to the configuration 

of the "Y" FFls. "Pushing keys or punching tape in flex", This 

operation takes place in a parallel manner at P3 time. 

15. (a thru'c) Q3 turns true during P3 time in ¢7 if the "R" register has not been 

counted down 8,ncl the computer sequences from ¢7 to ¢3 to repeat the 

operation. 

16. (a thru c) Q4 turns true during P3 time in ¢7 if the "R" register is counted 

dOvID e~d the computer sequences to ¢o. 
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~ Hexadecimal Output (to IlliPT Punch) 

Equations and explanations are identical to the F3 order (to Flex) except for the 

follol'Jing substitutions. 

-7. Fw' (DR) = sw RSt ESP 

15. (a) .Q,l = (TS T7 T6 T5 T4') ¢7 (Rl + R2 + R3) R8 1' Fl HSP 

16. (a) Q.4 = (T8 T7 T5) ¢7 Q3 1 RBI Fl ESP 

DLSCRIPTION: 

OK14 

9Q3 

9I5 

7. Fw' flip flop can come up wit out logic pertaining to Flexowriter status 

in order to allo-vT Q3 to come up in ¢4. Sw is term from punch coming fro:: 

sw' cam S'tvi tches on motor shaft. 

15. (a) In ¢7 Q3 comes up during Po time if the "~t" register is not counted'dc";':l1, 

This is to prevent the Gl throughG6 shots from firing. 

16. (a) If the R register has been counted d01tm (Rl t R2' R3 t ) Q3 cannot come up ... 

Q4 comes up and sequences the computer back to ¢Ofor look~up of next 

command. 
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F7 Alpha-iTumerical Outl)ut .. 

Equations and explanations are identical to tho F5 order (Flex or HSPTP) 

except for the follm·dng substitutions and additions. 

12. (g) Xi. = (T8 T7 T5 Pot P33" ¢6 C)(T2' + T2 Pl' )(R7' T2) Y5 
(h) Xi' = ( " )( II )( " ) Y5' 

(i) 1.2 = ( " )( It ) R7' Y6 
(j) 

-
( )( ). R7' Y6' Y~' = " II 

~ 

(k) 12. = ( " )( " )(R7' T2)An 

(1) lit = ( " )( " )( " ) An' 

13. (a) ~ = (T8 T7 T5 T4' T3 T2 ¢6)(F5 F2 FIt) 

14. (g) Q9. = (T8 T7 T5 T3)'¢7 C (Y6 Y5' Y4 Y3) 

DLSCRIPTION: 

12. (g & h) Y4 nou folIous Y5 (not .An as in the F5 order). 

(i & j) Y5 follows y6., 
. (k & 1) Y6 fol101vS An during P2 thru P31 time. 

3\"13 

4\15 

5\!4 

5lJ6 

6H16 

6U14 

7T4 

3IT9 

NOTE: This inserts six "Y" FFs in the "A" line instead of 4 as in the F5 order. 

The upo" bit is recirculated (equation lIb F5 order) and since there is 

no recirculation term for Ad at. PI time, PI either remains "zero" or 

changes to zero. Neither the PI, P32 or P33 bits have any significance 

in alpha-numerical characters. 

13. (a) At the fall of P3l in ¢6 the,6LS bits (P2 thru P7) of the "A" line are 

in the "Y" FFs, Q3 'comes up to sequence the computer into ¢7. 

(g) If the alpha-numerical information calls for a carriage retul'n, ... ". 

Go is triggered at P32 time in ¢7. The' computer sequences out of ¢7 

before the Gl thru G6 Hone shots" can be fired. 
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"CODE DELETE" 

The follolling substitutions o.nd adcli tions al)~ly durinc a code delete in a 

"Fl" or "F3 tt orC.er. 

,$. (a) .QJ. = (T8 T7 T6 TS T3') ¢5 Fr' P32 (Y1 Y2 Y3' Y4 YS' Y6) 
q (b) !l' ¢5 Q3 C = 

(c) ~ = ¢5 Q3 C 

(d) .QJ. = (T8 T7 T6 T5 T3') ¢6 P33 

(e) !§., = ¢6 Q3 C 

(f) tL = ¢6 Q3 C 

(g) ~ = (T8 T7 T6 TS T4 I) ¢7 (Y1 Y2 Y3' Y 4 YS' Y6) 

(h) ill = ¢7 Q3 C 

(i) ID. = ¢7 '~3 c 

Db;:) Cl.1.IPTION : 

8Q2 

2U6 

2U6 

SN7 

2U4 

2U4 

6I9 

2U10 

2UlO 

During the execution of an input "Read" command either a Fl or }!13 the computer 

117i1l recognize and act accordingly on a II CODB DELETE". 

~. (a thru' c) Q3 turns true during P32 time, instead of P33 tilae, to sequence 

<9 the computer ~ rom ¢S to ¢6. 

(d thru f) Q3 turns true during P33 time to sequence the om~)uter from ¢6 

to ¢7. 

(g thru 1) Q3 turns trtle during Po time to sequence the computer from ¢7 

to ¢3. 

nOT:8: Due to the cequencing of the computer from ¢S to ¢3 in a 3 pulse times 

the computer iGnores the info:!."Il1ation in the "Y" flip flops unO. r3cyc1es 

to input the next character. 
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~ Sign In 

Equations and eX~:Jlan['.tions are identical to the Fl order (From Flex or 

HSPTR) except for the follol1inc; substitution. 

11. ~ = (T8 T7 T6 T4) ¢6 Po Y4' 

DE3.CRIPTION: 

11. (b) Ad follovm Y4 t at Po time in ¢6. 

2K6 

HaIlE: If Y4 1r>Tere prime (vlhich it Hould be if a space had been typed in), 

a one bit lJOuld be f.!ut into the "A" line at Po time, indicating a 

plus sign. 

OR, if·Y4 Here true (uhich it llould be if a "minus" had been typed 

in), no bit Hould be put into the "A" line at Po time indicating a 

minus sign. 

(c) Since there is no recirculation equation during the remainder of 

the one uord time in ¢6, the "A" line is cleared. 



MREMONIC .. ,Q,QDE 

Alpha Hex Alpha Hex 
Code Code Operation Code. , Code :Operq. ~ion 

---
.. 

ACS 63 Add and Change Sign MDA El hI tiply by D and Add 
!DB BD A.dd to B MFA E3 Multiply and Add 
ADD 61 Add MPD E5 Multiply by D 
ALI F3 Alphabetic Input MPY E7 Multiply 
ALO F7 Alphabetio Output MTe 93 Magnetic Tape Copy 
AIS A7 A Left Shift MTS 91 Magnetic Tape Status 
ARB AS A Right Shift MTX 95 Magnetic Tape Exchange 

BTP 9F Both Type and Punch NOP 00 No Opera.tion 
DO DD Number Output 

eFA 89 Copy from Wk. St. I. NTP 99 Neither Type nor Punch 
CFB BE Copy from Wk. St. II 
OFC 8D Copy from Wk. St. III PAA 6D Place A~dress in A 
crn SF CopY' from Wk. St 0 IV PCD 97 Punch Cards 
CLA 28 Clear A FHA 6F Plaoe Half-word in A 
CBS 2E Change Sign. PNH 9D Punoh 
COY 02 Change Overflow Ind. 
COM 51 Compare Magnitude RND 22 Round 
CPL 3E Complement 
CTA 81 Copy to Wk. st. I. SAA 4D Store Address from A 
CTB 83 Copy to Wk. st 0 II SAW 49 Store A 
eTC 85 Copy to Wk. st. III SBE BF Subtract from B 
CTD 87 Copy to Wk. st. IV SBW 05 Store B 

ses 65 Subtract and Change Sign 
DDD E9 Divide Double L by D SOT AB Shift and Count 
DDW EB Divide Double Length SDW 07 Store D 
DVD ED Divide by D SEW 03 Store E 
DVW EF Divide SRA 4F Store Half-word from A 

SNI F9 Sign Input 
EXT 75 Extract SNO D5 Sign. Output 
EXD 71 Extract with D Mask SSP 20 Set Sign P+us 

SUB 67 Subtract 
HT! 1i Halt and Transfer 
HXI Fl Hexadecimal Input TIX 17 Transfer on Index 
HIO 15 Hexadeoimal Output TLZ ID Transfer on Less than Zero 

TNZ 19 Transfer on Non-zero 
LAB 32 Load A from B TOV IF Transfer on Overflow 
LAD 38 Load A from D TRA 11 Transfer 
LAE 34 Load A from E TSA 13 Transfer on Switch One 
LAM B5 Load A from. M TSB 15 Transfer on Switch Two 
LAW 79 Load A TYP 9B Type 
LBW 41 Load B 
LDW 5B Load D XAB 30 Exchange A and B 
LEW 57 Load E XAD 3A Excllange A and D 
LI.S A3 Long Left Sldft XAE :;6 Exchange A and E 
LBS A1 Long Right Shift XAW 69 hQhange A and W 



Rex 
Code 

22 
28 
20 
2E 

41 
49 
4D 
41 

51 
57 
5B 

61 
63 
65 
67 
69 
6D 
61' 

71 
75 
79 

81 
83 
85 
87 
89 
;aB 
'eD 

,'~,'tJ' 

Alpba 
CPde 

NOP 
COV 
TRA. 
'!SA 
TSB 
fIX' 
HZ 
BTR 
TLZ 
TOV 

RID 
eLA 
SSP' 
CBS 

XAB ' 
LAB 
LAE 
XAW 
LAD 
XAD 
CPL 

LBW L 

SAW 
SAA 
SlIA 

COM 
'LEW 
LDY 

ADD 
.lOS 
ses 
SUB 
XAW 
PAA 
PElA 

ED 
m 
LAW 

OTA 
CTB 
eTC 
CTD 
CFA 
cn 
erc 
Jl;FD 

Operation 

1'0_ ,Operation 
C~ Overflow Ind. 
Tr~fer 
Transfer on SWitch OGe 
Transfer Oll Sn tch !wo 
Transfer on Index 
Transfer on llon-ze" ' 
Halt and Transfer 
Transfer on Less ~ Zero 
Transfer on Overflow 

Round, 
Clear A 

,Set Sign Plus 
Ohange Sign 

Exchange A- and B 
Load A from B 
Load A from E 
Exchange A ~d E 
Load A from D 
Exchange A and D 
Complement (.A) 

Load B 
Store A 
Store Address f'~ .A 
Store Half-word fro .... 

Compare Magnitude 
Load E 
Load D 

Add 
Add and Change, S1ga 
Subtract and Chanp Sip 
Subtract 
Exchange A and W 
Place'Adqress' in 4 
Place, Balt-word in A 

Extract with D ma~lc 
Extract 
Load A 

Copy to Wk. st. I 
Copy to Wk. St. II 
Cop,y to Wk. $t. III 
CpP.f to Wk. St. IV 
Copy from Wk. St. I 
Copy tro"Wk:., st. J1 
Q9W ·f~ Wk. St. III 
,C~w,t~. Wk. St. IV. 

" " 

Hex 
Cod! 

91 
9' 
95 
rt 
99 
9B 
9D 
9' 

Al 
A; 
AS 
A7 
Ai 

B5 
:aD 
BP 

C, 
05 
07 

D; 
1)]) 

E1 
E; 
E5 
r{ 

E9 
ED 
ED 
EF 

n 
r; 
F5 
F7 
F9 

. Alpha 1._ 

,Qode i OE!r,tion 

MTS ' ~e'!=~~::~l3.pe S~~t't1s 
me ~eti~ 'l!~pe CovY 
EX Iaglletic,1~pe,_,~~ 
:roD ~ch Cards ' 
~ ll~~t~er Type nor Punch 
TYP' Type' 
PNR Punch 
BTl" Both 'l'lpe ~d_ Pullch 

LRS LQng Right Shirt 
LIB Long Left Shift 
.ARS A Right Shift 
AI3 A Left Sbift 

, SCT Shift and Count 

LAM Load A frQUl I 
ADD A~d to B' 
SBB S~btraot from B 

SEW store E 
SB\f Store B 
SDW Store D 

SNO Sign Output 
DO If~ber Output 

HDA Mul tip17 by' D and Add 
HPJ. MultiplY and Add 
l4PD kltip11 by, D 
MPY Multiply 
1)])D Divide Double Length by D 
DW Divide Double L€mgth 
DVD Divide by D 
DVW Divide 

HXI lIexidecimal Input 
ALI Alphabetic Input 
HXO Rexideoimal Output 
ALO Alphabetic Output 
sn Sign. In.put 



7612.34 
613.34 

7 12.34 
12.34 

76 a.34 
6 2.34 

7 2.34 
2.34 

761 .34 
61 .34 

7 1 .34 
1 ~34 

76 .34 

Flex -
Bgace 

1 
ft 2 
A3 
1:4 
• 5 
+ 6 
? 7 
• 8 
( 9 

Stop Code 
. ($) 

('-) 
6 .. 34 Back Space 

7 .34 
.34 

7612. 4 
612. 4 

7 12. 4 
12. 4 

76 2. 4 
6'~-

7 I. 4 
2. 4 

761 • 4 
61 • 4 

7 1 • 4 
1 .• 4 

76 ." 
6 • 4 

7' • 4 

a A 
b B 
o C 
d D 
e E 
f F 
g G 
h II 
1 I 

(A) 

• 4 Lower Case 

': 

Form 10160-00 
n.c'ember 1959 
JE/1c 

STAllMRD ALWAC I I I -E CODBS 

(1959·COmpatlble - Engineer's Copy) 

,Hole No.. 5 • Code Delete 

AUlAe 407 Cards Flex ALWAC -407 Cards 

00 00 00 
00 00 01 
00 00 10 
00 00 11 
00 01 00 
00'01 01 
00 01 10 
00 01 11 
00 10 00 
00 10 01 
00 10 10 
00 10 11 
00 11 00 
00 11 01 
00 11 10 
00 11 11 
01 00 00 
01 00 01 
01 00 10 
01 00 11 
01 01 00 
01 01 01 
01 01 10 
01 01 11 
01 10 00 
01 10 01 
01 10 10 
01 10 11 
01 11 00 
01 11 01 
01 11 10 
01 11 11 

Space 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
(9) , 

• CO) 
(IJ 
(0) .. 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
P 
G 
H 
I 
(I) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 

Y 
Y 1 
Y 2 
Y 3 
Y 4 
Y 5 
Y 6 
Y 7 
Y 8 
Y 9 
Y82 
Y83 
Y84 
Y85 
Y86 
Y87 

7612.3 
612.3 

7 12.3 
12.3 

78 2.3 
6 2.3 

7 2.3 
2.3 

761 .3 
61 .3 

I
I 7 ~ ,:~ 

76 .3 

II 6 .3 
II 7 .3 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I J 

II 
!I 
j 

.3 
7612. 

612. 
7 13. 

12. 
76 2. 

6 2. 
7 2. 

2. 
761 • 

61 •. 
71. 

1 • 
76 

6 
7 .. 

-
* -
j J 
k K 
1 L 
mil 

'nN 
o 0 
p p 
q- Q 

r R 

-
10 00 00 -
10 00 01 J 
10 00 10 K 
10 00 11 L 
10 01 00 II 
10 01 01 N 
10 '01 10 0 
10 01 11 P 
10 10 00 Q.-

10 10 01 R 
10 1~ 10 - (R) 

I $ 10 1dl1 $ 
(~) 10 11 00 * 

Car. Ret. 10 11 01 (*) 
10 11 10 ($) 

upper Case 10 11 11 (*) 
) 0 11 00 00 0 

/ 11 00 01 / 
s S 
t T 
u U 
v V 
wW 
x X 
y Y 
z Z 

11 00 10 S 
11 00 11 T 
11 01 00 U 
11 01 01 V 
11 01 10 W 
11 01 11 X 
11 10 00 Y 
11 10 01 Z 
11 10 10 (Z) 

_ , 11 10 11 . I 

• , 11 11 00 ~ 

Clear 11 11 01 (~) 

COlor Shiftl1 11 10 (,) 
Tape Feed 11 11 11 (I) 

x 
X 1 
:If! 
X 3 

'X 4 
X 5 
X 6 
X 7 
X 8 
X 9 
X81 
X83 
XU 
XIS 
xa. 
X81 
o 
o 1 
o 2 
o 3 
O. 4 
o 5 
Q 6 
o 7.-
o 8 
o 9 
082 
083 
OM 
G85 
086 . 
081 ; 



ALW~C I1I-E CODE CONVERSION CD~ 
FLEXOWRITER ALWAC \q~ 
PUNCH PRINT HEX 

:3 5 ~paoe 0 00 0000 
1 .3 5 1 1 00 0001 
2.3 5 It ~ 2 00 0010 

12.3 5 + :3 3 00 0011 

.. 5 ::::a 4 4 00 0100 
1 • 5 % 5 5 00 0101 
2. 5 ? 6 6 00 0110 

12. 5 t 7 7 00 0111 • 
.345 '£. 8 8 00 1000 

1 .345 ( 9 9 00 1001 
2.345 A a A 00 1010 

12/545 B b B 00 1011 

• 45 C c C 00 1100 
1 • 45 D d D 00 1101 
2. 45 E e E 00 1110 

12. 45 F f F 00 1111 

., . G g 01 0000 
1 ., H h 01 0001 
2.3 I i 01 0010 

Tape Feed 01 0100 
2. 4 01 1110 

12. 4 J j 01 1111 
6 ~, 5 K k 10 0000 

61 .3 5 L 1 10 COOl 
6 2.3 5 M m 10 0010 
612.3 5 N n 10 0011 
6 • 5 0 0 10 0:'..00 

61 " 5 p P 10 0101 
6 2. 5 Q q 10 0110 
612. 5 R r 10 0111 
6 _,45 Lower Case 10 1000 

61 .345 Upper Case 10 1001 
6 2.345 Color shift 10 1010 
612.345 Code delete 10 1011 
6 • 45 Tabulate 10 1100 



.Q§. Load B from E 

1. .!! = ¢2 TSg T7' T6' T5' T4 T3' T2' F4 En 

2. (a) .Q! = (T8° T7' T5 v) (¢2 P33) Tlt 

(b) ~= Q4 C 

(c) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION 

10 Bd follows En during the MSH word time (F4). "Copies MSH of E 
to MSH of B. (The L'3H of B including the sign is cleared.)" 

2. (a) Q4 driver turns on during P33 time in 9$2 if Tl is prime. tlTl' 

(b) 

(c) 

used in packed commands." 

Sequences the computer from ¢2' to ¢o. 

.Q! Load D from E 

1. .R9:. = ¢2 TSt T7' T6' T5' T4 T3' T2 F4 En 
2. (a) .9i = (Tal T7' T5 f ) (¢2 P33) Tlt 

(b) ~= Q4 C 

(c) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPrION 

1. Dd follows En during the MSH word time (F4). "Copies MBH of E 
to MBH of D. (The LSH of D including the sign is cleared.)t1 

2. i (a) Q.4 driver turns on during P33 time in ¢2 if Tl is prime. "Tl' 
used in packed c o~ds. t. 

(b) 

(c) 
Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 

7I15 

Opg 
lUl-6 

lU16 

SPll 

OP9 
lU16 

lU16 



QQ Sign of A to B (B r~circulates) 

1. (a) M = (Tat T7 1 T6 1 T5 1 T4 T3) ¢2 Po An 
(b) + (T81 T7 1 T6' T5 1 T4 T3) T2' ¢2 Po' Bn 

2. (a) .Qa = (Ta' T7'- T5 1) (¢2 p;3) Tll 

(b) ~I = Q4C 

(c) 922 = QA.C 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Ed follows An during Po in ¢2. uTransfers sign 
of "Au to nB". 

(b) Bd foll~ws Bn the duration of th& word time in.¢2. 

"Recirculates ttBIt 

2. (a) Q4driver turns on during P33 in ¢2. 

(b & c) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 

OE Clear B and Sign of A to B 

1. (a) ~ = (T81 T7' T6' T5' T4 T3) ¢2Po An 

(b) + - - - - - - - - -
2. (a) M = (Ta' T7 1 T5 t ) (¢2 P33) Tlt ,,..t,.-'\, S d!'! 

(b) ~, = Q4 c 
(c) 1& = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Bd follows An during Po time in ¢2 with this order 

in the "T". "Copies Sign of A." 

(b) No recirculation equations for the liB" line with 

this order, in "Tit, ther~fore, the "Bu line is 

cleared from Pl thru P33 time. 

2. (a) Q4 turns on during P33 time in ¢2. 

3. (b & c) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 

NOTE: Bd = (T8 t T3) Bn changed to ~ = (Ta' T41 T2) Bn. 
This prevents recirculation of the uB" line in ¢2 

during an OE order. 

AI 

OFF16 

5FFIO 

OP9 
lUl6 

lU16 

O:&'F16 

OP9 
lU16 

1U16 



.25. Load Index From Address 

After a n¢2" look-up is accomplished, Page 6, 

the following equations apply. 

1. (a) k = (T8'T7 T6 IT5T4IT3)(T2+F3 1 )(¢2 Vw)F4 Wn C 

(b) + ¢Ol F4' (En C) 

(0) h' = (T8'T7T6 I T5T4'T3)(T2 I F3 + Wn')(¢2 VW)F4C 
(d) + ¢o' F4' (En' C) 

2. (a) .QA = (T8' T7) (Vw P33 ¢2) Ua' 
(b) + (T8'~T7} (Vw P33 ¢2) Us'. 
(cJ--~---~ Q4 C 

(d) ~ = Q4 C 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Er followsWn during the MSH address portion 

(F4 F3') in ¢2 with this order in the "Tit :reg

ister, "Passes the- one's" 

(b) Er follows En during the LSH in any ¢ but ¢Oi 
"Passes the one's during the LSH-wordtime for 

normal recirculation. at 

(c) Er' follows W:p' dlU'ing the MSH address portion 

in ¢2 with this order in the "T" register. 

"Passes the zero's also, clears the MSH in

struction portion of the "E" line. It 

(d) Er' follows En' during the LSH in any ¢ but ¢o. "Passes 

0015 

7YY10 

2B16 

7YY4 
gOlO 

907 
1U16 

lU16 

the zero's during the LSH word time for normal recirculation." 

2. (a) Q4 turns on during P33 if Ua is prime. 

(b) Same as (a) ~ut if Us is prime, 

(c & d) Sequences th~ computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 



A3 

§!. C.QPY' .toWorking, Storage, I 

1. (a) Md. ' = ~1 0 ·9BB 
(b) + SO 608 

2. ~ = (T8 T7' T6' T5') ~ I ~l' 7T10 
3. (a) .QX.. = (C7 Q2 ~2) ( Ri Vi 0 + Ri' Vi) 0 

(b) ~ = C71J P33 C 5N30 
4. (a) II = (C7' Q2 ~2) Ri 0 (i = 1 thru 8 Fr'e) 

(b) Vie = ( II ) Ri' C 

5. (a) .Q.! = (07 P33 C) 01' 4N16 
(b) 01' = ( " )01 ( C2° + 03' + 04' + 05' + 06') 4N11 
(0) + 07' 0 4N2 
(d) .Ql = (07 P33 C) C1 02~t 5N16 
(e) C2' = ( .. ) 01 02 (02' + 03' + C4' + 05' + 06') 5N13 
(r) + 07' C 4N2 
(g) .£l = (07 P33 C) C1 02 C3 1 51'11 
(h) .Qi!. = ( " ) 01 02 C3 (C2' + 03' + 04' + C5' + 06') 5N9 
(i) + 07' 0 4N2 
(j) .Q! = (07 P33 C) C1 C2 03 C4' SN2 
(k) M!= ( It ) 01 02 03 04 (02' + 03' + 04' + 05' + 06') 7L14 
(1) + 07' 0 4Ji2 
(m) .Q2 = (C7 P33 0) 01 02 03 04 OS' 7L12 
(n) .Q2.!. = ( " ) 01 02 03 04 05 06' 7LlO 
(0) + 07' 0 4N2 
(p) .Q2. = (07 P33 0) 01 02 03 04 05 06' 7Ii3 
(q) 06 9 = ~2 07° C 7L7 

6. (a) ~ = ¢Of 'l!8 T7t Po 0 8Y6 
(b) 110' = P33 C 2G3 
(0) + SO 9AA23 

7. (a) .Ql = ~2 T7' Q2 Uc Olf1 
(b) ~= ~2 Q3 0 2U14 
(e) i2 = ~2 Q3 0 2U14 

8. (a) .Q2 = ¢3 Q2 on6 
(b) ~= ¢3 Q3 c 2U12 
(0) ~ = ¢3 Q3 0 2U12 



f'~o 

-9. ~ == ¢4 (01 02 03 04 05 (6) Q2 A2' F5 12' F1 

10. SJX.. = T70 07 {¢4 + (65) Q2 Q3 C 

110 (8) ~ = ¢4 Q3 C 

(b) .ti = ¢4 Q3 a 
12. 93.. = !As rr{0 T4' Q2 

13. (8) ~ = (~2' Q7) (T3' T2' 0) Mr 

(b) D!. = ( " ) ( " ) Mr' 

14. 

15. 

.Ql = ~5 (01 02 03 04 05 (6) Q2 Md' P33 

~ = n' 07 (¢4 + 915) Q2 Q' 0 

16. (8) ~ = ~5 Q3 0 

(b) ~ = !As Q3 0 

17. (8) .Q.l = ¢6 Q2 P33 

(b) £ = ¢6 Q3 0 

(0) !tJ.. = ¢6 Q3 0 

18. (a) .!! = P33 C 

( b) Xl· = H2 ( T3' T2' C) (P33 , Mr') 
(0) + H2' (T3' T2' C) (P33 , Mr) 

19. (8) Al = 'in T8 T6' T5' Xl' C 

(b) ~ = rfn Apr Q2 A2 P33 0 

(0) 

(d) 

20. (a) 

(b) 

(0) 

+ Ap2 C 

+ so 
.Ql = ~7 Apr Q2 A2 P33 

!iz!.= t/nQ3C 

t1 = 'inQ3C 

21. (a) M. = ~7 (01 02 03 C4 05 (6) Q2 A2' n P33 
(b) !iz!. = Q4 0 

(0) ~ = Q4 0 

.14 

9N9 
SN14 

2U8 

2U8 

6T8 

5G15 

6G3 

8YY12 

8114 
2U6 

2U6 

ill3 

2U4 

2U4 

203 

3015 

4015 

504 

4E12 

6011 

609 

4E13 
2U9 

2U9 

9I12 

1U16 

1U16 



DESCRIPTION: 

1. (a) Md FF turns prime in ¢l 

2. 

(b) Md FF turns prime when the NOru~TEST-CLEAR-SWITCH 

is moved to the CLEAR POSITION. 

Q2 driver turns true during all ¢·s except ¢o and ¢l. 

3, (a) C7 FF turns true at P33 time with C7 prime. "One 

word time." 

(b) C7 FF turns prime if the "Rtt register and selection 

driver FF's (VI thru va) do not compare. "If a pre

select or previous block transfer command had pre

ceded this block copy soon enough (minimum 2 drum 

revolutions) the "Rn and "V" FF's would have com

pared and the "C" counter would be true. 

4. (a & b) The selection driver FF's (V) are set by the "RI! 

FF's "Parallel Transfer". 

5, (a thru q) If the "C" counter FF's were all set prime by C7' 

C, at the next P33 time, they would begin the 64 

word time count. At the end of 2 drum revolutions 

Cl thru C6 would be true. ·This allows time for 

the relays to set. 

6. (a) Uc turns on at Po time in any ¢ except ¢o with T8 

NOTE: 

true and T7' ~ 

(b) Uc turns prime at P33 every word time. 

(c) Uc turns prime when the NORMAL-TEST-CLEAR SWITCH 

is in the CLEAR position, 

These equations are used in conjunction with 

equation (7a) to keep the computer from being in 

two ¢IS (¢2 and ¢3) at the same time when the 

NORMAL-CLEAR SWITCH is in the CLEAR position. Uc 

prime equation (6c) keeps Q3 from turning on (7a), 
therefore, preventing ¢2 Q3 C which would put 

both the true and prime inputs to the ¢3 FF when 

the N-T-C SWITCH is in the CLEAR position and 

then released. 

A5 



7. (a) 

( b & c) 

S. (a) 

(b & c) 

9. 

10. 

Q3 turns on with T7 prime Q2 on in ¢2 with Uc true. 

Sequences the computer from ¢2 to¢3. 

Q3 turns on in ¢3 with Q2 on. 

Sequences the computer from ¢3 to ¢4. 

Q3 turns on during P30 time in ¢4 with Q2 on after 

the tiC" counter has counted '2 drum revolutions (Cl 

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6) and with no block copy alarm A2' • 

C7 turns prime during ¢4 or ¢5 when C7, ,Q2' and Q3 

are 'true and T7 prime •. ' "Start of a 32 word count 

for transfer." 

11. (a & b) Sequences the computer from ¢4 to ¢5. ' 

12. Q7 turns true during ¢5 with Q2 true and T7 and T4 

prime. "Conditions copying equations." 

13. (a & b) H3 F~-, tollo\IS Mr FF "transfer operation". 

14. Q3 turns on during P33 time after a 32 word count 

for,transfer (Cl C2 03 C4 05 C6) in ¢5 with Q2 on 

andMd' indicating the reading configuration. 

15. C7' turned prime in ¢5. "Resets' C' counter for 32 

word count for checking. It 

16. (a & b) Sequences the computer from ¢5to ¢6. 

17,' (a) Q3 turns true in ¢6 with Q2 t:rue. 

18. 

19. (a) 

Sequences the computer from ¢6 to ¢7. 

Xl turns on at the fall of P33 every word time. 

n turns prime if.there is a mis-match between H2 

and Mr from Po thru P32 for 32 word time 

A2 turns on in ¢7 if an improper block copy took 

place (Xl'). 

(b) A2 turns prime if the ALARM SWITCH # 1 is in the 

SILENCE position (Apr) Q2 is true,' A2 is true 

during P33 time in ¢7. ItWi th SW # l in the SILENCE 

position and the remainder of the equation fulfilled 

the computer will try repeatedly to recopy the in

formation correctly." 

A6 



19. ( c) A2 turns prime if the AL.A.RM SV!ITCH # 1 is in the 

RESTOREl'osi tion (Ap2)., "Co~puter will sequence to 

¢O.II 

(d) A2 turns prime if the NORMAL-TEST-CLEAR SWITCH is iri 

the CLEAR position . (SC ). 

20. (a) Q3 turns true during P33 time if ALARM SWITCH # 1 is 

in the SILENCE position, Q2 

is true. A2 is true during ~7. "Q3 will reset the 

oomputer to ~3 and the copying operation will be done 

repeatedly. When copying is accomplished correctly 

the computer goes to ¢O.II 
(b & c) Sequences the computer to ¢3. 

21. (a) Q4 turns on during P33 time in ¢7 after the 32 word 

Note: 

count (C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6) with Q2 on if Xl is. true. 

Xl in this equation takes care of an improper copy 

of the P32 bit in the last word of the block copy. 

(b & c) Sequences the compu ter from ~7 to ¢o. 

A7 



§2 Copy to Working Storage II 

13. 

18. 

§5. 

13. 

18. 

§1 

13. 

18. 

Equations and explanations identical to the 81 order, pageA3, except 
for the following substitutions: 

(a) II = (Q7 ¢2')(T3' T2 C) Mr 
(b) li' = (Q7 ¢2')(T3' T2 C) Mr' 
(b) !i' = J2 (T7' T3' T2 C) (p33' Mrl) 

(c) + J2' (T7' T3' T2 C) (P33'Mr) 

Copy to Working Storage III 

Equations and explanations identical to the 81 order, page A3, except 
for the following substitutions: 

(a) Jii = (Q7 ¢2') (T3 T2' C) Mr 
(b) la' = (Q7 ¢2') (T3 T2' C) Mr' 
(b) n' = 12 (T3 T2' C) (p33' Mr') 
(0) + 12' (T3 T2' C) (P33 , lVIr) 

Copy to Working Storage IV 

Equations and explanations identical to the 81 order, page A3, except 
for the following substi tutio~s: " , 

(a) H2 = (Q7 ¢2') (T3 T2 C) Mr 

{ b ) Ill' = (Q7 ¢2 t) (T3 T2 C) Mr' 

(b) ~'= N2 (T3 T2 C) (P33' Mr') 

(0) + N2' (T3 T2 C) (p33' Mr ) 

~ Copy from Working Storage I 

10. 

11. 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 81 order, page ~3, 
except for the following sUbstitutions: 

(a) I~d = (Ta T7' T6' T5' T4) ¢4 1 Q3 c 
(b) Q1.' = T7' 07 (¢4 +¢5) Q2 Q3 C 
(a) !M.' = ¢4 Q3 c 
(b) ~ = ¢4 Q3 C 

lElO 

3E16 

3C12 

4C14 

7E12 

9E4 

3C9 

4C11 

8A4 

OAl1 

3C6 

4C8 

9B12 

8N14 

2U12 

2U12 



.&9 

12. (a) !In = (T3' T2') (¢? Md) Os He 9F13 
(b) + Mp' Ost (¢5 Mel) OEIO 

(c) ~' = (T3' T2') (¢5 Md) Os He' BF16 

(d) + Mp Os' OE12 
(e) 112. = (T3' T2') (¢5 Md) Os He' 8F16 

(r) + Mo' Os' (¢5 Md) OE7 
(g) Mo' = (T3' T2') (¢5 Md) Os He SF13 
(h) + Mo Os' OE14 

13. ~' = (01 02 03 C4 05 C6) ¢5 F5 F2' F1 C BM5 

DESCRIPTION; 

10. (a) Md FF turns true at the fall of P30 time in 

¢4. "Sets writing conditions." 
(b) C7 turns prime during ¢4 or ¢5 when C7, Q2 and 

Q3 are true and T7 prime "Start of a 32 word COWlt 

for transfer," 

11. (a &b) Sequences the computer from ¢4 to ¢5. 

12. (a thru h) Refer to Ferranti System Write up. 

13. ,Md turns prime at P30 time during ¢5. ~tSets 

reading conditions." 

!m Copy rro~ Working Storage II 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 89 ord$r, 

page As, except for the following subst~tuti?ns. 

l~. (a) J:m = (T3' T2) (¢5 Md) Os Je 8F2 
(b) + IVIp' Os' (¢5 Mci) OE1O 
(0) k' = (T3' T2) (¢5 Md) Os Jet ~FIO 

(d) +Mp OS" OE12 
(e) !1Q = (T3' T2) .(¢5 Md) Os Jet ·7F4 
(t) + Mo' Os J (¢5 !wid) OE7 
(g) !i2.' = (T3' T2) (¢5 Md) Os Je 7F4 
(h) + 140 OS' OE14 

18. (b) ~' = J2(T7' T3' T2) (p33' Mr') 3012 
(0) + J2' (T7' T3' T2) (p33' Mr) 4C14 



A10 

§R. Copy from Working Storage 'III 

Equations and eXplanations are identical·:<·to' the 89 ~~der, 
page A8 except for the following sUbstitutionS: 

"/"\ 
'\\ ;, 

12. (a) !:1u = (T3 T2 t) (¢5 Md) Os La', 8F7 
(b) + Ivlp' Os I (~5 Md) OE10 
(0) Rut = (T3 T2') (¢5 Md).Os L~' eF10 

(d) + Mp Os' OEIO 

(e) !9. = (T3 T2') (¢5 Md) Os Le' 'SF1O 

(f) + No' Os' (¢5Md) OE7 
(g) 12' = (T3 T2') (¢5 Md) Os La 8FIO 
(h) + 140 Os' OE14 

18. (b) n,' = L2 (T3 T2' C) (P33' Mr') 3C9 
(e) + L2' (T3 T2' C) (p,,', Mr) 4011 

ill Copy from Working Storage IV 

Equations and explanations are identical to the 89 order, 
page A8 except for the following Sol bstitutions: 

12. (a) !!v. = (T3 T2) (¢5 Md) Os He 9F16 
(b) + Mp' Os' «(65 Mel) OE10 

, ,', 

(0) Ha' = (T3 T2) (¢S )kl) Os He· 9~~' 
(d) + Mp Os' OE12 
(e) (T3 T2) (~5 Md)' Os Net 

., 

H9. = 9r13 
(t) + Mot Os' (¢5 )td) OE7 
(g)' 12" = (T3 '1'2) ({ti5 Md) Os Be 9F16 
(h) + 1'40 Os' 0El4 

le. (b) Al' == N2 (T3 T2' c)' (n3" Mr') ,06 
(0) +' N2" (T3 T2 c) (P33 , Mr) 4C8 



All 

~ Store Index in Address 

10 (a).S§. = (T8 T7 T6' T5' T4' T3') Ee 0 

(b) ~ = ( " ) Ee' C 

20 9.7. = ( " ) (T2 + F3') ¢2 Vw F4 

40 (a) 

(b) 

5. (a) 

(b) 

(0) 

Equations and ext>lanatio~ from this point are identical 
to the 49 order \3a thru 3p) Page 19. 

k = T8 (En 0 ¢o,) 

~= T8 (En \I 0 ¢o 0 ) 

M. = (T8 T7 T~ 0 '15') ¢2 Vw P33 

~= Q4 0 

~ = Q4 0 

DESORIPl'ION: 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

.Q.2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(a & b) Q8 FF follows Ee with a 01 order in the "T" regis tar. 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 
.', 

Q7 turns on during the MSH address portion Qf Vw. 

Recircula tes the "E" l~ne normally by passing the one t s. 

Same as {a} but passes the zero'so 

(b & c) 

Q4 turns on during P33 of the selected word (Vw) during ¢2. 

Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢o. 

Pre-Se1ect 

~ = 912 (T8 'J!7 T6' T·S' T4 T3 I T2 t ) 

(a) m!= (912 07 Q2) (Ri Vi' + Rit Vi) 0 

(b) m. = 07' P33 C 

(a) Vi = (¢2 07' Q2) Ri C (~ = 1 thru. 8 n'e) 
(b) ~= ( " ) RiO 0 

(a) .Q! = (07 P33 0) 01' 

(b) ~= ( " ) 01 ( 02' + 03' + 04' + C5' + C6') 

(c) + 07' 0 

5G6 
9G6 

5G1l 

9013 
lB14 

OJ4 

lU16 

lU16 

0116 

. 5130 

4116 

4N11 

4112 



(d) g = (07 P33 0) 01 C2' 
(e) 02' = (07 P33 0) 0102 (02' + 03' + 04' + 05' + 06') 
(f) + 07' 0 
(g) .92 = (07 P33 0) 01 02 C3' 
(h) 22.' = (07 P33 C) 01C203 (C2' + C3' + 04' + C5' + 06') 
(i) + 07' 0 
(j) Q! = (07 P33 0) 01 02 03 C4' 
(k) Q!' = (07 P33 C) 01020304 (02' + 03' + 04' + C5' + 06 1

) 

(1) + 07' 0 
(m) Q2 = (07 P33 0) 01 02 0304 05' 
(n) .Q5.' = (07 P33 0) 01 02 03 04 05 06' 
(0) + 07' 0 
(p) .Q.Q. = (07 P33 0) 01 02 03 04 05 06' 
(q) 06' = 07' ¢2 0 

5. (a) .Qi = T7 Q2 ¢2 P33 
(b) ¢2' = Q4 0 
(c) ~ = Q4 0 

DESCRIPTION: 

This operation pre-selects a MM Channel for future use. Although only 

one Mseo is required to set the selection flip flops (VI through V8), 
32 Msec are required for the selection relays to set. A 32 Mseo inter

lock is used to prevent premature transfers due to a transfer command 

being given less than 32 Mseo after a pre-select command. The logic is 

so written that nothing is lost except time if a premature block trans

fer command is given. 

1. Q2 turns true in ¢2. 
2. (a) If 07 is prime, it is turned true at the fall of the P33. 

(b) In ¢2, whenever 07 is true, it is turned prime if the "Vrt 

register and the "Rn register do not compare. 

3. (a & b) In ¢2 Vi follows Ri and Vi' follows Ri' •. P~~lel ~ 

transfer of the information in 

"Rtf flip flops to the "V" flip flops. 

A12 

5N16 

5N13 

4N2 
5N11 

5N9 
4N2 
5N2 

7114 

4N2 

7112 
7110 

4N2 

7L8 

7L7 
OEE16 

1U16 

lUI 6 



4. (a thru 1) C7 prime turns Cl, 02, C" 04, 05 and 06 prime. 
"C" counter begins counting up to 64. "Since each 

counter will count only at P'3 time total count is 

64 word times or two' drum revolutions." 

5. (8) Q4 comes up with Q2 in ¢2 and sequences computer to 

¢o. "Compu tar has been in ~2 for one word time.!' 

~ Store A in M (cg order is a pre-requisite) 

1. 

2. 

4. 

Ya I: 

(8) !y:. = 

(b) Ri' = 

(c) R& = 
(d) ~t = 

(e) ~ = 

(f) M' = 
(g) !!4. = 
(h) !it = 

(TB T7 T6 t '1'5' '1'4 T3' T2) ¢l Q3 C NO 
(Um ¢2P32 0) Rl' ok 

(Um ¢2 P32 0) Rl 
(Um ¢2 P,2 C) Rl t R2' 
(Um ¢2 P32 0) Rl' R2 
(Um ¢2 P32 C) R1' R2' R,' 
(Um ¢2 P32 C) Rl' R2' R3 

(Um ¢2 P,2 C) Rl' R2' R3' R4' 
(Um ¢2 P32 C) Rl t R2' R,' R4 

(i) R2 = (Um ¢2 P32 C) Rl' R2' R,' &4' R5' 
(j) B2' = (Um ¢2 P32 C) Rl' R2' R3' R4' R5 
(k) Mt = (Um ¢2-P32 C) Rl' R2' R,' R4' RS' "-

Yla' = (T8 T7 T6' T5' T4 1'3' T2)(¢2 P,2 C) No 
.Y.£' = ( II )( ,t ) 1'(0 

5. j2. (T8m~IT5'~4T3''l'2)(¢2 P32C)(VIV2·V3tV4· VS·V§tV7I!§I.) f1,O 
6. (a) .Q1 = ~T8 T7 T6' T5' '1'4 T,· '1'2) ¢2 P,2 ND" 

(b) ~ t = ¢2 Q3 0 

(c) il = ¢2 QJ C "{) 
-{\ 

'1. 

at 
9. 

10. 

i'1 = (T8T7T6'TS'T3'T2)A2' Vw 91" ¢,(a102Q'~')!72t~1 
H4 = ( " ) ;, Q3 C- .' 14 ~1 /' 

(a) ti' = ¢3 Q3 C 

(b) ~ = ¢3 Q3 C 
(a) IQ. = (¢4 Md) Os' Mo' 

(b) + '¢4.Md) Os Abl' 
(0) 

(d) 

(e) 

(t) 
(,) 
(h) 

k' = Qst Mo 

+ (¢4 I(d) Os Abl 

IR = (¢4 Md) Os' Mp' 
+ (914 Md) Os Abl 

Hut = Os' Mp 
+ (¢4 Md) as Ab1' 

Al3 

BM9 ~o 

3DDi2 
3DDI0 
4DDI0 
4DDa 
5DD14 
5DD12 
5DD2 
6DD16 

6DD14 

6DD11 

6DD13 
9M5 I'j fJ 

9M5 ('4.0 

~yqo ~,l 

6Q8 

2U:I,4 

2U.4 
2H.4 ~,::) 

8M~O r4:) 

2U1.2 

2U12 

9H6 . . I 

SHl, 
0114, 
9H11,\\j:) 

9114 
9HlO 

°il2 
9Hl2 :,) 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

(a) 
(b) 

(a) 
(b) 

(0) 

(a) 
(b) 

(0) 
(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(a:.) 

(b) 

(0) 
(d) 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
(0) 

~ = (T8 T7 T6' TS' T4 T3' T2) ¢o '¢1' ¢2 t ¢}' ¢6' 

.Qi = (01 02 C3 04 C5 06) ¢4 Q2 A2' F5 F2' FL 

!iG.t = (Ta T7 T6' T5' T4 T3' T2) ¢4 Q3 C 

~, = ¢4Q30 

~ = ¢4 Q3 C 

~ = (01 C2 03 04 05 C~) ¢5 Q2 A2'P33 
~, = ¢S Q3 0 

~ = ¢5 Q3 c \ 

\ 
.Q2 = (T8 T7 T6' T5' T4 T3' T2) ¢6 Vw Qr' P33 

~t = ¢6 Q3 0 

tL = ¢6 Q3 0 

~ = P33 C 

Xl' = T7 P33' An' Mr C 

+ T7 P33' An I~r' 0 

A2. = (T8 T6' T5') ¢7 Xl' 0 

12.' = Apr Q2 ¢7 A2 P33 ,C 

+ Ap20 

+ SC 

ID. = Apr Q2 11.2 ¢7 P33 

ttl' = ¢7 Q3 C 

il = ¢7 Q3 0 

.Q! = (C1 02 C3 C4 05 06) ¢7 Q2 A2' Xl P33 . 

ta' = Q4 C 

~. = Q4C 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. With a OB order in the itT" register Um turns on·at ¢1 Q3 C. 

2. (a thruk) At the fall of P32 in ¢2 with Um true' the "Ru register 

counts down by 1. 
Note: This will set the "Rtf register to the. address, ot" one word 

time previous to the one stipulated to be written into. 

3. Um turns prime at P32 in ¢2. 

4. 
5. 

Vr turns prime at P32 in¢2. . 

A2 alarm turns true at P32 in ¢2 if the V flip flops are 

set toMM Channel 01. "Protects against a block copy 

into MM 01 where the start routine is stored." 

Al4 

1N7N~ 
4Nl1'D\L 

9M1S rV'o 
2U8 

2U8 

gYYl 
2U6' ' 

2U6 

9B10·-'J'J'O 

2U4· 

2U4 
203 ' 
1N16,\,-1{) 

1N10 ~\O 

504-

4E12, 
6Cl1, : 

609 
4E13 ' 

2U9· 
2U9 \ 

\ 

9112 NO 
1U16 

lU16 



6. (a) Q3 driver turns true during P32 time in ¢2. 

(b & c) Sequences the computer from ¢2 to ¢3. 

7. Q3 driver turns true during P30 in ¢3 if the 

8. 

ItC" counter has counted up. "If the "C" counter 

has not counted up the computer waits in ¢3 until 

it does. 

Md turns true at the fall of P30 during the selected 

word time Vw in ¢3. "Sets the circuitry to writing 

configuration. 

9. (a & b) Sequences the comp~ter from ¢3 to ¢4. 

10. (a thru h) Refer to Ferranti system write up. "Mp and Mo 

flip flops accept information from Abl at P3l time. 

At P31 time Abl contains the P33 bit." 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. (a & b) 

15. (a) 

(b & c) 

16. (a) 

(b & c) 

17. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

18. (a) 

(b) 

Q2 comes up during ¢4. "Used in sequencing equations." 

Q3 turns true during P30 of the selected word time Vw 

in ¢4. 

Md turns prime in ¢4'. "Se~s circuitry to the read 

configuration." 

Sequences the' computer from ¢4 to ¢S. 
Q3 turns on during P33 time in ¢5. 

Sequences the computer from ¢5 to ¢6. 

Q3 turns true during P33 time in ¢6 during the selected 

word time (Vw Qr') 

Sequences the computer from ¢6 to ¢7. 
Xl turns true at the fall of P33 every word time. 

Xl turns prime if there is a mis-match between An and Mr. 

Checking bi t by bit. 

Xl turns prime if there is a mis-match between An and Nr 

Checking bit by bit. 

A2 is turned true in ¢7 if an improper copy has been 

made (Xl'). 

A2 turns prime if the ALARM SWITCH # 1 is in the SILENCE 

position (Apr), Q2 is true, A2 is true at P33 time in ¢7. 
"Allows computer to sequence to repeat the block copy." 

AlS 



18. (0) 

19.. (a) 

(b &: 0) 

20. (a) 

(b &: e) 

FLB/io 

116 

A2 turns prime it ALARM SWITCH #1 is in the RESTORE position (Ap2). 
Computer will sequence to ¢o and ignore poor copy. 

A2 turns :t>rime if the NORMAL-TEST-CLEAR SWITCH is in the CLEAR 
position lS). 

Q3 turns true during P:3:3 time if the .ALA.RM SWITCH #1 is in the 
SILENCE position and other oonditions present. 

Sequences· the oomputer from (n to ¢3. Repeats copy operation. 

Q4 turns t rue during P:33 in ¢7 if a proper copy was made (A2 t) . 
and the ItCIt counters have counted. 

Sequences the compUter from ¢7 to ¢5. 

:3 September 1958 


